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in The Second Sex, SSimoe de Beauvoir made the important observation that "Woman" is 
perceived as an " M e r "  to "Man"who is taken to be the universal subject or "Self." in 
addition, working within a dualistic fiamework, she posited that the concept of c'Nature'' is aiso 
constnicted as Other to the Self, ia which case, Woman is seen as closer to Nature than Man, 
while Man is seen as part of the world of Culture. This association of Woman with Nature has, 
ÙonicalLy, perhaps, systematically denied women a "placea7 in the world of Man, as well as a 
means of expressing this displacement Many contempotary femùiists, most notably the 
"French femuiists" such as Luce Irigaray, Julia fisteva and Hélène Cixous. challenge de 
Beauvoir's solution, which was for women to embrace male subjectivity in order to become an 
active "subject" while sundering the woman-nature connection. These feminists. as well as 
certain ecologicd feminists, suggest that it is the duaiistic conceptual Wework  that is 
pro blematic because it dows for the domination and exploitation of wornen, racial "othen," 
and the non-human wodd of nature. By demonstrziting how the oppositional categocies such as 
rnadwoman, cuiture/nature, subjedobject and seifYother are constnicted, primarïly through 
language and figuration, such feminists poht to a meam for women to challenp longstanding 
repnsentations of women and nature and, in the process, a- active agency and the ability for 
self-repnsentation through narrative. Most importantly, they point to an analogy between a 
dualistic concept o f  subjectivity and the culairr/natur~ dichotorny, suggesting that any attempt 
at challenging and reconfiguruig subjedvity as a whole m u t  necessarily cal1 into question the 
hct ion  of the cultute/nature dichotomy in the displacement of "othen." in my thesis, 1 
explore this dynamic through close ceadings of select novels by contemporary Canadian 
women writers. Specificaily, I examine the npresentations of non-hurnan nature and landscape 
in their novels, and the respective charactersy engagement with place in order to question how 
these writea hterrogate alte- subjectivity and the cuIture/nahirr dichotomy. 

The novels in this study inchde: Daphne MarIattys Ana Hisoric, Aritha van Herk's 
P[aces Far From Ellesmere, and Lee Marade's Ruvemong. Each of these texts is notable for 
its engagement with place, landscape, and non-human nature in relationship to the human 
charactes poctrayed. The fhAe novels in this study depict often intimate engagements with 
"place," with place encompassing the interaction of the body with the non-human world, and a 
relational sense of self. Sigruficantly9 non-human %atmy* and landscape play important roles 
in these inter-dynamic explorations of self-identity. in theu investigations of "identiv and 
''nature+" they take steps towards new imaginings of pIace and seIf. in part through 
deconstructive interrogations of Eiistory and the coIoniai legacy in Canada. The idea of "placen 
and "seP is integrai to these questionings9 nvealiag a concept of both as formed by a 
muitiplicity of discourses and a sense ofhistory that is paiimpsestic. ui exptoring the 
intersection of subjectivity and the cdture/nature dichotomy as it emerges in these texts, I 
argue that each of these women disnipts the dichotomies of sewother and cuitue/nature 
without embracmg (white) "male" ~bjectivity~ or coatinuihg a devaIuatioa of non-human 
''nature.'' Thek texts, m fa& offer a wide mage of stratepies for disnrptmg bhary oppositions, 
and, as a resuit, they recuperate and a f h n  those ternis that have been traditiody associated 
with Toman. while, at the same &ne, destabifizing the fbced categorks of 'Woman" and 
"sature." 
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Introduction 

Re-vision-the act of Iooking back, of seeing with k s h  eyes, of entering an old 
text h m  a new critical direction-is for women more than a chapter in cu1tura.i 
history: it is an act of survival. h t i l  we cm understand the assumptions in 
which we are drenched, we cannot know ourselves. And this drive to self- 
knowledge, for women, is more than a search for identity: it is part of out 
refiisal ofthe self-destructiveness of male-dominated society. (Adneme Rich, 
When We Dead Awaken: Wntuig as Re-Vision" 35) 

In the explorations of memory and place lie unsolved murders; in the muItipIe 
dissensions of distance and tirne, certain conditions prevail. The world admits 
deserts and islands, but no women. (Aritha Van Herk, Places F m  From 
Ellesmere) 

The epigraph from Antha Van Herk's novet, Pluces Fm From Ellesmere, points to a 

compelling dilemma in feminist theory; that is, how the association of woman with nature has 

(*ronicatly, perhaps) denied woman a "place" in the world, as well as a means of expressing 

this displacement. This b%orld'7 is, however, not truly the "natural" world, but one constmcted 

discursively through such fields as philosophy, history, science, and, importantty, Iiterahue. As 

feminists have pointed out, this world has been constructed largely h m  the male perspective 

and has created a false dichotomy between nature and culture, or a "naturaI worldn and a 

World of men." Woman, in the latter world, is apprehended as an "Other." and thus is denied 

the role of active subject and relegated to the ceah  of the object, or that which is not 

identifiable wÏth the "Sel£" This deniai of place to women is andogous to the deniai of 

subjectivity to women, which is ofsigrtifkant concem to feminists. The concern with 

subjectivity stems h m  mtemgations ofthe gendcred subjedobject dichotomy where the 

subject is equai to the ''univeniversal maien and the object is regarded as fernale- As Susan 

Hekman points out, the mots ofthe femùi-st investigation Ïnto the subjedobject dichotomy lie 
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in S b n e  de Beauvoifs observation in The Second Sar that the category of bcWoman" or 

"Other" is coastnicted through social, economic and politicai forces, while the "Subject," as 

male, is self-creating and autonomous (Hekman 46). By this reasoning, given the "infiecior" 

status of the "Other," de Beauvoir recommended that wornen "embrace" masculine 

subjectivity in order to attah equality with men. Hekman acknowledges the importance of de 

Beauvoir's observations in that de Beauvoir brought awareness to the means by which wornen 

have ken  subjugated in society and- hence, excluded from "mascu1ine" cealms based on the 

social construction of the female gender. She mgtiques de Beauvoir's solution. however, on the 

basis that it arnounts to a need for women to become "like menn in order to attain the freedom 

and authocity of the subject, thus forsaking their own sexual identities (46). Also at issue is the 

seeming failve to recognize that the male gender and, hence, the -subjectY' itself is likewise a 

social constnict and not a "naturai" (male) condition, 

De Beauvoir is credited with exposing the woman-nature connection, as well. by 

iilustrating how ''naturen is also an "other" (King, T h e  Ecology of Feminism" 21). As 

Ynestra King suggests, the domination of nature is necessitated by a view that nature is "other" 

to the self, "something essentidry different h m  the dominant, to be objectified and 

subordinated" (21). Iust as de Beauvoir advocated the embracing of 'hiaie" subjectivity, 

however, so, too, did she advocate the "severance of the woman-nanue comection as a 

condition of womenys liberation" (King 23). Consequentiy, de Beauvoir's insights reveai an 

important d u g y  beh~etn a dualistk conception of subjectivity and the cuinrre/natm 

dichotomy, suggesting that any atternpt at chailengnig and recodïpuring subjeîtivity as a whoie 

must necessarily c d  into quedon the hc t ïon  ofthe culture/m- dicaotomy in the 
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displacement ofC'Othen." ui my thesis, I will explore this dynamic through close readings of 

Daphne Marlaît's Ana HWtoric, Van Herk's Places Far Fron Ellesmere, and Lee 

Maracle's Ravemong. Specincdly, I wiIL examine the representations of non-human nature 

and Iandscape in these novels, and the respective characters' engagement with place in order to 

question how these writers interrogate alterity, subjectivity and the culturdnature dichotomy. 

As such, 1 suggest that they are ail 'k-visionary" novels, in the sense of Adrienne Rich's 

definition of "ce-vision," in theY diverse "readings" and "(re)wrïcings" of malade lineated 

discourses and texts, 

S igni ficandy, many ferninists w ho actively challenge the subjectlo bject dichotomy 

propose a reconcepnialuation of subjectivity by illmtrating how the "subject" is created 

through Ianguage. Such feminists indude the "French feminists" Luce Irigaray, Julia Knsteva 

and Hélène Cixous, who, akhough notably different in their styIes and approaches, al1 base 

their criticisms of the construction of the subject in a critique of language. and advocate 

subversive, radical strategies for women to become active agents through narrative. Cixous 

articulates this very strongiy in the opening paragraph to T h e  Laugb of the Medusa" when she 

writes that "[wloman must wurite her self: must write about women and bring women to 

wtiting, h m  which they have k e n  driven away as violentLy as fiom their bodies-for the sarne 

reasons, by the same Iaw, with the same fatal goai. Woman must put herseIf into the text-as 

into the world and into history-by ber own movement" (245). Here Cixous points to the 

"erasure" and displacement of women h m  man's "culturen This is an ecasure or "lack" that 

is "inscribeci" into the very Ianguage itself, or the "Symboüc" in Jacques Lacan's ternis9 whose 

p s y c h ~ a n d ~ c  theorïes are oAen the focus ofthe French femuiists' critiques. Luce Irigaray, for 



example. chdenges and subverts Lacan's psycholinguistic theory that "Woman" is that which 

is necessarily defuied as a "lack" in opposition to the fuliness of the male presence as 

npresented by the phallus. h so d o h g  she explicitiy shifts the reah  of language h m  the 

"Symbolic" to the physical, illustrating how fernale sexudity an& therefore, fernale bodies, 

have been affectivety erased in Lacan's conception ("This Sex Which is Not OneyT 23). 

lrigaray thus perceives a subversive potentiai for women to seize the power of language and 

inscribe themselves through narrative. It is this re-emphasis on narrative that chailenges those 

who would accuse irigaray of essentidism, for, dthough a concept of the fernale "body" 

feanves predominantly in her work, she does not defme 'Vie body" in k e d  or essential ternis. 

nor does she posit a concept of "Woman" that represents a reduction to mere biological 

essence. For Irigaray, "îvornan" is possibility, or "vugin territory," "as yet unmarked by them, 

for them. One who is not yet made wornan by and for them. Not yet imprinted with their sex, 

their language" (Irigaray? When Our Lips Speak Together" 21 1). irigaray writes M e r  that 

we are women h m  the start. That we don? have to be turned into women by 
hem, labeled by the& made holy and pmfaned by them. That that has always 
akeady happened, without their efforts. And that their history, their stories, 
constitute the locus of our displacement It's not that we have a temtory of out 
own; but theù fathedand, famiIy, home, discourse, impnson us in enclosed 
spaces where we cannot keep on moving, Iivhg, as ourselves. Their properties 
are our exile. Their encIosures, the death of our love. Their words, the gag 
upon out Iips. (2 t2) 

Kgaray pmvocatively Iinks images of temtory and Iand with women's bodies and in so dokg, 

reveals a "bIind spot a potential in the rn- or white spaces of the patriatchai text where 

women can UidenniteIy envision the Ih*tiess pssibility of their own existence. Ingaray 

encourages women to "[slpeak, all the rame," nothg that "[at's our good f m e  that your 
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language isn't formed of a single thread, a single strand or pattern. tt cornes £iom everywhere 

at once .... Why onIy one song, one speech, one te* at a the?" (209). 

The paradoxically subversive potential of the definition of cbWoman" as "Iack" is 

likewise explored by Drucilla Comell, who suggesrs that if woman is 9ack" and thus lacks 

meaning, "she can be anything" (87). She goes on to suggest that "[tlhe impossibility of 

absolutely r ing  the meaning of wornan yields endless transfomative possibility. And because 

of this impossibility we can challenge any theory that supposedly imprisons us in the tnith of 

our dBerenceW (87). Both Irigaray and Corne11 point not only to the radical potential of 

narrative that COtous proposes; they also point to the formulation of a discursive, pluralistic 

%elf that dimpts the traditional subject/object dichotomy. This "self' represents a 

reconfigured "subject-in-process," a term Ton1 Moi uses to describe Julia Kristeva's concept 

of subjectivity (16). As Hekman explains, Kristeva posits that subjectivity is c ~ a t e d  through 

language, which is a producer of social meaning (53). As a product of discourse (that is, an 

interplay of language, and social and political ideologies), the subject is conceived by fisteva 

in the plurai; that is, there is no one subject but many subjects, since the subject rnay be created 

diffe~ntiy through diRecent discourses. She decentres the subject so that it no Ionger retains a 

position of Mgular authonty, but conceives of it as active and poaesshg "revolutionary 

potentic because subjects are abIe to challenge or deconstmct the discome that precedes 

them (Fiehan 53-4). This b'subject-in-process" or "self;" therefore, has the potentiai for self- 

representation as a means of chdlenguig those representations coostructed by discourses h m  

which women, or more generdly, "others," have been IargeIy excluded or h m  which they 
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have been dis-placed. SignifÏcantiy, such representatiom wouid include metaphors that 

ferninize nature andor that metaphorke the ferninine in temts ofnature* 

Y n e ~  Kuig suggests that "in taking up ecology feminism necessarily begins to try 

and understand what it has meant for us as women to be represented as closer to nature than 

men in a male-dominated culture that dekes itself in opposition to nature" (Wealing the 

Wounds: Feminism, Ecology, and Nature/CuIhire Dudism L 18). This is the foundational 

premise of an ecoferninism that leads to a critique of al1 foms of representation created through 

hegemonic discourses, and the effects these npresentations have on our perceptions of 

"naîure" as well as of "other~.~' Fundamentally, ecoferninism may challenge traditional 

epistemology and ontoIogy (that is ways of "knowuig" and "being"), particuiarly in a critique of 

value hierarchies, value dualisms, and the "logic of domination." in her article 'The Power and 

Promise of Ecofeminism," philosopher Karen J. Warren puts forth the notion of a "conceptual 

framework" that she describes as a "a set of basic beliefs, values. attitudes, and assumptions 

which shape and reflect how one views oneself and one's world. It is a socially constructed 

Iens through which we perceive omelves" (127, her emphasis). An "oppressiw concepruo[ 

fi.amauork~ she writes, "is one that explains, justifies, and maintains relationships of 

domination and subordgrnation" (128, her ernphasis). The logic of domination, vaIue hierarchies 

and value dualisms are al1 features of oppressive conceptual fi.ameworks, she argues, that have 

been w d  '%O establish infertiority and to justify subordination" (129). She writes that "it is the 

logic of domination, cozqded with value-hierarchÏcai thinknig and vaiue dttaiisms, which 

?ustifiesT subordination. What is expIanatoriIy basic, then, about the nature of oppressive 

conceptmi fiameworks is the Iogic of dorninaaon" (129. her emphasis). Simpiy stated, uvalue- 
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hienuehicai thinking" posits that "man" e>cists at the top of a chah of beings over which he has 

superiocity, with non-human nature at the bottom. "Value duaiisms" are those oppositional 

binarisrns such as rnanlwoman, culture/nature, mind/body, reason/ernotion, whitehIack, et 

cetera. In conjunction with vaiue-hienuchical thinking, the f'i item of these pairs is given 

superior value over the second; therefore, in tenns of the "chain of being," wornan is situated 

beneath man and, hence, closer to nature- "Woman" is dso situated in the secondary binary 

term and so is also linked with nature in opposition to male "culaire." The Iogic of domination, 

then, works on the assumption that (male) human life is superiot to animate and inanimate 

nature and, that being the case, (male) humans are '?norally justifiedW in subordinating nature 

(Warren 128). These features, thecefore, work in tandem to support a world-view that foms 

the basis for not only the domination of natue, but for sexism and racism as a well. Warren 

ultimately suggests that the oppression of peoples based on sex, race and class, for instance, is 

conceptually linked to dornineering anmides towards nature. 

What is significant about ecofeminism, as posited by Kuig and Wamn, is that its 

chailenge to dualisms is similar to the challenge to subjectivity outiined above; however, it 

factors in ''nature" as a necessary component of a feminist challenge to oppression based on 

sex, race, ethnicity, class, age, et cetera, because such domination is '%ed concepaialty and 

histocicdly to the domination of nature" (Warren 143). Ecological feminism draws attention to 

how subordinating attitudes towards people and the land are entwined, thus suggesting that any 

feminism that does not attend to ecologicai issues is, in Warren's words, "at best incompIete 

and at worst &p[y hadeqaten (126). It shouid be aoted, however, that not aü approaches 

Iabelled "ecofemmist" necessady seek to disnipt the culturelnature dichotomy, nor do they 
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necessarily address the probIernatic of dichotomies as a whole. There are those, for instance, 

who merply seek to reverse the value hienuchy by privileging nature over culture and, in so 

doing, reposition "Wornan" as superïor to "Man" because of her perceived cioseness to 

nature'. Feminists such as King, Warren and Val Plumwood, however, are increasingly urging 

an ecofeminist position that contests value dualisms and, therefore, interrogates the woman- 

nature association in a way ÿvhich neither accepts women's exclusion h m  m o n  nor accepts 

the construction of nature as ideriof' (Piumwood, FeminLrm and the Mizstery of Nawe 20). 

Plumwood provocatively suggests, for instance, that the woman-nature association is 

problematic only insofar as it retains its patnarchal meanings ("Conversations with Gaia" 667). 

King posits that one of the goals of what she calls a "social ecological ferninimi" is "to 

interpret the historïcal significance of the fact that women have been positioned at the biological 

dividing Iinc where the organic emerges into the social. It is for ecofeminism to interpret this 

fact historically and to make the most of this mediated subjectivity to heai a divided wodd" 

(13 1). What is interesthg about this observation is that King positions women in an 

intennediary space between the '*organic" and the "'social"; in other words, between 'hanire'' 

and *'culture.m Such a strategy is notabie in those femÏnists to whom I reïèr above, who, in 

seeking to disrupt the subjectlo bject dichotomy, variously point to the "in-between" dis-placed 

' For a detailed discussion of the differences among ecofeminisms, particuIarly in 
cornparison to the varied positions within ferninism as a whok (such as Liberai, socialist, 
cuItural, et cetera), see Ynestra King, "Hesüng the Wounds: Feminism, EcoIogy, and 
Nature/Cdture Duaiisrn? G b f  BO&, Knowedge, Eds. A. Jaggar and S. Bordo (London: 
Routiedge UP, 1989) 115-41; as weU as Camlyn Merchant's article "Ecoferninsm and 
FeminÏ Ttieory" in Rewemngtk Wurht The Emergmce of Ecofminr';mn, Eds. J. Diamond 
and G. F. Orrnstein (San Francisco: Sierra Club Books) 1990,100-5. 
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positioning ofcbWoman" as a space that offers a subversively radical potentid for women to 

explore their own seIves and create theu own identities. The stratepies for doing so are as 

multiple and diverse as the wntings and approaches of these femlliists themselves, and this 

diversity is also evident in the novels I have chosen to study Î n  this thesis. 

Marlatt, van Herk and Manicle each explore the cornpiexities of self-representation 

such that they challenge the concept of the naditional, universal (male) subject in literatu~ and 

history, and, in so doing, push the traditiond boundaries of fom and content. In addition, each 

of their texts is notable for its engagement with place, landscape and non-human nature in 

relationship to the human bbchanicters" they portray. in so dokg, these te- engage in 

deconsmictive "readings" that dimpt binarimis such as culture/natwe, male/fernale, 

mindhody, factfiction, reasodemotion and, of course, selfïother. These deconstnictive 

readings may be apprehended as a "double movement," an bterpretation of deconstruction 

which Nancy J. Holland notes takes into account its recuperative possibilities for feminist 

readings: 

[allong with its crÏtÏcai readhg of traditionai texts, it offers an affinnation of a11 
that those te- would use hienuchical oppositions to subordinate or excIude- 
indeterminacy k dl its forms, mystery, randomness, chaos. Nature, the body, 
motion, absoiute difference, S i t e  defermi and constant substitutÎon-in two 
words, differance and Woman. By ~veaiïng the structure of differance at the 
base of any c lah to trumith or essence, deconstruction aIso says two things about 
women: they do not exi* as such in traditionai phalIogocentric discome 
(which is defined, as Rorty sttggests, by theV necessary exclusion), but they 
aiso do not e& outside that discourse as  'women' in any essentiai or 
detenninate meanhg of the term because essence and determinate meanings 
have gone the way of Man and God. (6) 
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This sense ofdecoostniction is congnient with the ferninisms outlined above, which, Ïn  their 

seking of the potential of "Wornan's" ironically displaced psitioning, challenge rigid 

definitions of Woman, while maintainhg a fl uiditymd multiplicity of seW-defmitions. 

'bDz~runce" is Jacques Derrida's term for the endlessly deferred and "differed" meanings that 

are ùihennt in a text. By questionhg the %thn of any single repmentation, deconstnictive 

readings point to the unlimited possibility contained within any text, which Derrida explains as 

foliows: 

a text remains ... forever imperceptible. Its laws and its niles are not, however, 
harbored in the inaccessibility of a secret; it is simply that they can never be 
booked, in the present, into anything that could cigorously be cdled a 
perception ....T he dissimulation of the woven texture [of the t e a  can in any 
case take centuries to undo its web: a web that envelops a web, undoing the 
web for centuries; reconstituting it too as an organism, indefinitely regenerating 
its own tissue behind the cutting trace, the decision ofeach reading. (63) 

This points to the irnpossibiIity of "survey[ing~ al1 the threads [of the text] at once" (Derrida 

63); thereby acknowledging that difEerence is necessarily mahtained within the text itseIf, or, 

indeed, any form of representation. in intemgating the woman-nature co~ection, especially, I 

argue that this connection is not repudiated or rejected in these novels, but is both strategically 

deconstnrcted and (re)conceptualized through critiques that address the predominant world- 

view, or concepnial h e w o r k ,  that constructed the association in the first place. 

It is celativety cornmou, however, to question such a stnitegy as potentialty 

"essentializing," that is, the "attribution ofa fked essence to women," as  E b b e t û  Grosz 

defies it ("Sexuai DBerence and the Roblem of Essentidismm 47). As Grosz explains, 

essentidimi %fers to the existence of fked characteristics, given amibutes, and abistoncd 
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hctions that Iimit the possibilities of change and thus of social reorganization" (48). For 

instance, while not addressïng specincdy the woman-nature association a s  (re)presented in 

Ana Historie, Lola Lemire Tatevin, in her entitled "Daphne Marlatt: Wnting in the 

Space that is Her Mother7s Face," criticîzes Mariatt's fascination w ith the etymo logy of words 

and her linking of language to physicality as a desire for a return to ongins, to a (maternai) 

source in which women may imagine a tmnscendence of the reaiity of patrïarchai oppression 

and achieve a utopian "dream of a non-oppressive society" (20 1). Tostevin perceives Marlatt's 

woman-identified sexual ending to the novei and her style of wciting as "vulvaiogocenaic"; that 

is, that Marlatt merely replaces the phallus (or Pen  as metaphoncal penis," as Tostevin 

descnis it) as prÏmary signifier in the code of Ianguage Lacan calls the Symbolic with the 

vuiva (which symbolizes a "mouth"") (20 1). Tostevin7s critique, however, is mostly based on a 

rrading of the folIowing line she quotes h m  Tou& to My Tongw, where Marlatt writes that 

*'in etymoIogy we discover a history of verbai relations (a farnily me ifyou wi1I) that has 

preceded us and @en us the world we Iive in" (196). Tostevin appears to interpret this quite 

literalIy as a d e s k  on Mariatt's part to r e m  to a space that precedes Ianguage (Tostevin 

identifies this with Kristeva's concept of the "semiotic," which is Linked to the pre-verbal 

*'mothertongue" and the relational condition of the seif before it becornes a "subjecf through 

entrance into the "SymboIic," or Ianguage). 1, however, interpret this as a desire to uncover the 

Iayers of meanings buiit upon words (ünked with MarIatt's peeling away of the Iayea of 

history) to discover how the 'korId" has been constnicted through Ianguage, and how our 

perceptions of that worid have ken  innuenced by those meanings. As provocatively expIored 

in MarIatfs nover, sucfi meanhgs are Ïmplicated in the constniction of the 'iivodd'' d"@ the 

binary opposition of Unahue>' and "culture," a dichotomy Mariatt seeh to disrupt 'WorIc as 
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she conceives it, necessady includes the '"aaturaiyt world, but, at the same tune, by u n c o v e ~ g  

the construction of '%vorldn through language, she exposes how the idea of "nature" is itseif a 

Linguistic construct. As such, she suggests there cm be no originary or essential "nature" that 

somehow exists outside of or pnor to our own perceptions of "nature," whether that be human 

or non-human nature. "Nature," or more specifically, the physicd world, insofar as we can 

conceive of it in a non-representational form, is neutral, and we project ou own fears and 

desires ont0 it. Such a projection is evident, for instance, in the metaphoric gendering of 

**natu? as femaie in much literature. It seems quite ironie rhat Tostevin begios her article by 

noting the influence of Merleau-Ponty's phenomenology of perception on Marlatt's work, 

which she defines as 'Vie philosophica1 position that perception plays a fundamentai role in the 

relation between seif and world, self and other, self-knowledge and sexuality, and the 

embodiment and representation of such topics" (192), but then fails to take into account this 

influence on Marlatt's conception of the relation beh~een Ianguage and the world. Madan's 

interest in etymology, then, lies in an awareness of the maIIeability of Ianguage itself. and in the 

possibility of discovering the blind-spots or aporias w h e ~  the manipulation of Ianguage may be 

evidenced, thus revealing how our perceptions of the world have Iikewise been manipulated. 

EnWonmental phiIosopher Neil Evernden wrîtes that "[tlhe world we see is ... revealed 

against a background of belief. without which it couid not appear as it does" (128), suggesting 

that '%ve corne to occupy the Iandscape we create" (xii). The te- of Marlatt, van Herk and 

Maracle that form the basis for this study, each m thek own way engage in deconstructive 

readings of the multiple discourses that have worked tu "mate" the Iandscape as we know i& a 

landscape which is fomded upon a logk of domination to the detriment not oniy ofthe Iand 
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itself, but to human beings, partictûarly women and racial "others." In their explorations of 

"identity" and 'ktature," they take steps towards new imaginings of place and self, in part 

through deconstructive interrogations of history and the coIonÎa1 legacy in Canada The idea of 

'place" and "self' is integral to these questionings, reveaiing a concept of both as formed by a 

rnultiplicity of discourses and a sense of history that is paiimpsestic. Their narratives may be 

seen as effectively stripping away the layers to reveai what has been effaced or imperfectly 

erased through "seniement" or coïonization. They work to reveai the "blind spots" on the 

maps, or the gaps where it is evident that the map is a biased and often-times privileged 

representation of a Iimited perspective and not the place itself. 1 chose these novels, therefore, 

for the diversity of disniptive stmtegies they employ, as well as for the diveaity of perspectives 

they present. 

The role of perception in a11 of these novels is very important, for it points to the ways 

in which al1 representative constructions of either non-human nature or other human beings are 

mediated by one's own position in the world. This situating of the self in the world is theorized 

extensivety in phenomenology, which is a philosophy that, beguuillig with Maain Heidegger, 

c haIlenges traditional epistemology and onto logy b y specificaily targetîng the subjectlo bject and 

m i n h d y  dichotomy. Merleau-Ponty descnies phenomenoIogy as a "reairn to things 

themsetves," which Ïnvolves a "retuni to that world which precedes kaowledge, of which 

knowiedge aiways speah, and in relation to which every scienufic schernatization is an 

abstract and decivative sign-language, as is geopphy ui relation to the country-side in which 

we bave Ieamt beforehand what a fore% a prairie or a river is" (ix). What phenomenology 

seeks to do, therefore? k achowledge the primaey ofphysicd exjmience as a way ofknowing 



the world, thus challenging the Cartesian cogito which posits that we "know" the world solely 

through our minds, or through reason done. importantly, phenomenology emphasizes the 

integral role of the body in how we expenence and corne to know the world, and, as such, 

reconfigures "subjectivity" in corporeal terms? As Elizabeth G r o s  explains it, "[ÏJnsofar as I 

live the body, it is a phenornenon experienced by me and thus provides the very horizon and 

perspectival point which places me in the world and makes reiations between me, other objects, 

and other subjects possible ... J?henomenological ceflection on the body reveds that I am not a 

subject separated from the world or h m  others, a mind somehow cut off h m  matter and 

space" (86). Significantiy, Grosz suggests that 

Merleau-Ponty's work...attempts to take up and utilize the space in between, 
the 'no-man's land' or guIf separatîng oppositional terms. This impossible, 
excluded middle predates and makes possible the binary terms insofar as it 
precedes and exceeds them, insofar as it is uncontainable in either term. 
Perception is, as it were, mid-way between mind and body and requires the 
bct ion  of both, (74) 

Again, it is an "in between" space that emerges as a radical challenge to the dualistic thinking 

that Wamn suggests is an integral condition of the logic of domination. Gros suggests that 

Merleau-Ponty's ideas have relevance to ferninism, nothg that his 

defiance of and challenge to b i n q  polarizations places his interests close to 
those of many fernUUst~..~s philosophicai aims and methods of rendering 
binary poIarization pro blematic accord quite well with the goals of many 
feminsts-and perhaps moût strikingly Luce [rigaray-of making explicit the 

' In his book ïhe Naturui Aiien: H d n d  und Envitonment, NeiI Evernden 
explores phenomenology in an ecological contw pointhg towards the potentiai of 
phenomenotogicd rnethodoIogies for reconceptualizing our relationship with the 
"environment," drawin& psrticuiady, on the WTifUlgs of Martin Heidegger and Maurice 
Mer1 eau-Ponty. 



unspoken assumptions of and debt to femininity and maternity that founds 
philosophy as we h o w  i t  What Merleau-Ponty seems to ofFer feminists Lüce 
irigaray [are] ... elements that may augment or enrich fernini theory itsel£ His 
ernphasis on Lived experience and perceptio~ his focus on the body-subject, 
has nsonances with what may arguably be regarded as feminism's major 
contribution to the production and structure of knowledges-its necessary 
reïiance on h e d  experience, on experiential acquaintance as a touchstone or 
cntenon of the vaiidity of theoreticai postdates. (94) 

The rote of perception in a refomulation of one's experience ofthe world and, consequently, 

one's own seIf-creation thcough narrative, features significantly in the novels in thts study. 

Each author explores alternative ways for not only self-representation, but for the 

representation of the "world" which feattms in theu tex& ways that do not seek to pre-define 

the self or world, and that self-ceflexively acknowledge their own complicity in the (re)cnation 

of new cepresentations thmugh ianguage. Although I acknowledge the influence of a 

phenomenological perspective in my readings of the te-, it is feminist postdations of vie 

'place between" that f draw on predominantly in order to expIon the cornplex, and oflen 

contradictory, relational sense of self that is deveioped in the novels. 

One of  the theories expIored in relation to Marlatfs A n a  Histone and Van Herk's 

Haces Fm From Ellesmere9 especiaiIy, is Luce [rigaray's concept of the "inteml of desk." 

"Desire," kigaray d e s ,  "occupies or designates the place of the intervaf. Giving it a 

permanent denniuon woufd amomt m suppressing it as desire- Desire demands a sense of 

attraction: a change in the intervd, the displacement ofthe subject or of the object in their 

reIations of neamess or distance" ("Sexual DifEe~nce" 8). Irigaray develops this concept of 

desire as an innnitely uudefhable intervaf in order to suggest that sexuai dflerence rnust ue 

~cognized in order to attaÏn et6icd relations between men and women. In'garay pohts out that 



Woman has been constnrcted as a 'blace" for man that nevertheless allows for her own dis- 

placement. She wrïtes that the "maternai-ferninine remaias the place separated h m  'its' own 

place. She is or ceaselessly becomes the pIace of the other who cannot separate h h e l f  h m  it 

without her knowing or willing it, she is then threatening because of what she lacks: a 'proper' 

place" (1 1). The notion of displacement and the mIe of the "interval of desk" play out in 

diverse ways in both Marlatt and Van Herk's texts in particular, as both explore the possibility 

of finding a pIace for women that does not merdy replicate the dynamic of displacement. The 

expression of desire is of particular concem to Aritha Van Herk in Places Far F m  Ellesmere, 

who exposes the irony ofthe consmiction of Woman as an object of desire which, nevertheless, 

disables her h m  expressing her own desire, or punishes her ifshe attempts to do so. 

trigaray's theory thus hdps to illuminate cornplex movements in these texts in their stnving to 

present sexual difference in a way that is not essentiaking. Irigaray writes: 

How can we mark this lbi t  of a place, of pIace in general, if not through 
sexual dierence? But, in order for an ethics of sexual difference to corne into 
being, we m u t  constitute a possible place for each sex, body, and ff esh to 
inhabit, which presupposes a memory of the pas, a hope for the future, 
memory brÏdging the present and disconcerthg the m h r  symmetry that 
annihilates the diaerence of identity. ( 18) 

Ail three novek in this study notabIy utilize memory and often intimate engagements with 

"place," with place encompassïng the interaction of the body with the non-human wodd and a 

reIationaI sense of self. Significantiy, non-human "nature* and Iandscape pIay Unportant d e s  

in these inter-dynamîc explorations of self-identity. 



The theme ofïiaturen has Iong been identined as a predominant one in Canadian 

Iiterature. This perception of Canadian Iiterature is infornieci, for instance, by eady settler 

accounts of IXe m the "bush," to which women contributed significantly, as well as by 

literary criticism suc h as Northrop Frye' s "Conclusion to a Litermy History of Cmda," and 

Margaret Atwood's SurvivaI: a Themafic Gui& to Canadimi Literame. This style of 

criticisrn has corne to be known as "thematic," and is a structuralist position that seeks to 

categorize Iiterature in tems of universal themes and patterns. While this style of literary 

theory has been extensively cnticized, particularly in comparison to post-snucturalist 

approaches, both Fryeys and Atwood's (a mident of Fcye's) observations have greatly 

influenced the perception of Canadian literanire as a whole3. Frye and Atwood significantly 

contributed to the idea that not only Canadian wnters, but Canadians themselves have been 

greatly preoccupied with the "naturai worlb' and their ofien ambivalent relationship to it, while 

also suggesting that Canadian Iiterature has mostly developed out of the settier's imagination. 

in searching for themes in Canadian literature that would mark it as "Canadian," Frye points to 

the means by which Canada was "civilized," writing that "[c]ivilization in Canada, as 

elsewhere, has advanced geometncally across the country, throwing down long parallel Iines of 

For a detailed summary of this iduence, see Marlene Goldman's introduction in 
Paths of Desike: I q e s  of ErpIoratim and Mapping in Cimadiun Wumen's W~ting 
(Toronto: Toronto üP, 1997), and HeIen Buss's essay, "Wornen and the -son Mentaiity: 
Pioneer Women Autobiographers and their Relation to the Land," m Re(Dis)cove&g Our 
Foremothersi Nineteenth Centwy Canadim Women Writers, Ed. Lorraine McMuIlen 
(Ottawa: Ottawa W, 1990) 123-136. As Buss suggests, the prïnwy problem with the 
thematic structuralist approach is t&at "once accepted as the ody valid one, [it] mideads and 
misdirects the act ofreading" (125). 1 point to Frye and Atwood to demonstrate their Huence 
on perceptions about Canadian iikrature and, in particdar, the d e  of nature in Canadian 
literature, rather than to situate my own readïngs in their hmeworks, as weii as to specifîcaIly 
chdenge the centrstlity ofthe "settiei' imagination in their concept of Canadian Iiterature- 



the railways, dividing up the fmlands into chessboards of square-mile sections and 

concession-lhe roads. The= is Iittle adaptation to nature: in both architecture and 

arrangement, Canadian cities and villages express rather an arrogant abstraction, the conquest 

of nature by an intelligence that does not love if' (72). Frye M e r  notes, however, that 

the conquest of nature has its own perils for the imagination, in a country where 
the winters are so cold and where conditions of Iife have so often been bleak 
and comfortIess .... I have long been impressed in Canadian poetry by a tone of 
deep tercor in regard to nat m... Jt is not a tenor of the dangers or discomforts 
or even the mystenes of na-, but a termr of the sou1 at something that these 
thïngs manifest. The human mind has nothing but human and mord values to 
cling to if it is to pmerve its integity or even its saniSr, yet the vast 
unconsciousness of nature in fiont of it seems an unansverable denial of those 
values, (73) 

Although Frye does not make the co~ection. he nevertheless pmvocatively points to the 

association of woman and nature and the psychological effect this association has on man, 

especiaily, such as Freud expressed in his (in)farnous comment that "woman is a dark 

continent? Although acknowledging the impact the attitude of cbconquest" has had on the 

landscape, as well as its consequences for human beings, Frye's universaiized "human" does 

not account for potentid gender diffennces in the appnhension of "nature," and how this may 

have infl uenced the wntings of both women and men about their encounters with the 

Iandscape. As Marlene GoIdman suggests. "[w]hile some women may not have responded to 

the Iandscape as men did, the need to determine one's pIace in the landscape affected men and 

women aiike, and this preoccupation seems to have Ieft its mark on Canadian Iitecary tradition" 

(9). This statement compehgiy gestures towards the question of why women and men may 

have responded to the landscape dierentiy. for Goldman suggests there is, indeed, a gender 

merence in perception, even as this seems to be a "universai" theme in Canadian Iiterature. 
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Atwood picks up the theme of nature in S207rNa1, wherein she problematicdy defines, 

Iike Frye, Canadian Iiterature in ternis of the European settier tradition. She suggests that 

Canadian identity as it emerges in the Iiteratm she surveys has been shaped as much by the 

senlen' encounten with nature? as the land and 'htion" have been shaped by the settlers. 

Atwood does make the wornan-nature comection noting that "[nlattm as a woman keeps 

surfacing a11 over Canadian literature," notabty in Iiterature written by both women and men 

(200). She suggests that these "patterns literature makes..camot be avoided. Let us suppose 

then, that woman is Nature, or Nature is a wornan. Obviously the kind of female figures that 

can be imagihed will then depend on what kind of a place you [ive in-a desen is not the same 

as a jungle-and dso what you think of the kind of place you live in. Some find deserts 

beautiful and rnystenous. ohers €id them hot, stede and aid" (200). While not explicitly 

critiquing the attitudes revealed by such metaphors, Atwood does provocativety suggest that 

[nlature poetry is seldom just about Nature; it is usudLy about the poet's 
attiiude towards the extemal naturai universe. That is, landscapes in poems are 
often interior landscapes; they are maps of a state of muid. Sometimes the 
poem conceaIs this fact and purports to be objective description, sometimes the 
poem acbowledges and explores the interior landscape it presents. The same 
tendencies c m  be present in the descriptive passages of noveïs or ston'es with 
nanaal settings. (49) 

On the reason why nature seems such a prevalent presence in Canadian literature, Atwood 

wriis that "[nlot surpnshgly in a country with such a high ratio of mes, lakes and rocks to 

people, images h m  Nature are airnost everywhece. Added up, they depict a Nature that is 

offen dead and unanswering or activeIy hostile to man; or seen, in its gentIer s p ~ g  and 

summer aspects, unreai" (45). The questions that Atwood raises, then, but does not address 

here (arguabiy, t6ese me ofconcem to Atwood Ui fier own fiction), mclude: what ace the 
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an interest in "sMong the experience of distance and disIocation through the use of montage, 

juxtaposition, superimposing disparate and specific images h m  severai t h e s  and places. I 

want to see the world as multidimensional as possible and ourselves present withîn if' (24). 

Antha Van Herk expresses a similar influence of the immigrant expenence on her imagination. 

While bom kt Canada van Herk is the daughter of Dutc h immigrants (Kamboureli 42 1 ), and 

this is a fact, she suggests, that had an impact on her sense of "identity" as a child. in "Of 

Viscera and Vital Questions" she writes that "[ais an Unmigrant daughter, poor and different, a 

funny name, h y  clothes, funny parents, DP ["Displaced Person'l, the kids called me, even if 

1 was born in Canada, branded w ith a story I had no choice but to regret" (278). This sense of 

dispIacement and of rootiessness is one that emerges stroogly in PIuces Fm From EIiemere as 

she explores the meaning of "home." Fhaily, Lee Maracle is Métis* fimm North Vancouver 

(Kamboureli 343), and her writings and beliefs are rooted in her experience as an indigenous 

woman in Canada. As Kamboureli suggests, many Fim Nations' authors, including Lee 

Maracle, write nom the experience of "having been systematically denied the tight to their 

p laces and cultures" ( 1 5). As such, Maracle's novel Ravensong offen a too O ften overlooked, 

even dismissed, but vital perspective on the effects of colosüzation and senlement on the 

peoples who aiready Iived on the land that came to be cailed "Canada? Iust as irnportantly, 

her novel highlights h m  a woman's perspective how the logic of domination has operated 

materially in Canadian soc* to the detrsnent of ail women as well as her own culture, 

thereby providing a necessary critique of the matrix of sexism and racism As such, Maracle's 

voice j o b  the many diverse voices emergbg Ur Fikt Nations' Iiterature in Canada, and in the 

Iiterature of Canada as a whole- 



These authors, therefore, compellingly chailenge traditional conceptions of Canadian 

iiterature and history. As KamboureIi suggests, the history of Canada 

speaks of arrivals and departues, trajectocies whose starting points contain, 
more often than not, conflict It is a history of the Iegacy of colonization. but 
also a history of the 'discovery' of Canada as a new home whose 'newness' 
constantly calls for the spectre of the past  the nostaigic replay of other 
geographies It is also a history of persistent attempts to compose a unified 
vision of Canadian culture against the reality and cultural understandings of 
many Canadians, a history that bursts its seams. It is, in other words, a history 
haunted by dissonance. (1) 

This dissonance is evidenced in al1 of the novels in this study; yet, it is a dissonance that seeks 

to acknowledge and respect the differences that arise in the gaps between central "official" 

discourses and experiences h m  the ?narginst' and, in the process, d i q t  the very notion of 

centdmargin itself. In an intecview with Jemifer Kelly, Lee MaracIe States that "Canada 

means village or community, and I've taken the spirit of that, the spint of community. the spirit 

of Canada to h e m  1 really do love this country" (75). This spVit runs through these tem, 

providing geographically and cuiturally diverse perspectives that challenge unified, reductive 

perceptions of Woman and Nature, of First Nations' peoples, and of the [itemme and history 

of Canada. 



Chapter One 

Lost (Gui) in the Bush: Re-membering the Self in Daphne Mnrlatt's Ana HiStoric 

There is a pathos of remembering and forgetting. Moving bachard in search 
of something that has been erased, or inscniing it so it shaii not be enised. 
Fretting over repetitions, reproductions, over what has been erased and cornes 
back. A soa of double nature or revolt of nature rishg up through Ianguage. 
(Luce [ngaray, "Love of the Other," An Ethics of Sexzraf Dtxerence 141) 

Daphne Marlatt's Ana HLÎroric is a novel that engages with "place" on a variety of levels: 

geographical, historical and metaphysical, while contesthg the borders that would separate 

those levels into discrete categories. MarIatt presents "place" as a palbpsest, explohg a 

multiplicip of meanings that often seem contradictory, paradoxical andfor ironic, particularly as 

they relate to repsentations of "Woman." It is, indeed, Woman who emerges as the m g e s t  

paradox of dl. In intenogating the absence of women h m  the pages of "ofEcialn recorded 

"History," Mariatt discovers that the idea of "Woman" is essentially ahistoric; that is Woman 

is perceived as existing outside of culturai conceptions of space and time or, in other words, 

located within % a m n  as distinct h m  "culture." This image of Woman, however, conhasts 

markedly with the reality of women who are trapped within the confines of the d e s  (such as 

wife and mother) socially prescribed for them. Her expIorations of this paradox revolve to a 

great extent around the woman-nature association, which she problematizes significandy by 

expIoring both the positive potentiai of this comection for women as weii as how it has been 

used against them. As suggested in the introduction, Ana Hkforic is a ce-visionary novel, in 

the sense of Adrieme Rich's definition of"re-visio~" for in this novel, MarIatt enters kto the 

old text of History with new "eyes," demonstrating a keen awareness of how one's orientation 
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in the world profoundly affects one's perception ofthat worId and, consequentiy, the 

representations that are created of that world. 

In an interview with &enda C m ,  Marlatt discusses the importance of one's conceptual 

apprehension of the wortd, which she stmngly links with the -Ünpact ofsexual dinerence on her 

writing and poetics. For MarIatt, the fact of being a woman cannot be separated h m  her 

identity as a writer because it cannot be separated h m  her conceptualization of the world. 

Notably, she grounds this orientation in the body, saying, "there's the notion of body and body 

rhythms ...[ and] there's also how you position your self in the world. To enter the world, 1 

mean to really take it on conceptually and feel you have as valid an analysis of what you see 

going on around you as any man does, is a dificult thing for a woman, perhaps the most 

dificult leap to make as a woman writei' (99). Prefatory to this observation are her cemarks 

that, "[ilt has been a long joumey for me to come into my body, to be centred in, the strbject of, 

my desire and not the object of someone else's" (99). [n Ana Hisroric, Martatt explores the 

connection berneen language and the construction not only of identity, but of the idea of a 

world that may support, rather than contain, that sense of setf, a "seif" which must necessady 

be ce-membered through a body that is insepambre both from its relationship to place and the 

relations that take "place" within i t  As Neil Evernden suggests, "we come to occupy the 

landscape we create" (xii), and Marlatt is indeed cautious about the "Iandscape" she creates in 

her novel and the use offexninine metaphon which have traditiodly been empIoyed to 

cepresent L MarIatt problematkes the metaphoncd woman-nature association even while she, 

at hes ,  both utilizes and seems to valorize it iu her writhg- Mariatt, however, explores an 

aitemative means of conceptuaiking the world in oder to contest the naairelcuitwe spiit, and, 
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in so doing, restons to "Wornan" a place in that world that entails neither a reduction to 

essence (or biologicd nature) nor one ceducible to a seif-sarne identity with the male subject. 

in her exquisite word-play and explorations of the etymology ofwords, Marlatt exhibits 

a wariness towards her own use of language, ever alert to the potential danger of constmcting 

static representations that merely reinforce traditionai ideas of perceivhg the worldT ideas that 

operate within a logic of domination. In an interview with George Bowering in 1979, Mariart 

said that the ''truth is like a paiimpsest-ail the layers at once, al1 the IeveIs at once" (43), and it 

is this challenge to the notion of a h e d  and singu1a.r bTnrth," evidenced particularly by 

recorded events in the annals of History, that underlies the movement of Ana Historic. This 

movement is not ünear, stnicnirally and thematicaiiy, Ana Historic entails continuous 

fluctuations in space and the ,  ever circling through memories of the narrator's childhood and 

of her mother, memories which are juxtaposed with the "official" voice of History (represented 

as italicized passages in the text) and Annie's attempts at a novelization of the (a)historic Ana 

Richard's life, giirnpses of which she has uncovered in Vancouver's archives. Annie writes 

that ' a  book of mtemiptions is not a novel" (37), referrhg to her own attempt at (re)creating 

Ana's life, a statement that descnihes Marlatt's own "novei" as well. Mariatt resists the 

temptation to munic the unity of History as weii as that of the traditionai novel in her "n- 

membering" of the women's lives m Ano Htrtoric, a process that may be described as 

deconstructive m its interrogation ofUEIÏstory.'* In so doing, she challenges the idea of a 

"universai history" that is unined and Iinear* while aisu bfurrnig the lhes between the narrative 

fom of history (fact) and the noveI (fiction). 
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in her introduction to Getz& and the Politics of Hhory, Joan Wallach Scott writes 

that deconstruction "rmdermines the historian's abiIity to clairn neutrai mastery or to present 

any pacticular story as if it were compIete, unïversaI, and objectively determined. hstead, if 

one gram that meanings are conmcted through excIusions, one must acknowledge and take 

responsibility for the exclusions hvolved in one's own projeci' (7). She writes M e r  that 

deconstntction "undermines claims for an authority based on totalizing explanations, 

essentialized categories of analysis (be they human nature, race, class, se& or 'the oppressed'), 

or synthetic narratives that assume an inherent unity for the past" (8). Scott argues that, in 

order for women to write history in a fashion that does not merely replicate the sûategies of 

"male" history, wornen must be attentive to and question histociographical practices and 

assumptions that have worked to exclude the experiences of women h m  that history (2). She 

M e r  advocates a shifting of the "question" of history h m  one of "origins" (that is, the idea 

that the 'hth" exists in whole fom in the pst ,  it merely needs to be "discove~â") to one of 

'process," writing that the 

"emphasis on 'how' ["hierarchies such as those of gender are constructed or 
1egitimized"l suggests a study of pmcesses, not of ori@, of multiple rather 
than single causes, of rhetoric or discourse rather than ideology or 
consciousness. It does not abandon attention to structures and institutions, but 
it does insist that we need to undentand what these organizations mean in 
ocder to understand how they work (4) 

Marlatt concerns hersetfwith numemus levels of "proces9 m Ana Historc, entailhg the very 

sorts ofquestioning that Scott advocates above. As such, this is trt.11~ a 'hovei" in the sense of 

noveIty, ofnewness, md of envisionhg possibiiities beyond the containment or closure of the 

stones of women7s ries traditiondy represented by maniage, madness, andlor tragic death 



(endings that are notably cornmon in the novels of nineteenth-century women'). 

stmggles a g h  such traditional endings for her novel, just as Marlatt does, while at the same 

time lamenting the redity of such endings, as particularly represented for her in the form of her 

mother, whose own Me paths took her through marriage and "madness." h i e ' s  poignant 

mernories of her mother express a potent griefthat streams thughout this novet, for grief 

does, indeed, seem to be the Unpetus for Annie's cathartic writing process. It is on the 

occasion of her mother's death that h i e  is compelled to undertake an exploratory joumey 

through her own past and that of Ana Richards, a nineteenth-century British immigrant to 

Canada. Through these labyrinthe rneanderings, Marlatt presents a palimpsestic idea of both 

history and place that is cich with a tactiIe sense of memory and a multiplicity of voices and 

relations. As such, she destabilizes the concept of the universal (male) subject of hinory and 

Iiterature through a recodigured experiential sense of "self." 

Above all, Ana Historic is a novel about memory, about "re-mernbering"2. It is a 

novel that embodies a process which is itself an act of (re)embodiment; that is, a writing of a 

self that is not contained by the world, but cornes into being through its embodied relations to 

For a detaiied discussion of this issue, see Nancy K. Miller's "Emphasis Added: Plots 
and Plausibilities in Women's Fiction," reprinted in Showaiter, EIaiue, e d  The New Ferninisr 
Critichm (New York: Pantheon Books, 1985) 339-360. Miller provocatively points out, in 
response to criticisms of George Eliot's endings, in pacticdar, that "the plots of women's 
Iiteratwe are not about 'Iife' and solutions in any therapeutic seuse, nor should they be. They 
are about the plots of literaturr itsell; about the constraints the r n h  places on rendering a 
fernde [Se in fiction" (356). 

' tnterestingty, accordhg to the Oxford Concise Dictionq, "ana" is both a noun 
meanhg a collection of "anecdotes, Iiterary gossip, about a person," as weil as a p r e f ~  which 
may iudicate "back," as in anamne&, whkh means ïceoiIectÏon~" Both senses of dus word 
are important to this noveI. 



and within it It is Annie's multiple acts of ccre-membe~g" that constitute the narrative of the 

novel, which is itseifa paiimpsest of inter-related stories about three women: M e ,  herself, 

her mother, ha; and Ana. Among the many things that fuik these stories together is the 

geographicai place of Vancouver and the immigrant's experience of coming to Canada, 

contrasted through the experiences of each of these women. Marlatt's (and Annie's) writing, 

in an autobiographicai fom, of Ana's immigrant experiences, places this novel within a 

tradition of women's writing in Canada. Much of early "Canadian" literature includes the 

autobiographicd accounts of the women senlem who arrïved here with theu fathers or 

husbands, accoums which deai extensively with thae women's perceptions of the Ivilderness" 

of Canada, and their attempts to both corne to ternis with it and l e m  how to Iive within it. Ana 

notably defies this tradition in that she is portrayed as an immigrant to an established sedement 

rather than a settier herse& in addition to being a widow, and is, therefore, unaccompanied by a 

man. Annie's depictions of Ana's experiences and journal writing, however. do bear 

simiIarities to the senler women's writhgs. Perhaps best known is Susanna Moodie's 

Roughnig if in the Bush, but women such as Helen Buss are actively working to retrieve many 

of the accounts which have ken "lost" over time and, accordingiy, firmly recovering for these 

women a place in the developing tradition of Canadian literature, as well as engaging in the 

feminist project of valuing women's autobiographicai wrïtings as an important contnibution to 

the tradition not oniy ofwomen's literaîtue, but Iiterature as a whole3. Referring specificdly to 

See especially Re(Dir)covming Orcr Foremuthers: Niheteenth C e n ~ y  Canadim 
Women Wn'ters, edited by Lonaine McMullen, and Helen Buss's Mcrppmg Otrr Selves: 
Cànadim Women 's Auto6iography in E~gïish. Daphne MarIatt, many of whose works are 
activeIy autabiographicai, is one ofthe feminists who is concerned with the valuhg of 
autobiography, an issue that appears coasistentiy in her criticai writmgs, as weU. in addition, 
h a  Histort'c may be taken as an exampfe of a bIurrhg of gemw between fiction and 
autobiography, and fiction and history- 
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the writers she has herseff studied, HeIen B u s  observes that they ïeact  to the strangeness of 

the Canadian landscape by merging their own identïty, in some imaginative way, with the new 

Iand They arrive at this point in two ways: through a relationship with significant othen and 

through some creative activity that discovers each woman's unique relation to the Iand" 

C'Women and the G d s o n  Mentdity" 126). Buss finther writes that "1 have found that an 

imaginative identification of ~e~developrnent with the experience of the land is always present 

in Canadian women's autobiographicai wnting through the nineteenth century and into our 

own" (1 3 Il4. This comection of identity with a relationship to the land or to one's 

surroundings is one that Mariatt explores extensively in Ana Historie, particularly in the 

fictionalized autobiographical writhgs of Ana, and in Annie's wtiting of her own mernories, 

writings that strikingiy parallel one another. 

Notably, both Annie and Ana discover a sense of belonging in Canada, largely through 

their identification w*th nature and their shared passion for wn-ting, while ha, whom Annie 

poignantly portrays as ni&rhg h m  manic-depressive disorder, is never able to identiQ with 

the "new Iand" in which she h d s  herseK Annie does, however, discover that ha  attempted 

writing as weIl, recalling the sccibbIer ha kept hidden under her bed in which she wrote 

'Tamily stories for The Reader 's Digest, 'Laughter is the Best Medicine,' storÏes that Iost their 

humour in description, faded away in pmper sentences" (20). Sadly, Annie identifies these 

stories with ha's compulsive redecorating of the h o w ,  with the notion that Zo fïx up a home 

' interestingiy, Buss cites both Marlatt and Antha van Hedt as contempocary writea 
who are part ofthk tradition; however, while she discusses Mariatt's autobiographical work, 
and notes the inter-relaîioaal roles ofautobiography and hÏstory Î n h  Hiktoricv she does not 
explore the corndons between the novei and the tradition ofwritiug she herseif stucües- 
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is fixing up yourself" (26)' revealing ha's inability to distinguish her-seiffiom her roles as 

mother and housewife. Her body and her husband's house become indisthguisfiable to her, 

and both must be continuously %ed up" to Wceep up appearances." Canada remains, to uia, a 

colci, rainy place where the people "don't know how to speak proper English" (17); her ideas of 

culture and civilization are rooted in England and her mernories of the "tropics," the colonial 

British place where she grew up. In Canada, Amie observes, "the walls closed in on you, 

picnue windows that never opened, doors that stayed shut against the cold none of the 

openness of that stone house in the tropics ... we exchanged this for Canada and Lost our place in 

the tropics, which was not truly ours and where we had no rightfid place" (136). Annie 

perceives h a  as a multiply dis-placed wornan who has never truly beionged, or found tnie 

belonging, in any place, either a s  a coIo& as an immigrant, or as a woman. Following her 

husband to the "new world," Ina attempts to fmd meaning in the pIace "carved" out for her in 

the home; yet, as Amie poignantly discovers, home is a place that is, in fact, "no place" for a 

woman, for it both contains and constrains her, forcing her to fulfill idealized roles and 

expectations that are imposed on her. ha, she perceives, is a victim of "fate," which she 

describes as %at path that led to marriage or death, no other fork in the tmiF (99). in Ana 

and Annie, however, Mar tan explom the possibilities of fhding oneself and a sense of 

belonging through a MI, multi-sensual identification with place. SignXcandy, ~s sense of 

"belonging" entails the re-membenng of a selfthat is "at homen m one's own body Ui order to 

feel one has a "place" in the worid, something Ina was never able to accomplish. 

Annie's mernories of the past are notably visceral, retiant as much, if not mom, on a 

range of bodiiy senses rather than sight, niggesthg a distrust ofthe distorthg effects of pure 
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visuai imagery. This distnist is comected with the "Iook," as Marlatt terms it, or the %ale 

gaze," a fom of dehumanuing and fhgmenting perception and objectifïcation, or "'dis- 

rnemberment," of women's bodies: 

now i'm remembering. not dis- but re-membering. putthg things back 
together, the t h g s  that have been split off, set aside. what did it mean to leave 
behind that body aroused by the feel of hot wind, ecstatic with the srneII of 
sage, so excited i could bady contain myseif as we Ieft puies and high-blue 
eagie sky, and broke into the arid Uwct country of the Okanagan with its 
jumping bunerflies, its srneII, fmiliar as apricots, our mouths full of sweet 
pulp, bace legs sticky with it, hot and itchy against each other, against the pelt 
of the dog, his rank dogday smell as we rode the tums of the mad down into 
m e r ,  ml Nmmer on our skin-do you remernber? how could you not? 
(51) 

These sensuous descriptions, appealing to the senses of touch, meIl and taste, convey a 

fullness and multi-dirnensiondity more evocative of actual experience than would the use of 

pure visual imagery which, in con- would appear as Rat as the page on which it is daen 

or as flat as a photographie image. This passage is, indeed, followed by a reference to 

"photographs to remind us" (5 1 ), in which she describes only what her mother was wearing, 

the expressions on their faces and the "invisibility" of her father, who, as picture-taker, wields 

the "Iook" identifiable with the eyeA of the camera. Pointhg to how the male gaze creates 

anxiety, Annie writes in a precedimg passage of her developing seffîonsciousness with her 

father during adolescence, obsenruig, significantiy in a switch fiom first- to third-person, that 

"she wiii bIush as he Iooks at her and hrm away, sure that he noticed, that he sees how she has 

become a woman (almost), even another (the other) woman in the house" (50). Annie prote- 

the use ofphotographs as a fom of memoty, however, by writing: 

it's not t h  i want to remember. how we Looked or thougbt we ou@ to Iook, 
leamhg so fast this other Iooked-at image ofourseIves. but how it fek to be 



done unseen in the bushes of the canyon, pursuing those saange buttedies that 
folded themselves into grasshoppers whenever they stopped stiU, or lying face 
d o m  in the dank smeii of  saud, unabIe to swim, hearlng Jan and Marta's 
shouts splesb into thùi air, hearing wind d e  hi& in the cottonwood trees 
which did not bleed but, rooted to one spot, streamed into sky as i strearned 
tao, feeling my dark insides, liquid now and leaving me, trickle h o  the sand- 
and i jumped up, scared, had i Ieft a stain? would it show? the new womes 
king a woman meant (52) 

This %remn of consciousness vurithg embodies the "streaming" of the mes which 

metamorphoses into a consciousness of her own bodily "streaming" in menstruation, Iike the 

metamorphosis of the butterfly into the shape of a grasshopper (the butterfly, notably, is a 

symbol of metamorphosis itself). It shotdd be noted that the choice of "stream" intemtingly 

problematizes the idea of menstruation as a ''period;" a connotation suggested by the 

rootedness of the me7 where a period is the end of a sentence or a hl1 stop. In this case, it is 

the "period" of childhood; again, she challenges the notion of the linearity of time which history 

categorizes in tenns ofages. The implication of "sentence," too. connotes a fued period of 

time served, nomally as a form of Unprisonment, with the use of photographs as evidence, 

perhaps, to "sentence" the child to the "period" of Womanhood. This refi ects Annie's 

ambivalence about e x p l o ~ g  her "past" mernories, and the fears she must face in the process, 

as welI as a fear ofgetting "lost" in history by confionthg her "Lost Girl. Marlatt takes this 

up in a Iater section of the novel, suggesting a I'ém*haefeminine in which blood is a fonn of 

ink which allows her to "[write] the period that arrives at no &Il stop" (90). Here Marlatt 

invokes HéIène Ckous's idea in T h e  Laugh of the Medusa" that a resistant writing of the 

"sep is a writhg of the 'cbody7m that wdhg is a form of embodient m which women need to 

engage in order to resÏst being contained by mrnaIIy produced representations. Corninuhg in 

the veh of metamorphosis, .4nnie9s memory continues to "streamn to a ~ e m b e m c e  that "i 
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was slunming into motlier shape, &ding a gaùiing curves, attaining the sort o f p c e  i 

was meant to have as a body marked woman S " (52). Maclan makes nurnerous connections in 

these passages, mon notably masking a tension between viscerd and visual imagery and 

memory, wtiich she relates to the passage h m  childhood to c%vomanhood"; that is, to the 

process of becoming a woman. This ernphasis on process destabilizes the nature of the "Iook" 

that dis-members women and transforms them al1 Uito a unified ideal of Woman, as symbolized 

by the photograph which "fieezes" tirne. For MarIatt, memory is movement, and this is 

ref'iected in the notion of "re-mernbe~g" as an act of (re)embodhent ofa "past'' selfthat 

cornes into being through a very physical, corporeal engagement with place. 

Amie associates childhood with a kind of fieedom in the body and laments its loss 

through a narrative (re)construction of her "Lost Girl," a name she chooses in defiance of the 

fact that there were only Loa Boys in Never-Never Land and the only girl, "Wendy ... had to 

mother <hem all, mother or nurse" (1 1). This Lost GirI "did not feel separated or split" (l2), 

and was adventurous and unfearfhi of bears and the woods in which they dweII: 

our bodies were ours as fa as we knew and we knew what we Iiked laughing 
exhausted and sweaty in our fort or wiping bloody knees with leaves and creek 
water. without history we squatted in needle droppmgs to pee, flung our 
bodies through the trees-we would have swung on vine maples. always we 
imagined we were the tim ones there, the first trespassers- 

fyou go diwn in the woodr to&y you 'd bettergo in dkguke. it was bears' 
territory we entered, or cedars'. it was the land ofskunk cabbage. it was ours 
and no one hrmian, no man preceded us. (19) 

ui these passages, Annie invokes the phantom of ahistoricity which is embedded m the titIe of 

the novel itseE as  reveded by a simple rnanipuIatiort of the Ieüers, which signScantly retains 
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the capital letter in a noteworthy place: An culito* with Ana, hersell: representmg the 

"phantom." Annie identifies the state of being outside of History, and thus outside of time and 

culture, with being in nature and with being a woman; as Annie notes, females are not "human" 

becaw they are not ïnan." These passages aiso echo a previous section where Annie uses 

feminllie imagery to descnibe the space in the woods that was uoclaimed "temtory"; that is, in 

differentiation fiom %ose woods the boys on the rest of the block had claimed as thein" (12). 

As such, this was a place where she and her sisters felt safi but notably do not daim or mark 

as theù own; they are, instead, marked by it. (Arguably, "peeing" Vi "needle droppings" could 

be interprered as territoriaii~rn~ but Mariatt, 1 think, intends this image to suggea the perception 

of the femaie as non-human, or animal.) Amie describes it as 

that part she and her sisters called the Old Wood, moulted and softened with 
years of nede  drift, tea brown and the cedar shunp holIow in the middle 
where they nestied in a womb, exchanging what ifs, digging M e r  with theu 
fmgers, sniffing the odour of tree matter become a min upon their hands like 
dried blood. ( I  2) 

Leaves stained with the blood of s h e d  knees echoes the "tree matter" that stains 9heir hands 

like dried blood,"images which, in tucn, are later echoed Ïn the "streaming" of the mes Annie 

associates with the streaming of her menstnial blood. Given this feminization of nature and 

Amie's sense of the fieedom ofthis childhood self who 'Ylung Ber body1 through the trees;" 

MarIatt seems to verge on a romantickation of nature and the feminine, nootably with an 

emphasis on the maternai, which uncriticaiIy equates Iiberation with a retm to "naîure.'T This 

is a stance which, as discussed in the mtroduction, codd be interpreted as an essentiaiking 

position. Marra& however, pniblemataes the associations she makes between the fernale and 

nature* deliberately invoking them in order to decoastnict them and subsequentîy m u e  boùi 
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the figure of woman and nature h m  the destructive consequences of the paeiarchal ideologies 

she critiques throughout the novel- 

The sensuality of the abovequoted descriptions and of her summertïme memories 

suggests a quality of spirit whose Ioss fills the adult Annie with an ache of wanting. This is a 

spirit she recognizes her "Lost Gui" as having, but, paradoxicaily, it is a spirit that is Iost 

through its identification with the male and, specifically, with boys. The girl-Annie is called a 

'iomboy": "the male of the species plus boy. double masculine, as if gÏri were completely 

erased. a girl, especially a young girl, who behaves Iike a spvited boy-as if only boys couid be 

spirited" (1 3). As well, those things she loved to do were identified with "boy" things which 

girls weren't "ailowed to do," such as "escape the house, 'home-free'-not home, but k e  in 

the woods to run, nameleu in the split-second manoeuvre of deadfalls, bush blinds, ghost 

stumps glowing in the twi-light. spirit(ed), filled with it, the world of what was other than us" 

(1 3). The childhood Annie is thus taught that the woods are the boys' domain and that "spirit" 

is a quality only boys (should) possess. Yet this "spirit" and the boys' play in the woods are 

associated with the destructiveness of war: 'khat if the boys came down h m  their fort in the 

Green Wood with slingshots and air gun?" (12). This spirit is also associated with the activity 

of the men who work in the woods "buiiding powerIines and ctearing land for subdivision" 

(12): "what ifthe boys ... what ifthe men tried to bulldoze their woods?" (12). It is not this 

kind of spirit that wishes to recover for herseIf, and she struggles with its mascuIine 

associations and rnaiedelineated boundaries. It is the sensual, almost erotic timbre with which 

the adult Annie imbues fier memories that disti.gu*shes her de* for a Iost "spirit" 
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(representuig both a quaiity of king and the gbost of her Lost Ci1 who, uideed, embodies that 

spirit) as one which is mdefined and uncontained by the male perspective or perception. 

' E s  ghostly spirit thst harmts the pages of AM Historie is evocative of Auch Lorde's 

conception of the "erotic," which Lorde defines as "an assertion of the Meforce of women; of 

that creative energy empowered, the knowledge and use of which we are now ceclairning in our 

language, our history, our loving, our work, our lives" (55). Lorde writes M e r  that it is &a 

meastue between the beguuiings of our sense of self and the chaos of o u  stmngest feelings" 

(54). It is in the recognition of those feelings that "we begin to give up, of necessity, behg 

satisfied with suffering and self-negation, and with the numbness which so ofien seems Iike 

their only alternative in our society. Our acts againa oppression become integral with self, 

motivated and empowered fiom within" (58). Most significantIy, the erotic operates in a 

"between" space that connects one to both a sense of self and to the other without erasing 

difference. Lorde identifies the erotic with ''the sharing of joy, whether physicai, emotional, 

psychic, or intellectud, [which] foms a bridge between the sharers which cm be the basis for 

understanding much of what is not shared between them, and Iessens the threat of their 

difference" (56). This erotic spirit is aiso evocative of Irigaray's "interval of desire" that 

chailenges the subjectfobject dichotomy without erasing sexual difference. The erotic is 

notably felt and expcessed through the body in ail creative contexts, and it is the need to 

embody her own experÎence in narrative and express her own multiplicitous desks  in the 

Living of her life that Ieads to Annie's dissatisfaction with History as it has been recordeci, and 

how it operates as a discome which effectnrdy enises women's experience. 
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This dissatisfaction is expressed through her desire to write Ana Richard's Mie, to 

'Vlesh out" the facts of her life as they are presented in the archives: "'[t]hefirst pimo on the 

south side of Bwmd Idet was one which was ... sold to M x  Richards, schooi feucher, who 

lbed Nt a little three-room cottage bock of the Hastings Mill schuulhouse. and aferwur7dF 

marrt'ed Ben Springer"' (48). Writing Ana's life seems to represent to Amie a means by 

which she c m  £ind fier own way out of the "cultural Iabyrinth" (24) in which she finds heaeff; 

hence, Ana's journals are filled with echoes of h i e ' s  own memories. Ana's engagement 

with place, for instance, with the new home she bas corne to as an immigrant, an "outsider;" is 

focused especially on her interactions with nature (in the bush), as well as her relations with the 

other women who [ive there. The sections deding with Ana's forays into the woods dovetail 

with Annie's memories of her spirited Lost Girl and her desire, as an adult, to recapture a sense 

of wholeness wi0t.hin her body and her world. Many of these journai entries are of Ana's 

experiences while waiking in the woods where she dernonstrates a keen awareness of her 

surroundings and a shift from a visuai perception, where she notes the differences of the 

Iandscape in cornpuison to England, to a multi-sensual one that resonates with a sense of 

She could waik forever on an afternoon like this-let d o m  her hair, feeI her 
skin expand beyond the confines of her cIothes. She wanted to kick off her 
boots, dance the well-being of her sou1 at home. for once. in her skin. 

Ifoniy she couid write it d o m  as if the words might make a place she codd 
re-enter when she felt the need, when she forgot-what it was Lke to feel this 
complete. (40) 
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Ana's d e s k  to (Wcreate her experience of the place, and not just a description of it, through 

language expresses Annie's desue to do the same; that is, to create a place, through writing, for 

Ana's expecience, as weU as that of her mother, ha's, and her own. 

Through Ana, Amie explores the possibility of textually embodying the erotic spirit, 

which she identifies most strongly with a place that is in nature: 

[Ana] wodd waik to her spot in the woods where she codd m t e  in the rnidst 
of al1 this plenty undisturbed. Except by bkck, the rustlùig of wings, an 
occasional snap that made her lift her head. Still, Eshe wrote outdoon the 
words might gather on the page with this thick being she could feel between 
things, undisturbed. (4 1) 

This redational sense of selfis one Annie h d s  difficult to express in language, a hstration that 

reveals itselfthrough her inability to *te Ana's words without "Ana" editing those words. 

The doubts she ascribes to Ana reflect her own multiplicitous fears about writing and, through 

wnting, making visible the bodiiy experience of her-self that would again make it subject to the 

"look" which makes her so paradoxically "self-conscious" as an adoiescenf most notabIy in 

relation to her father. in connection with writing, the paternalistic aspect of the gaze is 

implicated in Annie's fear of her husband Richard's cesponse to her "scrïbbIing," to the 

anticipation that her narrative wiU be dimÏssed because it is not "history," which, according to 

Richard, is "built on a groundwork of fact" (134), nor is Î t  even recognizable as a cohesive 

%O@': "but this is nothin& i imagine him sa- meanhg unnadable, because ihis nothing is 

a place he doesn't ncognize, cut Ioose fiom history and its mlentIess progress t o w d  some 

end. this is undefieci h t o r y ,  unaccountabk and so on edge" (BI). Wnting h m  the 

''matgins,'' Annie fears, wll mereIy kcep this uhistory" marginai, and, hence, stX 
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unrecognized. Through Ana, Amie recalls the complexity of the fears and desires that she 

encounten in her own writing and re-membering process: "i Lean over her shoulder as she 

tries, as she doubts: why write at all? why not leave the place as wordleu as she fin& it? 

becaw there is 'into-' what? frightening preposition. into the unspoken urge of a body 

insisting itself in the word" (46). This also reflects a fear of Unposing her-selfon Ana, of 

appropriating Ana's life into words of her own making that would, in effect, replicate the voice 

of History in determhing the "proper" pIace of Wornan. She is wary of filling Ana's "gap," of 

constnicting a place through language that ends up containhg her in the container of her body, 

which would ~ s u l t  in a cepetition of the domination of women based on a biologicai essence. 

As Zoe suggests to h i e ,  "the ceal history of women ... is unwritten because it runs through our 

bodies: we give birth to each othef (13 1). This, however, is an idea that runs the N k  of being 

interpreted litemlly and used against women once again. At the same the ,  Amie is a h i d  of 

that gap, of the gaping hole of women's absence, relating it to the gap of her-self and a 

profound sensation of both "lack" and ÿvant,'' which she understands to be the same thing. 

Annie writes that 

i don? want history's voice. i want.something is wanting in me. and t al1 
goes blank on a word. want what does it mean, to be Iacking? empty. 
wanton. vanish. v a c a  vacuum, evacuate. dl these empty wor& except for 
wanton (Iacking discipline, Iewd). a word for the wiId. for the gap i keep 
coming to. i keep pointing out to you, ha, as if it codd sornehow have stopped 
your dying. your go@ gone, (49) 

It is the movement of griefCa "movhg" experience, whkh suggests the expression of emotion, 

such as being b4moved" to tears) wbich precipitates Amie's voyage of re-membering and, 

signZicantty, it is the death o f  her mother that Iies at the heart ofthh g5ef. In this passage, 
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"Iacp in the Ianguage and her absence in the pages of History w i i  her own ache of Ioss and 

sensation of 'kant," The place of Wornan is an empty one, Annie redises, and Woman is 

henelf an empty place or ''container? 

The concept ofwoman as a container, significantly an empty container that represents 

her "Iack" is one explored and chailenged extensively by Luce Irigaray. irigaray's work on 

this topic encompasses a broad m g e  of psychoanalytic and phiIosophical interrogations. 

Irigaray, in fact, traces the orîgins of the concept of woman as contamer to Aristotle. Tina 

Chanter points out, for instance, that "Mor kîgaray the illusion that rnetaphysics has not 

managed to dispel shce Aristotie is that woman has the status of a container, an extema1 

coverîng, a kind of envelope for man" (15 1). uigaray also makes a co~ec t ion  bemeen Plato's 

cave and woman's womb, suggesting that "the myth of the cave" may be "read ... as a metaphor 

of the inner space, of the den, the womb or hysteru" ("Plato's Hysîwu" 243). Notably, 

Malan's Annie explores the etymoIogy of ''vagina," discoverîng, to her dissatisfaction, t h  it 

cornes from the French vagin, meaning "sheath": 

'vagina,' you said was the word for that part of our bodies we had to keep 
cIean ..At sounded so myd, regina, vagina, so foreign a word for sornething that 
was simply there, wam to touch, nice to rub...lookùig it up in French i was 
astonished to discover it was mascdine. Ie vagin. the= must be some 
mistake, i thought, not knowùig its history, a word for sfieath, the cover ofa 
nuorci. it wasn't a sword that i was promised. (63) 

Madatt, Lüre Egatay, challenges the conception of woman as "container" by consistently 

shifting "focus" to the fluid "reality" ofwomen through her recurring images of and references 

to menstrud bIood in the section entitied "Volume-FIuidiry" in S&um of the Other 

Wornm, Irigaray associates the mate desire to contain woman with a fear offl uids, most 



notably blood and mik (the ffuids ofthe mother), but also his own spenn, saliva, tears, et 

cetera, becaw this leakage represents a h e a t  to the self-contained, autonomous body-subject 

(237). Irigaray's particdar focus in this essay is on the figure ofthe mother, and Margaret 

M o r d  nicely summarkes Irigaray's observations that "the dominant fantasy of the 

mother...is as a volume, a 'receptacie for the (re)pmduction of sameness' and the 'support of 

(re)pmduction-paniculacly discourse-in al1 its foms.' But man needs to represent her as a 

closed volume, a container, his desire is to immobike her, keep her under his control, in his 

possession, even in his house. He needs to believe that the container belongs to hirn" 

(Whidord 28). Significant to a reading of MarIatt's critique of contaiment is irigaray's focus 

on the paradoxical didplacement and dishnembennent of Woman: 

woman has not yet taken (a) place. The 'not yet' probably corresponds to a 
system of hystericd fmtasy but/aad it acknowledges a historicaf condition. 
Woman is ail1 the place, the whole of the place in which she cannot take 
possession of henelf as such .... She is never here and now because it is she who 
sets up that etemai eisewhere nom which the 'subject' continues to draw his 
reserves, his re-sources, though without being able to recognke thede r .  She 
is not upmoted fiom matter, h m  the earth, but yet, but d l ,  she is dready 
scattered h o  x nurnber of places that are never gathered together into anything 
she knows of herse& and these cemain the basis of (re)production-particuIaciy 
of discourse-in ail its foms. (327) 

In this passage, Irigaray describes a reification of Woman as an ahistocic object located outside 

of cuitural time and space, a place where she, paradoxicdly. cannot Iocate herseif. Further, 

uigaray's description of Woman as a bemg whose pieces are scattered connects with Annie's 

desire to "reinember" and, in the process, gather the pieces togethcr h o  something she can 

know of herseif In so doïng, Annie is reptedly drawn to the borders which demarcate fier as 

Womm tto the dark, encIosed spece of the teak wardmbe, which was "big enough to hide 

Frankenstein" (go), and w k h  symbolicaIIy represents to Annie the container of her fears. 
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In the novel, Marlatt provocatively explores the idea of woman as both container and as 

that which must be contaiaed by establishing a comection between women and trees. This link 

is contiguous with Annie's iesson that "history is the r d  story the city fathers tell of the only 

important events in the world. a taie of theu exploits hacked out against a silent backdrop of 

trees, of wooden masses" (28). Numerous interpolations of the '%oicen of History in the novel 

deai with the Iumber industry in early Vancouver (or Gastown. as it was called then), and much 

of the history presented is related to the men's activities in this industry, which reflezts their 

perception of the m e s  as resources to be exploited ('Viey can't see the forest for the trees? 

Marlatt suggests). The first such Uistance is notably juxtaposed with the passages of Amie's 

childhood discussed above: 

'Douglas@ and red cedm are the principal trees. ûfthese, the former- 
numed Mer David Dougfas, Q weILknown botanUr-is the staple tintber of 
conmerce. Average nees grow ISOfeer high, clem of iihbs. with a diameter 
of 5 to 6feet. n e  wood hm g m t  sîrength and k Iargeb usedfor 
shipbuilding bridge work foncing raiiway ties, andf.n>iture. A s  a pulp 
making nee the@ is valuable. Its bmk m&s a goodfie!. ' (1 4) 

This description points to the complicity of naming in the humanîentred reaication process 

which transfomis Iiving things into objects for use (which thereby denies hem inherent value 

simpIy in virtue of being living things). Neil Evernden notes, quoting John Fowles, that 

"according to Fowles, 'even the siinplest biowiedge of names and habits of flowers or trees 

starts [the1 distuiguishing and individuating process, and mnoves us a step fiom total reaiity 

toward anthmpocenaism; that Îs, it acts mentaLiy as an equivaient of the camera's view-finder" 

(37). This observation interrstùigiy Lmks up with MzuIatt's apprehension of the camera as 

symbolic ofthe mde gaze, which is impiïcit in the object-Ecation ofwomen, es weIf as 

sttggestiug that rrifÏcation is oiherentiy Lmked with perception and one's orientation m the 
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wortd. Evemden M e t  observes that "if we are to ask what aspects of re&Ï are diminished 

through this prejudice, we must temporarily suspend our beiief in a wodd of separate things" 

(38). It is this willing suspension that Marlatt works to articulate in the novel in order to write 

that which has been omitted or cleared h m  History's pages without replicating the same kind 

of object-Scation process. 

Marlatt's concems may be identified as both feminist and ecologicai, something which 

is important to bear in mind when apprehending her representations of wornan and nature. In 

her interview with Brenda C m ,  Marlatt exhibits an awareness of the concems and work of 

ecofeminisrn, and links these concems with the development of her own poetics, as inff uenced 

by the Black Mountain poets (who inchde, among others, Duncan, Olson and Creely, as weIl 

as Gary Snyder, who is well known for his ecologicai poetry). She suites that 

I think the ecologicai aspect of this poetic is very strong. The twuuiing of the 
Ianguage field, how you move within that, and what your response-ability is in 
each case-that was a very important contribution. Now we have the notion of 
eco-feminism and the sense that women take responsibility for what's 
happening in snip-mining, in the clear-cutting of forests, the pollutuig of our 
waters-this sense that women are no longer confined to the oId archetypes of 
enclosure withui a domestic space ... d u t  this [eco-activism] is happening 
because at last we see ourseives in responsible relation to what surrounds us, 
and we feeI an urge to act or to write in that large relationai context we're 
embedded in. (100) 

in Ana Hibr i c ,  Marlatt makes a strong anaiogy between the exploitation of trees and the 

exploitation of women's bodies, thus reinforcing the underlying "ecofemnu'st" concerns in the 

narrative. Annie's respoase to the historical passage on the usefbhess of mes indicates an 

Uiterpretation of "limbs" in a bcdÏIy con- She WCifes9 "clear of Iimbs? ofescas, of asides. 

tree as a straight Ihe, a stick. there for the taking" (14). This üne prefàces a description of 
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Ana standing ''stmïght as any tree (O that Victorian sensibility-backbone, Madam, backbone!) 

[she] wasn't there for the taking. i imagine her s h  Ïn whalebone at the ship's rail as it hims 

with the wind, givïng her ber nrst view of what would become home as she hagined it, 

imagining herself free ofhistory. there is a story here" (14). Marlatt's bodily metaphor 

extends here also tu bone, to the whaiebone used in corsets. In so doing, she draws yet another 

ecological co~ection; in this case, it is to the whale h u m  which were exercised to the point of 

the whaies' extinction. The connections Marlatt evokes are paradoxically diverse; she 

associates women with endangered species (both whales and @es) while also pointing to their 

own cornpiicity in this endangement, a move which both rescues women Eom the mie of 

victim, while also explorhg the question of Limited choices. Bone corsets, for instance, were a 

f o m  of containment of the femaie body, wom to present an appealing shape, presumably to 

make one attractive to the opposite sex. Whaie-hunting also tics in with the wfulness of trees 

for shipbuilding, ships which enable the capitalist enterprise that is the motivation behind the 

exploitation. 

Ana's appeanuice at the rail of a ship sailhg into Vancouver's harbour is somewhat 

ironic in the context, fbr M e  later observes that it is men who ride ships "into the pages of 

histocy. the winning names. the narneIess women who are vessels in their destiny ... ride into 

history as stars on board the mute matter of king w%e and mother-ahistoric, rnuddfed ni the 

mudane, uicessantiy cepeatnig, their names 'wnt in water'" (1 21). This passage, interpdated 

with a Iengthy section on the biah of a baby, points to the apprehension of woman as a vessel, 

who fulnlls her "rnantfest destiny" thmugh pregnancy and childbotb. Madatt cieverIy beglns 

tbat secàon wn6 a ship's 'hmifiest," that is, a Kst of its fkeight or commodities, weaving 
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tùrdier the ihread in the novel dcaling with the cornmodification of bodies that is a result of the 

capitalist economy that begùis with the awareness of the "look." Annie writes that %om 

children maintahhg a sugar economy we grew into somebody else's 'sugar,' 'honey.' we 

stopped scribbling and started Uiking Uimals on our hands, our anas, on scraps of paper, giving 

ourseives away. the new economy we traded in was one based on the value of our bodiesn 

(82). The section on childbiah, with its juxtapositions of boat-racing and ships' manifests, also 

points to the economy of the "look" as %e Iook of the agent (active) directed at (directing) the 

object of acquisition..,the Iook of a man who fias boarded ship to leave the trace, the mark of 

his being thece), who would see evidence everywhere of his power. .." (1 14). Marlatt, here, 

makes an analogy between the male rnarking of temtory, which consists of the cIearing of 

woods, and the pregnant woman as the "ship" who bean his mark, iIIustrating woman as both 

container and contained Ana at the ship's railing, then, is meant to be seen as  both riding her 

"manifest" destiny, and as part of the ship's manifest. Consequently, although Annie strives to 

see and present Ana as %ee of history," she nevertheless struggles with the constraints 

imposed by History and with ihe ~ a I i t y  of women's lives withi that History. Again and again 

she cornes up against the fact that woman's place has aIso been "hacked out of a d e n t  

backdrop of trees." In order to (re)write women's (his)story (Ana's, her mother's, and her 

own, with the implicit desire to change her own "destiny"), she m u t  f Î  recognize that 

'history [is] the nos, of dominance. mastery. the bold line of it" (25). (MaIe) History is not a 

story of curves, nor a cunriüaear story. She, therefore, mmust first fke Ana, indeed aii the 

"ha's," of their confrning, straightening whalebne corsets and open up the space beyond the 

dearings without feIiÏng any more treer 
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W a t t  opens up the pouibility of a women's history, of a place where women's 

stories may be told and heard, by nrst explorhg the place of women within History, defining 

this interstitial vace as "hystery, the excision of women (who do not act but are acted upon)" 

(88). From this play on words she makes the connection to "hysterectomy, the excision of 

wombs and ovaries by tepression, by mechanical compression, by ice, by the knife. because 

we were 'wmng' fkom the start, our physiology faulty, preoccupied as we are with the things of 

the flesh, spiritless-except for our rages-"going o n  the deep end"' (88). Marlatt derives this 

defi t ion h m  an historicai account which records that 

[m]echanical devices were invented for cornpressing ovmies or for pucking 
them in ice. In Gennany, Kegar (1830-1914) and Fnederich (1525-82) were 
using men more radical metho& including ovarectomy and cauter~utiion of 
the clitoris. Xhe source of hysreria wap stili, as in Piato 's tirne, sought in the 
m u e  of thefenae body. upon which wgical attuch were unlemhed (89) 

Taking a (blank) page h m  her mother's "book," poignantly explores this conception of 

*hystery" through mernories of her mother. whose own hysterectomy was part of her treatment 

for manic-depressk disorder, which Annie links with the nineteenth-cenntry perception and 

treatment of "hysteria." Annie's mernocies a~ painfiilly Uiflected with her mother's voice, her 

mother's 4 ~ , ' y  which reveai a deep paranoia about how her mother believed she was 

perceived. ha believes, for instance, that the neighbours talk about her behind her back, 

cailing her a %ad wife* and a 'htten mother" (88). This parada  is aiso reveded in ha's 

belief in "the c o a s p ~ i e s  of doctors out to cause you pain, to puni& you for king a bad girl 

(gone bad-infected by your body)" (88). As a resuIt, Annie remembers that %ey removed 

your utenis, they puiied your rotten teeth, they put electrodes on your misbehawig brain" (88). 

MarIatt poignandy connects this "management? ofthe woman's body with the management of 
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mes as resources. In a section recounting the effects of these treatments on ha, Amie M e s :  

*'taking out the dead wood. pmhg back the unpmductive. it was al1 a matter of husbandry, 

the carefuI management of resources. for everybody's good, of course. a matter of course (by 

defmition)" (147). Here Maiiatt plays on the multiple connotations of "matter" as solid earth 

(the &of which Wornan is made) and the Latin materF meaning mother. Additionally , 

"coursen suggests a race tmck (recalling the boat-racing passages interpolated in the birth 

section), as welt as the straight Iine of progress. Women's "hystery," Marlaît suggests, has 

been "written" at the expense of women's bodies, which have been object-ified and dis- 

membered, and this "hystery" is mua painfuIIy recounted in Annie's mernories of ha's many 

sufEerings. Ina suffers for not "bel~nging~" and is, tragically, perceived by Annie to be 

punished for that inability. This inability is, nevertheless, ha's "destiny ." 

Glen Lowry reads h a  as "a version of 'the other' who exists outside the realrn of 

meaning, and who is unable to fa the confines of her body as it is irnagined in phaltogocentnc 

bourgeois society" (88). He goes on to point out, quoting fkom Marlatt, that ' Fa ]  is victim to 

"'women's trouble.' the body that def- the self the body. not evenyour body. split o K  

schizophrenic, s u f f e ~ g  hysteric m ~ c t i o n ' '  (Marlatt 89. qtd in Lowry 88). While this is 

essentially an astute observation, I suggest that it nquires rewording to reflect that it is not 

precisely "hep body which ha  cannot fit, but the body (the implication of which he seems to 

overlook in the passage he quotes); that is, it is Wommr '3 body as it is hagined, which opens 

up this interpretation to the idea that ha's body (and signincdy the motheJs body) is 

perceived as %tfîC This is a subtie distinction, but it heIps to shift  the ernphasis to Marlatt's 

investigation ofthe importance ofthe effects of perception on a woman's sense ofselç and the 
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disjunction between the cuiturai image and her experience of her own body, rather than 

women's efforts to 'W' into the container (mdeed be the container) created for them. Annie's 

efforts to ce-member her-self are focused on this disjunction; indeed, she suggests that al1 

women are perceived through the lens of the distorting cuiturai camera as Woman, whether or 

not they may actuaily ''fit'* into the current fashionable notion of the Ideal Woman, White 

conceptuafizations of this "Ideal Woman" have shifted over the, Marlatt suggests, not without 

irony, that the metaphy sicai concept of "Woman" is actually ahistoric. Notably, in the full 

passage h m  which Lowry quotes, and the passage which precedes it, Marlatt invokes Annie's 

Lost Girl, c o d a h g  the grammatical subject to 'the chiId," so that it is unclear as to whether 

she is referring to h a  or  to Annie. The description of a child %th serious eyes and a delicate 

mouth, about to be sent away fiom home to boarding school" (89) would seem to refer to ha, 

but in response to h i e ' s  question %here did that child go?" she writes: 

that chi14 one with her body. not yet riven, not split into two-the self and the 
body that beeays the self. bleeding, Ieaking, growing lumps, getting pregnant, 
having abodions and miscmiages. ail the bad timing, off days, things that 
weren't supposed to happen. 'fernale complaints,' in a hushed voice. 
'women's trouble.' the body that defeats the self. the body, not even your 
body. spIit O& schizophrenic, suBering hystenc malfunction. dl of this 
contahed [my emphasw, unspoken, but sounded in the shame with which you 
handed me my first box of pads .... (89) 

For a moment, %at chiIdY' is Amie as she has rr-membered herse4 the tiee-spirited Lost Girl, 

untiI it is clear that she is again ceferring to her mother. Once more, MarIatt points to the 

transitionai phase, the "period" berneen chiIdhood and adulthood, as the demarcation of 

containment, of a cornhg mto a sexuality that is reduced to reproductive capability and 

ideminabLe with a coming into women's %ysteryn It is strikïngiy &O a s e d i  that is 
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perceived as shamefûi, that must be hidden (contained) and repressed, spoken of only in 

hushed voices, if at di? 

The transition h m  girl to woman may be identined as a passage h m  "subject" to 

"objec~" for Marlatt explores the paradox of the girl-child's sense of fkedom which stems 

fiom an un-self-conscious sense of her bodylself as a part of the world, to the loss of that sense 

of6eedom through a coming into a sekoascious awamess of her body in the process of 

becoming a woman. Marlatt identifies this object-%cation with the futing, pomographic gaze 

of the camera (as wielded by men), and the beginnings of a sexual "identity" that is not 

locatable in her own sense of her (fernale) body, but, rather, is defined through the mediating 

look of the desiring subject, that is, the male. This is consistent with Elizabeth Grosz's 

suggestion that "[wJomen's bodies do not develop theV adult forms with reference to their 

newly awakened sexual capacities, for these are dramatically overcoded with the resonances of 

As an example of the inter-dynamic tensions, or paradoxes and ironies that exia in 
this novel, which probIematue attempts at eithedor readings, Amie recuperates the sanitary 
pad h m  a symboi of sbame to one ofjoyous creativity, evocative of Lorde's conception of the 
"erotic," writing, %ere is still even now the h a t e  pleasine of seeing on a fresh white pad the 
first marks of rrd, bcight red when the bleeding's at its peak h a t e  because of a childish 
astonishrnent, i made that! the mark of myself, my inscription in blood. I'm here. scnibling 
agairt" (90). Here Maclan again associates the erotic with the un-self-conscioumess of 
childhood. in her essay, "Musing with Mothertongue," MarIatt expïom tùIIy the possibiIities 
of a I le'm*~eferninine that is not contained, nor containable, within a phalIogocentric idea of 
Ianguage. She perceives of Ianguage as a "body," pohting to the physicaiity of wRtùig, of the 
need to arrite the body," while outhhg her W t i o n  at the constraints of a (male) Ianguage 
and the (maie) tradition of Iiterature: ''where are the poems that celebrate the soft lettnig-go the 
flow of menstnial biood is as it Ieaves her body? how can the standard sentence structure of 
English wà6 its Iinear authority, subject duough verb a object, convey the wisdom of endiessly 
cepcating and not exactiy cepeated cycles her body knows?" (12) This essay anticipates her 
work in A m  Historie, both in its undedying concem and style of writing. It aiso Imks her 
€eminÎst thought with Jdia KrÏsteva (whom she quotes in the essay) and Luce Irigaray's 
concept of I'kcrirtne fernumie and her own wnting styIe in "When ûur Lips Speak 
Together," in parédar- 
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motherhood" (Volcrtile Bodies 205). Accordurg to Grosz, the deveiopment of breasts and the 

onset of menses are markers, not of a girl's cornhg into ber own sexuality (in cornparison with 

boys, whose "nnt issuing fonh of sperm, the omet ofnoctumal emissions, signals coming 

manhood for the boy, the sexud pleasufes and encomters fmtasized and yet tu corne" (205)). 

but of preparation for the reproductive role of motherhood; thus, femde ''[pluberty is not 

figured as the comhg of a self-chosen sexual rnaturity but as the signal of immanent 

reproductive capacities" (205). Grosz focws  especiaily on menstruation as the symbolic end 

to (the period of) "childhoo~ while M e r  noting that it is a process which ironically cetums 

the body to the excesses of infancy, to the uncontrollability of the body's natural, cleansing 

functions, "indicat[ingJ an out-of-control statu that she was Ied to believe ends with 

childhood" (205). Grosz elabocates, in a passage which compeIIingiy comsponds with 

Irigaray's observation that Woman is perceived to exist outside of time and space, that 

[t]he idea of soiling oneselt of dirt, of the very dirt produced by the body itself, 
staining the subject, is a 'nomal' condition of infancy, but in the case of the 
matuiuig woman it is a mark or stain of fier futare status, the impulsion into a 
funne ofa past that she thought she had left M d .  This necessarily marks 
womanhood, whatever else it may mem for particular women, as outside itself, 
outside its tirne (the tirne of a seifeontained aduIthood) and pIace (the place 
definitively within its own s m  as a self-identical being), and thus a 
paradoxicd entity, on the very botder between infàncy and adulthood, nature 
and culture, subject and object, rational being and irrational (205) 

Yet it is these border places, these places between the bhary oppositions Grosz cites, with 

which Annie (and by extension, Marlatt) is fàscinated, with a kuid of abject, uncanny horror. 

She is dram to hem agah and agaln (as especialIy narratively repcesented by the recurring 

~ymbol of the wardrobe), for these places represent to her the disjtmction between fier memory 

of her childhood phewmed se$ and the reality ofher H e  as a woman who has flllnlIed her 
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"manifest destiny" as d e  and mother. Rather than feeI fWTJed, however, she feels contained 

and enciosed inside these spaces, locked into cultural defdtions of space and tirne. in other 

words, she recognizes that she has corne to occupy the 'place" ofthe constructed social image 

of Woman, that place that has been cleared for her, just as the woods are deared in the name of 

a civilizing progress, but not without a sense of a loss of the 'Vkedorn" she experienced as a 

girl. Marlatt, however, as note& undercuts the potentiai romanticization of the childhood state, 

which is comected with a positive identification with nature. by rccognizing that the 'haturai" 

processes that mark the entry of girls into womanbood are preceded by a socialization that is 

intended to help ease the transition, pcharily through the instilling of fears about the body and 

l ianur"  (in both senses of biology and the environment). 

in "The Laugh of the Medusa," Ckous recalls men's cautions to women in their efforts 

to contain them, writing: 'Yom continent is dark. Dark is dangerous. You can't see anything 

in the dark. You're ahid.  Don't move, you might fa11. Moa of dl, don? go into the fores 

And so we have intemaiized the homr ofthe dark" (248). These statements echo ha's 

wamùigs to Amie which Annie identifies as part of her inducnination into the world of women. 

As Amie cornes to reaiize, however, the instilling of fears about the forest, bears and men 

amounted to anxiety about the femaie body (notabiy the forest is nfemd to as '%e bush," a 

term used by Canadian settiers. Its repeated use in Ana Hisuric is no doubt meant as an 

UnpIied euphemsm for the femaie sex): 

i want to taIk to you. (now? now when it's too late?) i want to Say something. 
te1 1 you something about the bush and what you were afiaid of, what i escaped 
to: anonymous tecritory where names faded to atiny hubbub, lost in all that 
other noise-the soughhg, sighmg of bodies the cracks and cfurps, odd rudes, 
somethmg üIce bceath escaphg somethmg inhuman i siipped through. in 
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water, the waming sounds of bids, i was native, i was the chiid who grew up 
with wolves, original Lost girl, elusive, vanished h m  the worid of men ... 

but you, a woman, waked with the possibility of beiog seen, ambushed in the 
sudden amis of bears or men. 'never go into the woods with a man,' you said, 
'and don't go into the woods done.' (1 8) 

While ha's fears seem directed at men and an association of men with nature (the woods and 

bears), it becornes clear to Annie that her mother's fears are of what men might do to women 

(in the bush); thus, ha's fears are exposed as -eties about the "look," about women's 

bodies as objects of male desire. This connection of fear with men and nature is parallelled in 

Ana's experiences in the woods, and the fears whose origins Ana m u t  ultimately question: 

And now she was leaving it [the woods], she Let the quiet grow around her, 
clung to it, Ietting go of the wariness that always gn-pped her when she walked 
this mile alone. What was she ah id  of? Not the deer, who were as d e d  as 
she. Not bears or cougar-she had never seen hem, though stones abounded. 
Madmen then? Drunken seamen, Indians running amok? (96) 

This iitany of sources suggests an indoctrination into a fear of the "unknown," but which Ana's 

own experiences actuaily contest For Ïnstance, in her encounter wih two Siwash men, it W 

ciear that her fear is fueIIed by the stories the townspeople have told her, which effectively 

skew her perception (41). Her fears, it is suggested, are based not on her expecfences in the 

woods themsdves but on the stories ofothers which construct phantom menaces and serve to 

create -ety over what codd happen. L M s e ,  the ody bear that Ana sees is "BIack's bear" 

(an ironic play on "Black bear"), an animal who is %ad and rather mangy squatting in the 

mfhe of its own droppings with a chith around its neck," and wfüch Ana observes "wasn't 

tame but dymg" (1 03). Ana kens it tu "a child sitting on the floor with imaginary blocks, 

invisible lette=- Except that iis eyes were the eyes ofa Geast-imme;isurabIy sad" (103). In 
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this c o n t w  the bear syrnbolizes the crueIty inherent in man's attempts to "tame" nature and 

the debiliting effects of confinement The desire to confine those things perceived as wild 

thecefore cefl ects more on anthropoceneism, that is, a human-centred perception of the world 

which posits oahire as dangerous and threatening* than on the acnial danger wild animais may 

pose to humans when dowed to exist in their own envuonment (and notably provided they 

themselves do not feel threatened by humans). niis perception is echoed in Annie's depiction 

of bears not as wüd, dangerous animds, but as scavengers who raid their garbage c a s  at 

night; she notes, however, that there was "somediig canny in them, cesistant to attempts to 

scare hem off, Iooking over theu shouiders with contempt, four-footed men in shaggy suits 

intent on a meal" (18). Marlatt's use of the word "canny" to describe the b e d m e n  implies an 

interesting distinction between male and femaie positionings with(in) or towards nature, 

particularly in contrast to her Lost Girl's experience of "the bwh." For in a dualistic style of 

perception, if men are "canny," then wornen must be 'iincanny." 

Cixous's observation above echoes Freud's comment that Wornan is a "dark 

continent," but it also puits to his discussion of "the uncanny," or wrheimlich, in his essay of 

the same name. The 'hcauny," as  Freud dehes  it, is that which amuses feelings of dread and 

honor, but which, at the same the, evokes a feeling of familiariv. By presenting a Iengthy 

investigation into the etymotogy of the &man word, Freud concIudes that, given its seemingiy 

contradictory connotations of"homeiy~ and that which "ought to have remained secret and 

hidden but has corne to I i W  (ZE), the uncanny reprrseuts the recurrence ofthe ~ p ~ s s e d  

(241). He wntes, "for this uncanny k in d t y  nothuig new or dien, but something which is 

familiar and 01d-established in the mmd and whkh has become dienated fiom it ody through 



the process of repression" (241). His exampies of the uncanny contain two signincant items 

which relate to women such that Woman (and specificaily her sexuality) may be perceiveci as 

"uncanny." One is the fear of being buried alive, which Freud notes would have its mots in 

9ntmuterine existence," that is, in mernories ofbeing in the mother's womb (244). The 

second is his comment that "neumtic men often declare that they feel there is something 

uncanny about the femaie genital organs" (245). He expIains this by observing that "[tlhis 

unheimlich place, however, is the entrance to the former H e h  [home] of al1 human beings, to 

the place where each one of us lived once upon a tirne and in the beginning .... whenever a man 

dreams of a place or a country and says to himself. while he is still dreaming: 'this place is 

familier to me, I've been here before,' we may interpret the place as being his mother's genitals 

or her body (245). The "uncanny" underiies much of the tension in Ana Historic between 

traditionai representations of Woman and Annie's own stmgg1es to make sense of her 

rdationship to these representations through an examination of her relationship with her 

mother, pcharily. As Marlene Goldman notes, "[gliven Marlatt's airn to subvert the syrnbolic 

W e  that parantees masculine privilege, it is not surprislng that, in Ana Historic, there is a 

concected effort to move toward what Freud has charactecized as 'uncanny"' (1 26)! Yet, jus 

as Irigaray critiques men's representations of women as solid ground (or matîer), proposing 

ff uidity as a radical alternative, so Marlatt investigates the "uncanny" with the a h  of dimipthg 

its association with women's sexuaiity by exploring, thmugh Amie, what might be "uncanny" 

Goidman discusses the "uncanny" ùi this novel at some Iength, citing instances of 
each ofthe exampIes Freud outlines in his essay and mterpcethg Marlatt's w in conjmdon 
with Nancy Chodomw's theory of a wornan's psychoIogy- She also acknowtedges Kristeds 
abject, but does not explore thk fully, refemhg to her theory ody m a footnote referrhg to a 
secondary source who cites Knstcva in relation to the repnsntatioa of ?nomtrous figures'' 
(GoIdman, 229)- 
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about women for women. in other words, ifmen 6nd wornen's %ex" uncanny, how do 

women themselves perceive their own sex? 

Marlatt's emphasis on fluids, on menstd  blood, m particular, in relation to women's 

experience is also suggestive of KrÏstevaPs notion of the "abject. which additionally fits with 

Marlatt's positionhg of the fernale between subject and object (that is, in the transitional space 

between girl and Woman), for esteva d e f i  the abject as "neither subject aor object," 

(Powers of Honor 1) and the state of abjection as "a border. ..[and] above al1 am biguity" (9). 

Like the uncanny. the abject embodies a fomi of horror, of revulsion at that which is 

"irnproper" or "unclean," such as "an item of food, a piece of filth, waste, or dung" (2), 

particularly in response to the (fluid) excesses of the body. Unlike the uncanny, however, it is a 

more profound horror, elicited not by fafniliarity, but by difference, by a recognition of that 

which is not the (contained) self or that which threatens the UitegRry of the self, or the seded 

"body-subject" as  [ngaray terms h Kristeva writes that abjection (the state ofbeing "abject") 

is "[e]ssentidly different h m  'uncanniness,' more violent, too, abjection is elaborated through 

a failure to recognize its kin, nothing is famiIiar, not even the shadow of a memory" (5). In 

relation to fisteva's abject, Eiizakth Grosz points out that "[blody fluids attest to the 

pemieability of the body, its necessary dependence on an outside, its Iiability to coilapse into 

this outside ( t h  is what death hplies), to the periious dMsi'ons between the body's inside and 

its outside. They afFrom a abject's aspiration toward autonomy and self-identity" (1 94). 

Grosr's description of the physical-metaphorid movement to altenty that occurs in femde 

pubecty thus forms a "corporeafy' ünk between Irigaray's critique ofthe perception of woman 

as contamer, and fisteva's conception of the abject 
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While Goidman suggests that MarIatt moves towmdr the uncanny in her novel, I 

interpret it as a rnovement fhrough the uncanny which Ieads Annie to a sense of her-self as 

abject and, hence, unrecognizable. Her descriptions of the woods in which her spirit-ed Lost 

Girl seeks escape h m  the confinement of the home (%aman's place") are peppered with 

Gothic allusions such as "deadfals" and "ghost stumps glowing in the twilight" The Lost Girl 

is "spirit(ed), filled with it, the world of what was other than us" (13). This world is 

distinguishable fiom that of the boys and men who dso occupy the woods (in theù clearings), 

but it is not quite a fernale world, either, since it is "other than us" (the girls). It is, rather, 

highly suggestive of a super-naturai world, something somehow different from nature while at 

the same tirne ernbodying the n a d  world. What Amie is, in eEect, describing is her sense of 

an experientiai, relational self in that world, with a heightened perception that cornes nom truly 

feeling a part of it, yet not indistinguishable h m  it, a sease that she wishes to (n)discover as 

an adult. Her Loa GVI is but one of the "ghostly" presences that haunts this novel, like the 

Unpnnt of erased words upon a page. Aiso present is Ana, the phantom h m  the past, and the 

mother, ha, recently dead. Ghosts may be interpreted as beings who are trapped between the 

worlds of the living and the dead (or a state of king and not-king). Ghosts are not themselves 

abject, but, as fisteva notes in her essay "Might Not Universaïity Be ... Our Own 

Foceigmess?~ the 'Tear of death dictates an ambivaIent attitude: we imagine ourselves 

surviving (religions promise immortaiity), but death just the same remaias the sucvivor's 

enemy...dpp"tioas and ghosts repcesenk that ambigu@ and n11 with uncanny sûangeness our 

confrontatiom with the image of death" (1 85). Annie's fm is not so much a üterd fear of 

death as an end ta existence, per se, but of "death" ofthe seif as represented by both the 

erasure ofwomen's ucpenence fhm the pages of History, and the 10s of het own sense of hep 
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self (the un-seIf-conscious state she attributes to fier Lost Giri). bisteva writes that "[Qt 

is .. not lack of cieaulines or health that causes abjection but what disturbs identity, system. 

order- What does not respect buiders, positions, des. The in-between, the ambiguous, the 

composite" (Powers of Horor 4). This description accounts for the ambivalence that Annie 

feels in her search for "seif," for in i d e n t w g  Woman (and recognizïng herseif as Woman) 

through her ghosts. Amie must come to terms wi-th her recognition of womanhood as an abject 

state, one that threatens her own sense of order and belief in the worId as she knows it, 

including her own belief, albeit ambivalent, in History. 

Amie grapples with the desire to w*te women's history in a way that will address theü 

*lackm in male history, but worries that this will merely reinforce tbat Iack and keep women on 

the *margins" ofthe world. The "voice" of History continues to tempt her with its promise of a 

solid foundation: "come bac, history calls, to the solid ground of f a n  . .you dont want to fa11 

off the edge of the worIdw (1 1 1). At the same the ,  once she becomes aware of the loss of 

women thmugh this ordering process (the "missing persons in dl [thel rubble" of History 

(134), ~ggesting that its "solid foundation" is an ilhsion), and her own Iosses as symboIized 

by her Lost Girl, she c m  no longer remain content to operate within that place allotted her. By 

recognizing her abjection and facing her fears, Annie anticipates the ernpowering potential of 

the abject state that enables her to take a step towards escaphg the borden which confine her, 

and it is sigpincant that she begïm fiom a üterd sense of loss, that is, in response to the death 

of her mother. Kn'steva writes k t  

[tJhe abjection ofselfwould be the cuIminatïig form of that expexience o f  the 
subject to which it is reveafed tbat d l  its objects are based merely on the 
inau@ l o s  t6at laid the foundaitiom d i t s  own king. There is nothhg tike 
the abjection of se& show that aii abjemCon is m k t  recognition ofthe wmtt 



on which any being, meaning, language, or desire is founded. (Powers of 
Hirror 5) 

Amie confronts her "self' in the wardrobe and discovers that her Hie has been founded on a 

profound loss that, as discussed previously, leaves her wanting. She discovers that s k  is 

Frankenstein, or, at least, identifies w i i  him. the doctor who dis-membered the body of s 

woman he himself had created (that is, the monstefs bride), but who also created Life through 

the re-membennent of body p m .  The answer to the question that begins the novel "Who's 

There?" is "me," but Annie must first discover who '?ne9' is, and she does this by exploring al1 

those other "f's": "i want to answer her who's then? not Ana or ha, those transparent covea. 

Ana Richards Richard's Anna. fooling rnyself on the other side of history as if it were a line 

dividing the real h m  the unreal. Annie I Ana-arose by any other narne, w hoIe wardro bes of 

names guardhg the limitations-we nse above them. Amie im't Richard's or even Springer's" 

(1 52). The identification with Frankenstein, both as the doctor and the monstrous creation who 

comes to be known by the name of his creator ("a man's name for man's fear of the wild, the 

uncontrof le&' (L42)), is a temporary one, reflective of A ~ i e ' s  process of moving thmugh the 

uncanny to the abject in order to imagine a place beyond abjection whece she cm re-member 

and thus (re)create her-se K. For, as she wntes, the fear she inevitably confkonts in the 

wardrobe "isn't even Frankenstein but a nameless part i know. terror has to do with the 

trembling that takes you out of yourself" (142). What is most "monstmus," Annie discovers, is 

that this state ofabjection is accomplished through a social conditionhg that is cuitdLy 

reinfo rced through the mother-daughter reIatÎonship- 

Annie notes that mothers "npeat historypn and visit upon theu daughters "the sùis of 

the mothers. hatÎng our bodies as ifthey had betrayed us" (62), suggesting, M e r ,  t&at the 
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storïes of women "are hidden h m  us by feu. your fear i ïnhented, mother dear" (79). Ye5 

whiIe Annie notes the complicity ofmothers (specikaiiy, of her own mother, ha) in the 

patriarchal conditioning of girls, she identifies the "inberitance" of "mother to daughter to 

mother" as a "cultural Iabyrinth" (24), suggesting a circular passage with no clear ongin where 

rnothers were once daughters or 'bLon Girls," too. in an imaginsuy conversation with her 

mother, Anne responds to ha's question that *'i suppose you see me as the monster hidden at 

the heart of [the labyrinth]?," with ''the= i s  a monster, thete is something monstrous here, but 

it's not youy' (24), there by refushg to lay the blame on her (the) mother, despite her pro found 

ambivalence towards their relationship. What emerges fiom her investigation of the mother- 

daughter relationship is an awareness of containment within prescribed d e s ,  and the 

lnonstrous lie" of 'îwoman's place," which she identifies with the supposed safety and security 

of the home (24). The "lines" between "woman's place" and woman as place (that is, as 

cleared empty space and a 'Vessel" to be filled) are blurred in this novel, and it is by contesthg 

the idea of Woman as a container to be contained that Marlatt most pmblematizes the woman- 

nature co~ection.  Yet, even while Annie feels herselfto be l o s  in a maze, the syrnbol of the 

Iabyrinth is an important one which suggests a containment that is not, in €an, total, for 

Iabyruiths have both openings and exits, but these need not be marked, as such, with their 

connotations of "beginnnigs" and "endhgs." And so MarIatt "ends" this novel by "reading us 

into the page abead," into a "place" always yet-to-be m e n ;  a "place" rich with the "luxury of 

being" (153). 

In Ana Historie, Daphne Marlatt investigates the multiple foms of dis-placement 

experienced by women in conjunction with an htemely diverse engagement with the muItipIe 

meanings of "place" itself. From the particuiar dis-placement ofthe immigrant woman, to the 
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gaps in the text of History, and the concept of Woman as gap or "lackY' herself, MarIatt 

provocatively explores the subversive potentiai of the place that exists between vaiue duatisms 

such as subject and objecf selfand other, cuitme and na-, male and fernale, and t h e  and 

space, and Corn which the "euth" of these duaiisms rnay be challenged. This Iabyrinthine 

journey takes her through the rmcanny to the "in-betweenn place of the abject, where Madatt 

discovers the radical, e m p o w e ~ g  possibility of its k a t  to identity, borders and order. 

Through a negotiation of the abject, Marlatt (and Amie) arrives at a 'blace" that is neither 

subject nor object as traditionally conceived, but is a relationai sense of self that is open to 

multiple configurations of sexuality and identity. This negotation occurs through Ana (An-a), 

who figures between Ina (1-na), identifed with the mother, and Annie (An-[); Ana thus 

represents an openness of possibility but, at the same the, serves to highlight the constraints of 

an (a) historical identity . 

Marlatt's achievements in this novel embody Hélène Ckous7s observation that "[bly 

wrïting her self, woman will cetum to the body which has been more than confiscated fkom her, 

which has been t m e d  into the uncanny stmger on display-the ailing or dead figure, which so 

ofien tums out to be the nasty corne=-on, the cause and Location of inhibitions. Censor the 

body and you censor breath and speech at the same tirne" (250). Marlatt's work is lÏkewise 

imbued with the spirit of Annie's "Lest Girl," the spirit that she Iocates in the transitiond phase 

between girl and Woman, another "place between" that may be identified as Lorde7s "emtic: 

wfiere differeaces are bridged through a sharing ofjoy *out capitalking on the "other" or 

erasing difference. The "emtic" aiso cepresents a piace where the social conditionhg of the 

femde may be contested and "dismembered" in a Wonnative re-memberbg h m  abjection 

to an experientiai sense of sel£ impor~antiy, MarIatt conceives for the possibility of a 
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Iesbian celatioaship as a place to Fully expIore her long repressed sexuality and desires, and so 

MIy express her erotic spirit in the 'bUiterval of desire." In keeping with the "spirit" of the 

nineteenth-century novel, Marfatt opts for an ending that codd conceive but not actually 

write for Ana, but which she signiîïcantiy recognizes as a possible akemative for contemporary 

wornen. 



Chapter TWQ 

Mapping the Unmappable: Geograpàical Expressions of Self 
in Aritha Van Herk's Phces Fm F r a  ElIesmere 

The six scattered provinces had yet to unite in a great national endeavour or to 
giirnpse anything nmotely resembling a Cartadian dream; but both were taking 
shape. The endeavour would be the building of the Pacific raiIway; the dream 
would be the fiiiing up of the empty spaces and the dawn of a new Canada. 
(Pierre Berton, The National D r e m  R e  Great Railwuy 1871-1881.13) 

Until this great work is completed our Dominion is littie more than a 
'geographical expression.' (Su John A. MacDonald in Berton) 

Is desire escape 
h m  the seIf or rest 
Iessly to te 

invent it? (Mary di Michele, "What is Desire?") 

As suggested by popuIar historian/journdist Piem Berton, the building of a railway that would 

mite east (Quebec) to W e s t  (British Columbia), while crossing over the va t ,  sparsely settied, 

"ernpty spaces" of the prairies, historically symbolizes Canada's "national ciream," a poiitical 

dream of a unified Rationhood and, consequentiy, a unimg national identity. Yet, in Antha 

van Herk's "geograf~ctione," which she spells with an "e" ending to signify the ferninine, trains 

and rails are symbols of death. Given the association with Anna Karenina in this book, and the 

readîng of the Russian novel that features in the cuhinating "exploration of site" at Ellesmere 

Island, this syrnbolism is, perhaps, understandable, as ToIstoy's novel ends with h a ' s  death 

by train. Despite the focus on a reading of the novei Anna Kirrenin in the fuial section (and the 

occasionai ghostiy visitation by Anna herseIf in pnvious sections), however, Places Fm From 

Ei~esmere is decidedy a Canadian text, intimately concerned with the "geographicai 

expression" of Canadian places in relationship wnh a Canadian woman. By W g  trains wirh 
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death, with Anna, significantiy, representïng the "IW itseff, van Hedr hplicitiy draws on the 

Canadian association ofthe railway with national identity in order to critique the notion of 

"identity" at the level ofthe "self." 

Van Herk's explorations of self-identity through an engagement with signit1cant places 

challenge the concept of a unified, autonomous self, or universai "subjew that exists outside 

of relations with place and with others. This is a "seif' that is paradoxicdly fuced in "place," 

yet transcendant, and whose bordea are decidedly "maleAheated," in van Herk's words (88). 

Trains in this book and, more pointedly, the iron bars of the tracks. repcesent the imposition of 

a socio-cultural order, represented by the "hammerïng" of the landscape and of Woman into 

"metai bar[sr (121)' to fom an overlaying grid of knowledge and representation whose 

delineations are cIearly masculine, since it was males (the Canadian politicians, or 'Tounding 

fathers" with their colonial patrilineage; and Tolstoy, cepresenting a male Iiterary tradition) who 

authored these texts. In her interrogation of male/ lineated texts and discourses, Van Herk 

explicitly utilizes the woman-nature association, most obviously by designating Ellesmere 

%aman as island," to expose thek underlying Iogic of domination. Van Herk's critique of the 

ordering principles informing grid-work (including the layhg of railways and the drawing of 

maps) identiftes these principles as a fonn of sexuai violation, for Anna, she suggests, is 

~Itimately punished for her sexudity. Van Herk observes: 'Wot Vmnsky who does Anna in 

but Tolstoy, he the peasant who severdpenetrates her with the iron, a symôoüc but obviously 

sexuai attack exady as ToIstoy annihiIaîes Anna for her sexuaf n a W  (1 19). hn-ically, 

perhaps, "iron" may also be read as comotatnre ofdomesticity, and a symbol of woman's 

"propu" place in the home. Van He& problanatizcs the concept of bbhome" extensiveIy in this 
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book; home, also, is associated with death. h a  is punished by sexual effacement for being 

an üon-y in berself, that is, a woman constnicted as a sexual object of desire by and for men, 

yet who must not express her own sexuality or desires. Van Herk construes Anna as 

representative of all women in this respect, writing: 

You know at least a hundred Annas, stranded in fictional love &airs written by 
men who do not know that Ellesmere exists. Corne to that, women are dl 
Annas, caught or not, Annas sweating their way fiom one day to the next. 
They know the wars wWthin theu orbits, between children and husbmds and 
lovers, need and desire and the desperate necessities of symmetry, how they 
will be always and forever culpable,'exiIed for their visceras, eviscerated for 
their exiles. (83) 

Conseqwntly, Places Fur Fron Ellesmere is an exploration of desire: of desire in a Iandscape 

(representing both bodies of land and of women), and the Iong npressed desires of women, In 

a supplementary essay to the book, entitied 'The Map's Temptation or the Search for a Secret 

Book," van Herk Wfites that what she "sought to map, in the writhg act rrsulthg in Ploces Far 

Front Ellesmere, was grief, my woman's grief' (1 30). She writes that she T e d  to Ellesmere 

as an unmapped map, a space in which 1 could engage with a terriMe and heart-stopping grkE 

My grief was for the endess procession of fernaie chanicters who were pemiitted no 

cartography of their own, tempted into death by their malIeabIe mappability, their killability" 

(135). Her geogmfktione enacts a "new cartography," in van Kerk's words, that embodies or 

em-books a defiantiy radical and subversive exploration of the emtics of space and the 

mapphg of place, and an elegy inspkd by the movement ofgrief for the muItipIe murders of 

women caught beneath the wfieeis of trains and in the lines of maps. 
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Positioning herseIfas an "explorer" in her own g e o ~ c t i o n e T  a terni Iaden with 

negative colonial connotations. van Hedc is compelIed to disthguish between "exploration" and 

"discovery." She associates the former with archaeologicai ïeadings" of Iandscapes through 

the uncovering of stones and fossils (98), while "discovery" is linked with sitings (with the 

implied homonymie "sightings" ') and namings. She notes that Ellesmere Island was 

"discovered" by William Baffin in 1616: "sighted ... (how: h m  the shoce/with a telescopehm 

his ship?)" (98). Hem, van Herk invokes the distancing of vision which enables one to name a 

place (or thing) without truly knowing what it is that one is naming, without having a 

relationship with the place itself. As discussed in relation to Ana Historie, thk kind of 

distanced vision, Iüce the "eye" of the carnera, is complicit in the reincation of the land as well 

as the O bjectification of human beings. Like Marlatt, van Herk explicitly links this kind of 

vision with the 'baie gaze," which hims that which is gazed upon into an object of desire. 

This is a stance that can ody be rnaintained through distance, both Marlatt and van Herk 

suggest, which, therefore, precludes the deveIopment of a reciprocal relationship wherein the 

inherent value of the "othef' is recognized and appreciated. "Ellesmere," van Herk notes, was 

subsequently named (and subsequently transfiormed into a place on the map) f i e r  the Earl of 

Ellesmere, for no discernible m o n  except that she wondea ifhe gave them money: "What 

did they read on those ice-bound shores that suggested the island should be named for him? 

And was their reading correct? 1s Ï t  an Ellesmere, or somethhg else, some other name that 

other beings spoke? There must be another name, somewhere, Eone oniy had the eyes to cead 

if' (97). EUesmere was, she suggests, "blard to configure as an island at nrst" when Bafi  

' in her essay "The Msp's Temptaîion" Van He& connmis that she is pumtmg on 
"sight" in fier use ofUsitt" (129). 
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f m  "sighted" i t  It was not mtiI the nineteenth c e n w  tbat Ellesmere was "[eJxplored, not 

discovered," and she notes firrther that "[florty-two hundred years ago hunting bands mamed 

beside the inlets and Qords of Hazen Plateau. They had a name for EIIesmere, you are sure of 

that" (98). Van Herk points tu the transformation of space hto significant (signified) place 

through namin& noting naming as both a negative and positive practice depending on context 

and the situatedness of the one doing the naming. 

Naming is identifiably negative as a colonizing practice that effaces the land's 

character, as weii as the language of the peoples who live there, with the subsequent 

effacement of the peoples themselves through the ambiguous assignment of idevant  narnes; 

that is, names that have no ~lationship to the place itself. Since the names of places are 

recorded on maps, naming and map-making are both complicit in the inscription of dother's 

perspective on the land and the peoples who inhabit it Maps, as tools of power in the 

European expansion to the "New World? in effect both figuratively "capturrdW the land (thus 

reinforcing the literal act ofdiscovery) and ins&d the European perspective onto it. in 

"Deconstwcting the Map," historian of cartography J. B. Harley notes that maps are not 

"neutrai" or objective representations (if, indeed any 'kpresentation" cm be said to be ûuiy 

objective-an assumption which van Herk explicaly critiques), and, as  such, he points to the 

"social consequences of cartographie pmtices" (9). Such c'sociai consequences" have 

uicluded the hist0rica.i coloni7ation of Yoreign" Iands by representatives of Eumpean countries, 

which ÛtcIuded the colonization of the peopIes who inhabited those lands Environmental 

phüosophers Mora Campbeii and Eric note t&at %e capacity to draw ünes on a 

representative d a c e  refl ects the abiüty to ignore poh*cai reaIties of the coIonizedn (6). They 
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W e r  suggests that, for colonists, "the extension of the map was the extension of power; 

possession was the act of representation" (6). The inscription of the European perspective with 

marks of "possession," was reinforced by the (re)naming of places and is, therefoce, suggestive 

of the power of language in likewise constnicting identities that are nevertheless independent of 

what is acnially represented, resulting in a "confusion of the rnap with the temtory."' As 

Harley suggests, "[wlhile the rnap is never the reality ... it helps to create a dEerent reality. 

Once embedded in the published text the lines on the rnap acquire an authority that may be 

hard to dislodge. Maps are authoritarian images" (14). It is the authority of the rnap that van 

Herk challenges; indeed, she challenges the authorïty of any representation which seeks to rnap 

and name the world or "others" and present it as "truth." 

Van Herk suggests a positive association of naming, however, whic h arises h m  a 

peopie's inhabitation of and engagement with a place, in what may be called a "self-narning." lt 

is an active engagement with place that is suggested by van Herk's ccarchaeologicat readings," 

a "muiti-layered" or palimpsestic kind of reading that she acknowledges she derives from 

Foucault (Rocard 88). This concept of a paIimpsestic reading is similar to Marlatt's 

deconstructive readings of "History" and language, in that it  seeks m peel away layers of 

discome and aieanuig" in order to expose the "bIind spots," or that which has been 

imperfectiy erased and d e n  over. Van Herk tenns this styte of reading Wreading," a 

1 bomw the phrase "confushg the rnap with the territocy" h m  Campbell's and 
Higgs's fscinating essay entiued "Confiismg the Map with the Tedry:  An Examination of 
the Legacy of hdscape Representation." This is a reghrasùig of Alned Korzybski's oft 
quoted observation thet "a map is not the tecritory it represeats+" which van He& afIudes to in 
her essay "The Map's Temptation" (132). 
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recurrent word m her book, which she defines as "the act of disniandhg a text past all its 

previous readings and writuigsn ("In Visible W 4), and as "a means of interrogating, not 

simply ce-reading the te* re-discovering if finding it again, but aiso in the un-teading m a h g  

the text your own and looking at the process of both its writing and its readmg. So that you are 

not looking only at content, but at process, always pmcess" (Rocard 87). Ln Pfuces F m  F r m  

Ellesmere, van Herk as explorer (as opposed to nawtor-she is not telhg a story, but en- 

acting multiple narratives) unlreads not only the novel Anna Kmenin, but places as well: 

places which hold si@cance for her as sites where she has Iived or does iive; places she has 

called "home," a term that, as noted, is ais0 associated with death and grief. In the process of 

these "expforations on site" she explores herse& or, as she puts if is recipmcally explored: 

Home and @ef readily matriculate one another, tabulate a sirnilm space .... 1 
wanted, in an effort to cornfort my writedy gnd; and with a geograflctionai 
tonaIity, to map with words those places I once dared to cal1 home. At the 
same tirne, I knew that I couid refw the epistemic ciassification of 
cartography by posing them as sites of exploration, hence unfixed, unmappable 
places. Sites of exploration are not expIorabIe (and consequently colonizable) 
spaces but spaces that seek to explore, themselves continttous fictions 
proposing the ffuidity of an imaginary place. (The Map's Temptation" 130) 

These unheadings entail an engagement with place, and, consequently, self, that infonns her 

attempts at re-pcesenting hem geografÏctionalIy in a way that does not narne or de& them* 

but in the ernergence of "names" ~f lects  the perspective of an inhabitant By resisting the 

temptation of an ülusory mimesis that the map seems to offer, van Herk, in tum, refuses to 

replicate the colonking act in which mapphg Ïs ünpiicated. Her archaeoIopicai dreadhgs 

seek to unnive1 the network ofrepresentations, or what Foucadt calis the "episteme of Western 

cuIturen (79, that forms the discursive =grid= oficnowledge which ordea the worid through 
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categorizations based on a distance& so-calIed "objective" view of the world (Foucault xx). 

She fmds an opportunity for a cesistance to these categorîzations in Foucault's andysis of the 

"'reciprocal bond, between Unagination and resemblance'" (Foucault 71, qtd in Van Herk, 

T h e  Map's TemptationYy 129). Foucault suggests that  out imagination, there wouid be 

no resemblance betwem things" (Foucault 69), thus pointhg to imagination as an interrnediary 

space between any form of repcesentation and that which is it seeks to represent. She explains 

that "[elvery writer grapples with the urgency of eansforming reaiity into a sign; 1 confess to a 

terrible need, like Don Quixote, to read the world in order to pmve a story. But of course, the 

written world and extemai thlligs or feelings rrfuse to resemble one another, and the writer is 

Ieft to reconciIe the tembfe impl acabilities of resemblance and the imagination" ("The Map's 

Temptation" 129). The "irnaginotry place" to which she alludes above ultimately leads to the 

acknowledgement that any form of mapping, or textuai representation of a pface, can ultimately 

oniy be irnaghary, deriving, as it does, h m  the imagination. While this may be a source of 

Eusiration for writers who seek to transfocm their experience into langage in a way that 

resembles that experience as closely as possibIe, Ï t  dso points to the subversive potential of 

disnipting possessive, colonizing representations. 

The space of the imagination Ïs an important concept for a wuriter who notes that she 

sought to c4~~nfigure a book that couid act as a map" in the wnting of Places Fm From 

EIiesmere (The Map's Temptation" 129), suggesting an affibation between the map and the 

book as a form oftext She observes, however, that they are "not interchangeable, except 

pertiaps as vem*ons of disguise for noetic representatioo, palimpsests ofidea and its 

ûausgnssive space, subversion buiit hto te& the Iubticity of content and expression" (The 
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Map's Temptation" 129). H m  Van He& anticipates the radical potential that lies within the 

rnap itself, or, indeed, any fonn ofrepresentatïon. "So unsettied is the nature of 

cepresentatïonal space," she d e s ,  "that it is as contingent as tectonics, as imprecise as the air 

that an address pretends to containff (The Map's Temptationa7 t 3 1). In this essay and in 

Places F m  From Ellesmere, van Herk expIores the idea that a rnapping of place is ultimately 

impossible, that it cannot tnily "capture" the rnultidimensional dynamics of the place. Van 

He& consequently, eansfoms the map into an imaginary place, "embodying" this prace as 

Ellesmere Island, which she imagines as Wornan (as an "Anna"). As such, she challenges 

hegemonic representations not ody of Iandscape but of the idea of "Woman," by mapping her- 

self from the ever shifting space of the imagination in a "place" that allows for the full 

exploration of desire. The problematic she compellingly explores in this book, then, is how to 

map desire without "kiiling" it; that is, to b ~ g  it into being without changing its indefina ble 

qudities and without ultimately portraying it through an "object of desire." In other words, 

how does one k a p "  desire without 'pmjecting" (that is, with the sense of a cartographie 

projection which entails a necessary mathematicai distortion of the Iand) one's desire upon that 

which the rnap seeks to represent, without tunimg desire, itseLf, into an object? In Places Far 

From Ellesmere, van Herk utilizes a ceconfigured concept of mapphg to explore desire as a 

ncipmcal movement that resists the objectification of an "other while ailowing for the full 

expression of a desiring self. By employïng the rnap form, van Herk is able to deconstnict the 

overiaid epistemic @ds h m  withlli the space she denotes as imaginary, thereby chaiienging 

the illusive power of the map as an episteme which carries and entrenches a specinc form of 

laiowledge that has bot6 eaforced and continues to remforce thc Iogic of domination. 
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The subversive potentid for deconstructive readings of maps is noted by Harley, who 

suggests that "[dleconstruction urges us to read between the Iines of the m a p ' i n  the margins 

ofthe tact'-and through its tropes discover the silences and contradictions that challenge the 

apparent honesty of the image. We begin to learn that cartographic facts are oniy facts within a 

specific culturai perspective" (3). Harley shifts the map and the cartographic enterprise h m  

their supposed scientific territory to the reaim of cultural artifact, thus illustrating how they 

hnction to tepkate and ceinforce cultural and societaf attitudes, values and beliefs. Similady, 

José Rabasa advocates deconsmictive readings ofmaps which pay attention to the "matgins of 

the te*" employing such a technique in his ailegocical reading of Mercator's seventeenth- 

century Atlas. Rabasa observes that "since the totaiity of the world can never be apprehended 

as such in a cartographic objectification, maps have significance only with a subjective 

reconstitution of the bgments. The A t h  stands out as an uonic allegorization of this blind 

spot inherent in a cartographical enterprise" (1 86). Rabasa, notably, apprehends the Atlas as a 

palimpsest, writing that "[tlhe transposition ofthe hnage of the pahpsest becornes an 

illuminative metaphor for understanding geography as a serîes of erasuns and overwritings 

that have transformed the worid" (1 8 1). The recognition of such "erasures" or "blind spots," 

Rabasa suggests, allows for a "source of hope for the reconstitution or reinvention of the worId 

h m  native points of view" (1 8 1), thereby pointhg to the p s i a r e  potentiai of deconsniction. 

incorporating a feminist point of view, Mariene Goldman, in her study of Canadian women 

wciters' use of images of mapping and exploration, suggests that women writers use this 

strategy to expose the connections between mapping practkes and both the oppression of 

women and the coustru~*on of gendered identities. She writes that the "ngures of mappiog 

and expforationITITITportray both women's position wahin a set oftraditionai discourses and 
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attempts to chart alternative representations of femaie identity" (6). Van Herk utilizes the 

subversive potentiai of mapping as a strategy to dimpt traditionai reppresentations of 

Iandscapes and places and, in the process, disrupt the writings md readuigs of women by male 

authors. Before she c m  "escape," however, to what she rtfen as the "tabula rasa" of 

Ellesmere, Anna's island of "absence" (77), and its unmappability, Van Herk's explorations 

take her h u g h  the alresdy-mapped places of fier life to detennine how they have been 

knprinted on her memory, and reciprocaily imprinted on her-self. 

The question that underlies these explorations "on site" is, again, the problematic of 

"discovery," of the fim sitinglsighting of pIace and its subsequent naming: bbDiscovery. What 

to cal1 the fm moment a place lodges in your memory. What to cd1 the fint moment place 

emplaces itself in namhg" (86). Van Herk dtimately wants to resid such fixations and 

defmitions, and instead create a moving map that is more Iike a film scnening across space- 

time than a static photographie image. This process is implicated in her grief, and in the d e s k  

to npcesent the movement of emotion, particuiarly in her expforation of Edberg, which was 

"'aiways there, an initiai seeing that you don't rememkr" (86). in cetunllng to Edberg, she 

discovers that it is a dying town, dying, possibly, because of the 1 0 s  of  the train ("no t o m  

without a trainlno train with~ut a town" (19)). and the "progres9 ofcivilisation: "Who's done 

it? Collapsed this carefiil edince, this âreaming? The telephone? the car? the road? airplanes? 

weather? Can you permit it to remain upright (on its tirrd fcet Iaced into fannefs boots), or 

wiIi it fdL fiat onto its hi@-hnted fâce?" (34). Edberg represents a fom of deaîh by sain, 

resdting h m  the traol's desertion of the place, but also h m  the desertion d i t s  uihabitants; 

thus, van Hedc's grief over ito dyuig is compücated by feehgs of g d t  for fier own compticity 
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in its "murder-" Consequentiy, van Herk stniggles with the desire to keep Edberg üunicaily 

"dive" by k ing it in her memory, in a "drearn geography" of her own makuig- It is, afker dl, 

"[Nome ..An asyium for your ongins, your launchiags and depamires, the derivations of your 

dRam geographies. Where you invented destinations. Mways and mlentingly (home) even 

after it is too late to be or to =vert to (home), even after it preloccupies the past tense*' (13). In 

this section, entitled "Edberg, coppice of desire and return," she explores a tension between her 

adolescent desire to Ieave, and the illusive sec- of "home," of origins which hold a magnetic 

attraction. The death of Edberg suggests a death of self because Edberg "daims you, insists on 

a reference, influence. empreinte" (L5). Her body is imprinted with Edberg, this town which 

shaped her growuig-not an "origin," in fact, but a seedmg; Edberg represents the "continuous 

grounding" of the 'place Ïn the person, the person in the place" (37)- and led to her inevitable 

departure: "Edberg has carved itself into the cleft above your mouth. Your nose has an Edberg 

siope to it, your e yes Edberg's h i l k  This is your ~e~geography, the way you were 

discoveredluncovered in Edberg's reading of your fiction" (37). Retuming to Edberg means 

facing the inevitability of its and her own death. and herrin lies the '?emptation of the map"; 

that is, to f8( this place in her memory, or ce-member this place into a being of the past, in order 

to stop its dying: 

You cup your han& to hold it Ïn, breath deep. You want to comrnand it into 
everiasting pIace Sie a home or a dog, a patient animai. You Iook away: it 
moves, unlreads itseff again, a sIy dteration IeaWig you punled, and groping 
for ceassurement. You check with other originals, try to compare your graïny 
photographs with the irs.... Impossible: dieu versions negate yours. (38) 

As van Herk "discovers," no one map can npresent this town; its constant shiftmg dtimately 

defies or defes al1 possible reacüngs* 
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Edberg is a paradox; its dying signaies not an ending, but pauiful refomations thar, 

nevertheless, are aiso signs of growth. She remembers her own "growing pains" in this "place 

of origins, of forbiddens and transgressions, of absence and cemains" (39). a pIace that allowed 

for the subversive rupture of containment. Her adolescent self, forbidden to go to dances 

because they were "dangerous:' aonetheless found ways to escape this "training" in the 

exquisite temtory of des&, desire made ail the more tantaiking for its forbiddenness. In 

Edberg's multiplicity of paradox, its paiimpsest, van Herk glimpses the possibility of ElIesrnere 

as a place with no trains that is uitimately unmappable, as a "desert of desirP" (105): 

"Everywhere is hem. Your fkozen dreams fiom the t h e  when you stepped neatIy down this 

sidewak, your itchy palms fiom Ionging to be touched, your dread stories. Edberg is an 

EIIemere, an island shrouded in the wet snow of summer, with muskoxen waiting for their 

coats to g r u e  (36)- She Wreads Edberg, and in the un/teading "discovers" it as an irnaginary 

place, discovea that her readmg of it cm ody be Ïmagioary: 'Tdberg: this place, this viIIage 

and its environs. A fiction of geography/geography of fiction: coming together in peopIe and 

landscape and the harboured designations of fickle rnemory. hvented: textual: dread: the 

hierogiyphic secrets of the p s t .  Corne home" (40). Edberg resists en-gravement, although its 

graveyard lures van Herk with its oEer of a "place to stay, settie down, send roots," a place to 

retire and "Iapse quiedy into the deep breathing offorget" (39). Edberg, however, uItimateIy 

offers van Herk the possibiiity of mistant readings and wrifmgs of those places which would 

seek to contain her desire and shape her into an h n  bar* 

Cdgary is, in rnany ways, an opposite and mUror image of Edberg, a piace that 

kcomes (is nameci) "home" for the addt van H e k  It is a thrNmg city as opposed to a dyhg 
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town, dthough it, too, found a place on the "map" because ofthe railway: "[Calgary] is a CPR 

town, would've died otherwisP" (59). Calgary, dso. is a paradox. It is a "growing graveyard" 

cast in stone, but whose ''denizens" are transient "desert nomads" (66): everyone pretends to 

be h m  sornewhere else, not here" (72). Like nornads, they are constantiy moving, resisting 

settiement: "to Iive here you mus& rnove, dthough the Stones demand stiliness, and the gras 

demands its own growing. Home is a rnovement, a quick tug at itself and it packs up. Cal1 

yomelf a taxi and consult a map. A blur. And these discmt defections Calgary's denizens" 

(69). It is this sense of movernent that appeals to van Herk; Calgary is a place that represents 

transience, that houses transients; it is a settiement founded on 'kestlessness": 

Begun by the oldest occupation, the nomadic herding of @ng animais. 
Ranches unsettied, the cattie themselves moving. always moving, their cattle 
kingdom a transported and elegiac shuffie. With the endIess d v a i  of the 
CPR, a cadence established and ingrallied. Restlessness, an historic 
restlessness, followhg the backs of beasts. SIeep on the ground, ride again in 
the morning. This cornpanion of settiement Here, this place. (68) 

Calgary, then, seems to be a place of no origins. not even trdy a place of destination or 

endhgs, despite the association with graveyards and her decision that "home is here and death 

too is ailowed" (62), for "[tlhere aren't enough graveyards hem, peopIe go away to die: theù 

bones go eIsewheren (59). Yet, for aH the pretense of movement within its wails and the 

"denizens" who deny their ongins and, consequently, an originary identity (in theV rootiessiess 

they are dl1 somehow rmined in theV restiessness), Cdgary is not a place of desire* a place 

where d e s k  can be fteed and hely expressed: 

You fail to beiïeve that 0th- cm nad the passrpassron wnhm you. You pretend 
not to see theirs. Who dares to confess to féelins to mgex, to rage, to joy. Not 
hem. Stay dm, keep rnovbg, don2 Iook up. Above you hang the boomtown 
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skeletons within your skuis. You are those ghosts, conl and delstruction~ fuU of 
sites and dernolition. (69) 

Calgary's restlessness is contrasied with its stony reserve and cepression of emotion in the face 

of the "ghosts" of its past, which serve as remindea of past transientdpresent transience. It is 

"erotic in intent" but that is ultimately a "lieyy (67), and "sex is too playfui for Jencho [as] two 

of the pieces of the puple might connect" (73). This city is an "acrostic of place" (72), with 

the streets and place names forming a crossword of Ianguaged sedement where words are 

forced into straight lines. and Ietten are boxed off in a semiotic *d to fonn a containec for 

desire and for lust. Should there be a "coition," van Herk suggests, then "all the interlockhg 

brÏdges ...[w ould beJ unnecessary-a11 the hails ... ovemiled, al1 3000 kilometres of paved road 

bypassed in a flyover of Iust, for once, lW (73). "You need practice in the geography of 

Iust," van Herk writes, giimpsing this possibility in the spaces between the quadrants of 

Calgary, but ïnevitably discovering that here she is a minotaur, "a cIumsy bawIing beast in the 

centre of a web of thread, a cat's mdIe ofencapturement" (73). Despite its Iight-filled 

Iabyrinths and "ghostly vaginas" (72), CaIgary is not a place that will ailow van Herk to 

express desire or to map her grief; yet it does inspire an interrogation of the meaning of 

"home." 

"Habitué, hooked, a citizen of. Withui this enclosure (Calgary) the city a centre of 

spokes, empemed. (What does home mean?) Spearpoints fomd m plowed fieIds east of the 

city (12 000 years old). Teepee rings, medieme wheels, effigies: Blackfwt, Sarcee, Stoney" 

(66). In exploring the meaning(s) of home, van He& gestures towards Cdgary's (and 



Canada's) colonial Iegacy, exposing Calgary as truiy a place ofdis-placed persons, a place built 

on the graves of the Native peoples who £kst Iived on the land; who were, it shouid be noted, 

historically displaced by the building ofthe raiiway. Calgary's presents citizem, including its 

Native population, are "habitués" rather than inhabitants, however: the names of Calgary's 

places reveal the colonial Iegacy and the palimpsestic erasure of previous narnes, peoples and 

land emblematked by an en-gravement in Stone: 

Queens Park remote and placid above the city, high sticking its way through 
Cambrian Heights. Heights for the depths, cnamatoriumed over the spcead 
city, those acres of rough prairie grass cut into hay mows, grass edging over 
the Stones flatteneci a g a h  the ground, eais back, names disappearing into the 
foxtail and broorn. Taken over, named effacement-gophen and rabbits aiert 
and unrestrikted, the acres and acres of henges stoning themselves up the hills 
(no, coulees). (59) 

Calgary, while appealing for the anonymity it afEords van He* and the origin-less restiessness 

of its denizens, nevertheless rrpresents the probIematic aspects of effaced identity; that is, of an 

identity that is effaced by extemal forces. Thus "home" is a place of death and settlement; yet, 

as van Herk suggests, the past cannot remain buried: "ifs been said before: archaeologies are 

(in)fomed by those who @)vent them. Graves are for their visitors. Residents beware. And 

stories will work their way to the d a c e ,  no matter how bmed and buried agam" (58). This 

archaeoIogical readuig of "home" again points to a double meanmg m its association with 

deatb; that is, it may aiso be mterpreted as a place of change. Thete are stories birried in 

Calgary, but bey are not van Heck's, nor are they Anna Karenuia's. Calgary, however. points 

to the possibility of one's own Stones cîising up" to dimpt the masks of maps and train tracks. 
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While both Edberg and CaIgary are representative of "home" to van He& the former 

an ailuring geogdictione that hauts her dreams with its elusive promise of origins, and the 

latter a seductive destination which nevertheless holds the promise of transience, Edmonton 

represents a transitionai place between homes. Even death is merely a transition in Edmonton 

because of its lack of a public cemetery: "Edmonton funenal. where death is enacted but never 

fnished" (52). The self in Edmonton, she notes, is "caught between ongins and destinations: 

body and cemetery" (52). Edmonton is a city of "long division," split into north and south by 

the traversa1 of the North Saskatchewan River, just as, for van Herk, it "is the city that will 

divide you from the country, that will wean you nom Edberg, its wide m e t s  and nanow alleys 

leading toward seduction. This is the quandary you face, your problem in long division: 

norih/south" (43). The split to which she refers is not, however, just between nini1 and urban. 

These directions are designated according to the city divisions, with north being the place of 

%usiness/pleasurr" and south the place of ugovernmentllearning" (43), and these designations 

will Iinger, becoming more apparent in Ellesmere as a contrast particularly between a place of 

pleanve and desire, and a piace of education and socialization where she Leams a dualistic style 

of thinking (on Ellesmere, she wiIl ask "[ils it possible to read her [Anna] in the south, h m  the 

south? In that blhdly south-faced mding is it possible to read at ail?" 1 13). It is in Edmonton 

where van Herk attends University and falls in love with knowledge, with "the Uwct legs of 

entomology, .... the zedous musings of philosophy, the incessant novefs of literature" (46). 

Edmonton represents a division of seIf, a trairting penod in rationality and objectivity, 

coinciding with a self-chosen repression of desire, a ndirectÎon ofviscerdity tu a voIuptuously 

vicarious enjoyment of books: ' W e  others divide and swyve, hunt Iife partnets and 

missionary mtent, you read, en- yourseff a city of pages, theV sybarite m e r s "  (53). 
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"Edmonton," she writes, "is a readuig, an act oftext, an open book? (47), and "[t]hugh the 

maze of your books you try to read this place, this once-fort, Hudson's Bay Company 

stmnghold, this ferried and civered city. How to cross h m  one side to the other?" (52). Van 

Herk suggests that, while looking for lovea in the pages of literature in her Iove-&airs with 

books, she discovers h e a d  the rndeflineations of the textual world that dis-places women 

through effacement or murder, and the divided city of Edmonton serves as a reminder of the 

division of self that wil1 occur the= as a result ofthe readings and writings of men. 

Patrocinio Schweickart caiIs leaming to read and consequentiy think like men (that is, 

through an education in male-authored texts) a process of "imrnasculation," noting that it "does 

not impart vinle power to the woman d e r .  On the contmy, it doubles her oppression" 

(27 1 ). Quoting Judith Fetîerly, she d e s  M e r  that the woman reader "suEen 'not simply 

the powerlessness which denves fiom not seeing one's experience articulateci, clarified, and 

legitimized in art, but more significantiy, the powerlessness which ~ s u I t s  fiom the endless 

division of self against self, the consecpence of the invocation to identify as male while being 

reminded that to be male-to be universal- ... is to be notfemoe'" (271, her emphasis). 

Edmonton is the place whece van Herk wiil read A m  Kiaenin, but she does not achowledge 

this untii she gets to Ellesmere; she does not seem to remember this tmtil she ce-reads it there 

and recails the novels she read m her RusstCan Literature course: "A maie course, now that you 

look at it, a very maie COCKS~, and you must have gone too fiu, gotten camed away, A m  

h n i n  not on the list for Rdaa 320, you invented the necessity to cead ber yourseK 

Despite Toistoy. Looking for an image ofwoman, even one scriptecf by him" (81). As van 

Herk discovers, however, thk image o f w ~ n a a  k a codEctud one for the woman reader, 
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because it is of a woman who is punished for desire. Whiie on Ellesmere she cemernbea that 

her fht engagement with Toistoy's novel occurred in Edmonton; however, it is not her actual 

tVst reading of it that she cexnembers, but the anticipation of that reading, a culmination, it 

xems. of her education in Edmonton: "b]ou have not yet read Anna Kmenin, but she is 

waiting to be rad, to remind you of what to expeft of books, of love affaVs and their kilhgs" 

(51). Despite its designation as a "place between," Edmonton af3ords Little space for 

imagination, being a city of sharply divided binanoes-northfsouth, rationaVirrationai, 

thought/ernotion, mindhody-that van Herk understands to be gendered divisions. There are 

no trains in Edmonton for, as van Herk notes, '?he CPR Iine went south to Calgary" (43, but it 

is notable for being the ''terminus ofthe CP telegraph line" (44), which is but another fom of 

grid that allows, significantly, for communication. Instead of fkight and people, however, 

these lines transport language ', and van Herk Iearns that words c m  be as murderous as 

railway tracks. Yet here van Herk giimpses the possibility of the blank page in that slim 

imaginary place afforded by Edmonton's "long division," of the subversive potential of text for 

de(con)stnicting itself. Despite the omnipresent coldness that pemeates van Herk's accounts 

of Edmonton, she ncails the place as "sites ofseduction and ragey' where she encountered the 

cbbaffling problem of an etemal long division of the selc this Edmonton, still glazed with ice, 

pretends to be another place than it pretends to be" (53). It is not an c%EIIesmere," but ik 

neveaheless, serves as "training" for that elusive island, and the possibility of udreading that 

lies in aii readings. 

It is interesthg that this section contains interjections of uo£iÏcÏai history," much like 
Marlatfs Ana HWtonc, and Ïs more notabIe for behg the o d y  sedon in the book which 
contains such documentation; thus structudy "representing" a d ~ s i o n  between van Herk's 
autobiographicd account and records ofthe city's past 
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In Edmonton. E k m e r e  is but an ephemerai geogmphicd ciream, not yet named, but 

beckoning, nevertheless, as a new cartography: 'The wodd at Iarge and Edmonton its 

stagnation point: how to get h m  this place farther. how to mach the reaches of the world, and 

maybe Russia. Are seduetions to Arctic Islands possible? Do they read themselves a fûture, a 

presence on a rnap?" (49) Van Herk anticipates the seductive allure that Ellesmere will hold 

for her, attracted magneticaily, it seems, to the north, where she rnay escape those southerly 

"places far h m  Ellesmere." "Ellesmere" sounds uncannily like "elsewhere," and in setting 

her "sites" on thÏs place thmugh a resistant un/readÏng of those places of originary writings, van 

Herk seems to embody fisteva's stranger or 'Tmigner,'' a figure whom Kristeva suggests 

exists within each of us, employing this concept to dismpt the seWother dichotomy that 

operates to either universaiize the "othef' to a mirmr identity with the "seLf," or to dismiss the 

"othef' on the basis of an irreconcilable diffennce as something Urevocably "alien." In either 

case, the "other" is made invisible, punished for its difFerence. As f isteva explains, the 

"foreigner is within me, hence we are ail forrignea. if i am a foreigner, there are no 

foreignea" ("Might Not Universality" 192); thus, she acknowledges that we are al1 "others" 

even as we cetain a sense of seIf undiminished and unthreatened by the existence of an "other." 

The foceigner is one whose "ocigin certarIy haunts h h ,  for better and for worse, but it is 

indeed elsewhere that he has set his hopes, that his stniggles take place, that his life hdds 

together today. EIsewhere versus the ongin, and even nowhere versus the mots" (29, her 

ernphasis). The foreigner, Kristeva explains, does not beiong '%CI any place, any tirne, any Iove. 

A los  origin, the bpossibility to take mot, a cummaging memory, the present in abeyance. 

The spwe of the foreigner is a movhg train, a plane in flight, the very tmn&Ïon that precfudes 

stoppuig" (Toccatay' 7). This concept ofmovement is pcevaient in van Herk's book. in the 
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restiessness she descnis  within herseifand in the tnuisitory nature of the places she inhabits. 

In al1 of the sites explored in the book, van He& is a "foceigner" in KrÏsteva9s sense; 

consequently, her 'kacüngs" of these places, and her reading of Anna Karenina (both the novel 

and the character) are Uifomed by this feeling oftransience which both aUows for identification 

with "others" (because we are al1 "others"), as we11 as respect for the ever-shiftuig differuices 

between theme 

fisteva's foreigner bem strücing similarities to van Herk's definition of "Canadian," 

which again points to the sub-text of national identity that runs through her book: "Canadian: a 

global immigrant dreaming of the fitture, not conquemr but supplicant, outcast, exile, artia; 

creator of both past and point of arrivai. The act of immigration has been ornitteci, deliberately 

excluded as an embarrassing part of our lack of definition. After ail, it is joumey, travei, 

movement, no piace to it, maybe no purpose either, onIy Ionging and a continuous corning" 

(qtd in Kamboureli, Making u D@erence 421). This emphasis on have1 and movement 

highfights van Herk's statu as "explorer" in her own book, and the sense that she is ody 

visiting even those pIaces she inhabits, whether as a reader of a Russian novel. or a camper in 

the national park on Ellesmere IsIand; consequently, her focus is on her engagement with these 

places and the novet, on acts of 'Wreadllig" that resist possessing or colonizing that which is 

read, but which highIight the self-refl exivity of al1 Radhg acts. As S m m  Kamboureli points 

out, PIaces Fm F r m  EI'emere "reflects van Herk's redentles testing of the boundaries of 

fiction and criticism, her inclination to Iocate herseif in places where there is fiction between 

redity and imagination, objcctivity and subjectMty, present and past" (421). Van Herk d s  

this bimhg ofthe boundaries between cnticisn and fimCon "ncto-eriticismp which 
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Kamboureli d e m i s  as '%vrithg as reading as a seff-refl exive act" (421). E3y highlighting the 

self-refl exivity of al1 acts of reading and writing, vau Herk also undercuts the utopian 

characteristics of the knaginary place of Ellesmere as a potentiai place for the rescue of 

"murdered" women, for this Eiiesmere is a place that cemains an elusive "elsewhere" where 

the desire of the self cm be expressed in its excess, and not an ideal 'howhere" bmught into 

being. As Coral Am HowefIs observes, "Ellesmere is both a specific location and a fictive 

space, a 'geograktione' as van Herk describes it, being a bordedine site between reality and 

utopia, an exuberant discursive space for feminist exploration" (1 15). 

Luce Irigaray defmes bbelsewherey7 as a place of "fernale pleastire" ('The Power of 

Discourset' 77) or desire, with desire "occup[yingj or designat[img] the place of the interval" 

("Sexual Difference" 8). As discussed in the introduction, In'garay suggests that desire is 

undefinable and works to "dispIacen the subject and object "in their relations of nearneu and 

distance" (8). Ellesmere "represents" to van Herk a landscape of desire, an unmappable 

(hence undefinabIe) place which she wouid nevertheless seek to explore in a new cartographie 

process that is relational, and which ~bsequentiy decentres the pnvileghg perspective of the 

'7" (van Herk cesists this "I" in her book by consistentiy addressing her-seIf in the second 

person as ?ou"). in an interview wÏth EiiIda Kirkwood, van Herks States that she "look[s] at 

maps as a kind of beautifid labyrint. They are a way of te lhg  us where we are in relation to 

other things in the worId" (86). She dso aclmowledges, however, somewhat Bonicaily, that 

maps are not ïnade for us (women) .... We [teferring to a metaphysicai "human" tendencyl 

thuik ofthiogs in temis of centres. Not where we are in reIation to 0th- thigs. Fmdbg 

yourseKon a map is Like ficihg yoursclfanywhere. We're aiways hoIding them up and sa* 
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'where are we now'?" (86). Hem van Herk points to a tension between the potential of 

relational readings of maps that are inherent in the map itself. and the tendency to read them 

h m  a centecing perspective. A relational teadin& she hînts, wouid entait the displacement of 

the subject h m  its distancing linear perspective on the object, as Irigaray proposes. This is a 

reading made possible by women, perhaps, because they are already dis-placed and marginal in 

tems of these discourses. By designating Ellesmere as a wornan-island, an image 

cartographicdly represented on the cover of her book, van Herk proffea a literal reading of the 

welI-known Ihe "no man is an island." Ellesmere, as an imaginary dream geography is, 

indeed, a uno-man's land," an "elsewhere," unpossessed and unmarked by the European 

(male) perspective, inscriied, indeed, by no perspective but that of the indifferent and 

"stubbom" muskoxen who seem 'hsociable" but "strangely moving," and who resist having 

their picture taken, resist being W e d  or fixed in the eye of the camera (129). Despite its 

naming in the seventeenth century and its exploration in the nineteenth. Ellesmere, by virtue of 

its cemotenes, its existence on the extreme marginai north of Canada, has resisted delineation 

by trains and remains largely unmapped and uncolonized, largely because of the perception of 

the arctic landscape and climate as inhospitable. By expenencing EIIesrnere as a place of 

desire, van Herk seizes the powet implied by the "interval," or the irnaghary place of the blank 

page. Van Herk, in fa* refers to Ellesmere as a "tabuIa rasa," an "awayness so thoroughly 

truant you have cut al1 connexion to pIaces fgr fiom EIIesmere," and which allows for her to 

"rescue" Anna Karrnina h m  what van Herk caiis her "paginated presence" (77); thus o f f e ~ g  

"Anna" alternatives through an alternative feminist readbg ofthe novel in which she is 

containedC W e  van Herk expIores the subversive ofthe "blank page" of Ellesmere, however, 

just as MarIatt probIematizes the roruanticizatlon of nature and the ferninine by mvoking such 
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metaphors in her own novel, so, too, does van Herk disrupt the concept of the north as a ta6uIa 

rasa? even while she uiitially seems to reinscribe it. 

Susan Gubar suggests that Yemale authors exploit [the blank page] to expose how 

woman has been defined symbolically in the paeiarchy as a tabula rasa, a lack, a negation, and 

absence'' (305). Her rrading of isak Dinesen's short story The Blank Pagey' leads Gubar to 

observe that "blankness here is an act of defiance, a dangernus and risky refilsal to certify 

p u n i  (305). The blank page is not "a sign of innocence or parity or passivity, the blank page 

is a rnysterious but potent act of rpsistance" (305). As Gubar points out, in Dinesen's story 

the presence of blood on the sheets displayed in the nuns' gdlery is read as a sign of a bride's 

sexual innocence, while at the sime time retaining a double meaning as a sign of corruption, 

pdcular1y of seduction and initiation into the temtory of sexud desire (although this is the 

"land" of the male and not the femde). in con- the blank sheet offers up the possibility of 

multiple readings (305)' remaining, thenfore, a perpetual mystery with enâlessly deferred and 

differed meaning(s), a symbol of sexud difference that sh ih  the ternis of margin and text! . 

WhiIe Gubar acknowfedges the subversive symbo Iic potentiai of the blank page for 
fernale authors, she also seeks to recuperate women h m  the symbolic patriarchal ta6uhz mwi 

by suggesting that %O woman is a blank page: every woman is author of the page and author 
of the page's author," Iuiking women's ïiltimate creativiry" with reproduction (pmcreativity) 
and the production of 'bessentÎais," which she lists as "children, food, doth" (306). further 
expressing the "blank place" of woman as "a femaie inner space, [that] cepresents ceadiness for 
Ïnspiration and cmtion, the seff conceived and dedicated ta its own potential divinity" (307). 
Gubar dso associates the Wace of femde creativity with a matdineai oral storytelfing tradition 
(drawing h m  the storytelLbg figure in Dinesen's story) that 'baûst [e~ before manniade 
books" ( 3 0 ,  and thus ensts outside ofmaIe cuItttre, This is a pmblematic distinction that 
=tains the cuitutelnature dichotomy Wittiout intemgathg its underiying presumptiom. It does 
not open up a space for women's wrttmgs partÏcufady as a chaIlenge to the centrality of the 
male-as-authot (subject) or the masculine deheations of* k r a n ~ e -  Gubar seems to 
want to rescue women h m  the mie ofpasslidy by emphasizing "procreativity" as an active 
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Likewise, van Herk shifts the temis of the map, decentethg the üned temtory with the 

' k a r k e d "  margins. Histoncdly, however, the margins of maps were rarely unmarked, for 

cartogniphers once designated unknown, uncharted lands and waters on maps with fancfil 

drawings of monsters, and it is this 'hoostrous" ternotory where van Herk, the 'hiinotaur" of 

Calgary, c'discovers" a place where she cm WIy explore the (fernale) erotics of space. B y 

shifting the tenns of the map in this fashion, she perfonns a deconstructive "double movement" 

by disrupting hierarchical binarisms tbrough a recupenition and afnrmation of those ternis that 

have been traditionally associated with Woman. In so doing, she dso subverts her own 

designation of "EIlesrnereYy as a tabula rasa by reconfiguring it as a palimpsest that has already 

been inscribed in multiple ways and which consequently, may be dread, 

Ellesmere is for van Herk a "desert island," a place of escape for exiled Amas who are 

punished for their desert-ions through dis-placement by train : "she is placed on that train by 

Tolstoy, and you kmw that he uses trains to displace her" (133). "Annas carry the weight of 

Siberia," van Herk writes, "even ifthey are not sent there" (126). Knsteva equates exile with a 

crossing of borders, with a "shattering of npressionn that is Linked with sexuai desire C'Toccata 

and Fugue for the Foreignef'30), noting, as well, that "[elxile aIways invo Ives a shattering of 

force, yet she still interprets "inspiration" in the Platonic sense of "breath of the Gods? or, in 
the example she uses, of God who "inspires" Mary wïtb the "Incamate Word" through 
impregnation (307). Gubar dtimatety does not shift the centre or the margins, but 
problematically maintains women m a place outside ofmde cuIture. By bcusing on the bIank 
sheet as a visuaI syrnboI (more of an artist's canvas than a wnter's blank page), and stresshg 
the orality of the story within a written story, Gubar overlwks the implied textuality of the 
image of the sheet as truiy a blank page upon whÏch worcis may be endessly insrnid and 
erased in a paIimpsestic pmcess, Thus, whne she gestures towards the subversive possibility 
of deconstructive readings, her own interpretatioa does not foIIow in that direction, 
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the fonner body" (30). This suggestion of dis-mernberment is echoed in van Herk's self- 

reff exive dreading process which culminates in a reading of a novel that writes a wornan who 

cannot be allowed the full expression of her desires, whether for reading, writing or sexual 

passion. Ellmnere represents this exile, an idand which van Herk perceives as an "absence, a 

hesitation where you can pretend there are no telephones in the world, no newspapers, no 

banks, no books. You are oniy a body, here in this Arctic desert, this fecund island. Lungs, 

fingers, a stomach, legs and feeC' (77). Ellesmere, she writes, is "the place to read about [ove, 

to take readings on love, on passion: this thinly naked, perpeaially &zen world" (go), for 

"[tlhe hem can live through a desert island, a Sibena. And also Ellesmere7' (83). EIlesmere 

offea possibilities for an dreading ofAnna b e n i n  and in the process, an dreading of her- 

self, far from places far fiom Ellesmere where that self is too divided and entangled in the p*d 

of male/lineated properties to allow for unireadings. As van Herk &es7 "[wlhat you are 

unreading here on Ellesmere is not so much an Anna in love or an Anna in misguided passion, 

but an Anna in imagination, unwiiiing to b i t  herself to the role of moumfully wrongfil victim 

and adulteress. Anna's fear is her fear that imagination wil1 end7 she wil1 be de~titute~~ (1  37). 

This fear of the death of imagination which van Herk ateibutes to Anna reflects her own 

writerly fears of containment within socially prescnkd "fictions" for the woman writer, and 

women in general. She seeks to wrîte about grief, but is told by Rudy Wiebe, a former teacher, 

that "'[w1omen write oniy out of their viscem' The wod visceni in his mouth scomful and 

repellent, plump with bIood and bread" (80). It k for thk reason that Wiebe hists women wiII 

never be "GREAT writers," bccause %ey do not set themsefves great subjects" Iike the 

nibject of %mr and peacew (80). Consequentiy, he recommends she take Toistoy's novel of 

the same name to Ellesmere- In defiance, van Heric chooses Arma Kmenm instead, 
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precipitating a ceading that acknowIedges that %e viscera ofmen [ara larger and more 

dangerous [than those of women], hidden as they are Ui an inflated sense of themselves 

centring the subject of greatness" (81). Ellesmere offers a Iandscape that will dlow the 

expression of van Herk's "viscerc of her grief and desire, through the creation of a rnoving 

map of emotion. Ellesmere seduces van Herk with its ulanguid body" that 'îwait[s] finally to 

float into a geografictione, Iike Anna waiting so long backstage on the yet-to-arrive, the 

interminabiy delayed traina' (87). But the= are 'ko trains on Ellesmere" (87), and "Ellesmere 

is no one's mistRun (1 39); it is a book that is "unposseuiblen in which she reads "a 

passionate woman floating in the arctic ocean beyond the reach ofail interfierence, aH authon 

and boohgs" (139). Here she determines that "[y]ou must live ctp to your fictions, al1 then is 

tu it; you must help yourselfachieve geogdictiones of the soul, moments of eninire only 

available in fiction and on desert islands" (87). 

As van Herk reads the unfolcihg seduction of Anna Karenha, so is she simuItaneousIy 

seduced by Ellesmere, her mappings of her engagement with this place often breathtakingly 

erotic, her encounters wah it Iike a Iovers' tryst Cmssing the treacherous Abbé River, van 

Herk writes that "[fior a m o m g  traosfaed in the 6 I i n g  inidde, you want to sùik to your 

knees, submerge m this passionateIy shaped water rollhg down h m  the perpetual glaciers of 

the Arctic .... On the other side, you are eiumphant, ecstatic? the aftergiow of the water's 

engdhent W<e the wash of an orgasm" (100). The pIeasure o f  Eiiesmere is the pleasure of 

the in-between, or kgarayk mtervaI ofdesire, htettwmed as her enjoyment ofthe Iand is with 

her readmg of Anna's story. This w e a . g  together is reflected in her reading ofthe iandscape 

itseif and her very physicai engagement with both land and book: 



You are caught between Anna and EIIesnere. Waiking this Iandscape, 
indifferent, beyond beauty, toward the remote seat of the glacier you want to 
reach ... EUesmere teaches pleasure, the pieasure of O blivion, pleasure 
endorsed, its door h w n  wi*de....niis is pIeasure: escape, water, wuid, air, 
rocks, the lake stüi h z e n  in the distance behind you, the potentiai ofglacial ice 
and mow, ofaiways reading an eternai book, of Anna reading this book you are 
in, this book of the north, un/read because mysterious, this female desert island 
and its secret reasons and desûes. (130) 

Here, the love of books van Herk found in Edmonton is interwoven with this love of place; the 

place itself is a book in which van Herk is herseif a character, simultaneously written by the 

place she is nading. it is a book configured as a map where she can find henelf in relation to 

other places and things in the world. This fom of coition, denied in Calgary? is expressed, too, 

in the joyful yellow arctic poppies which she associates with writing: 

Thek slender, hairy stems bend to the uik inside their yellow cups, bright 
against the grey-green ground. Small wells of ink inside their stems, theu 
cups. as if they are flowea ofwrituig, wnting themselves strewn over 
EIlemiere. Their tiny burstuigs an opening shout, again and again. Elegant in 
the wind, blown and tom, ragged and buüery, with none of the haughty 
breeding of southern giasshow blooms. (106) 

The poppies become an emblem ofjouissance, of the bodily bliss of writing, in a scene van 

Herk would have wriïen "ifthis were a novei" (1 07): 

you wouid speod the aftemoon picking hem, picking hem7 hom and hours of 
g a t h e ~ g  enough to strew? to cover thickly the bed, the sieepmg beg, the p d e t  
fit for a middIe-heighted, mÏddIe-weighed woman to reche, and when you do, 
Iie together, those fl owen pressed against your s h  wiI1 stain it with their 
ArcaCc ink, a bIuish-blacic, the bIood of perma-hst A bed of M c  poppies 
on EIIesmere, and a lover to read thek ink (107) 

This focus on the pIant H e  on Eiiesmere, as weff as her n ~ ~ ~ o f l s  of the animal life on 

EIfesmere, also disnipt the concept ofthe noch as an empty white space, aad thrwgh these 
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descriptions van He& undemiines her own designation of Enesmere as a fabula rasa. The ink- 

filled poppies are a provocative image suggesting that Ellesmere is a land that has alrPady been 

written upon, as van Herk suggests in her observation that the indigenous peoples of Ellesmere 

mut have their own name for this arctic island. Her acknowledgement of this, as well as her 

ceference to the village of Resolute, indicates that van Herk does recognize that Euesmece is 

not a blank date upon which no history has been written. As suggested in the previous 

discussion of naming, however, van Herk draws an interesting distinction between the 

"history" of the engagement of a people with the land and the "history" of European discovery. 

As Shirley Neuman suggests, "Van Herk's metaphor of Ellesmere as  tabula rasa foregrounds 

the fact that her contestation is specifically of the misogyny of Ettropean fictions and its 

derivatives in settIer cultures" (225). Additiondly, while the huit inhabitants of Ellesmere are 

notably absent from tliis book, van Herk does make clear that she is camping in a national park 

and not travelling through huit settlements. in a passage that foIIows h m  the above 

quotation, she writes: "Lake Hazen is a National Park (official) and you pick no fl owea, only 

drearn them as a passion for your reading" (107). This "passion" is, indeed wonderfuiiy 

expressed through her engagement with the very vitai Iandscape of Ellesmere, and her 

associations of the novel's characters with aspects of this erotic space. 

Anna, for instance, is assaciated with the provocative poppies, appearing dressed in 

"briliiant yeIIow," the poppy bemg '30 much Iess proper than the wifeIy bIue harebells" (1 06). 

In this tmkùig of an en-texted woman with the abandon ofa wiid arctic ffower, van Herk &es 

Woman h m  the containment ofthe male novet form thmugh a corporeai wnwnth& thereby 
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dlowing for escape into a Iandscape where one can fd1 in love, where van Herk does fa11 in 

love, notably, with her-self, a self that is not divorced fiom the expenence of the body: 

You must B e  her h m  the constraints of the novel she has been imprisoned in, 
shake her loose h m  the pages of her own story so that she can Boat over the 
landscape here in this Iandscape of a woman, this northern body, waiting to faIl 
in Iove. You are in love with EUesmere. You are in love with your K i n g  
bots, with the ache in the srnaIl ofyour back, with your battered pack. When 
you him your hand over and look at it, you are choked with Iove for your own 
nail body, the way it ben& and moves, its muscles, its quiet aging, the lines it 
draws on itself. It takes its own reading, quietly, while you take its story for 
granted. (1 13) 

Seduction and the expression of love, passion and desire are dangerous things for a woman, 

however, and Anna's story is aiready scripted to end with death. Even in the passionate 

embrace of the icy waters of the river, van Herk's thoughts tum to death, Unagining dro~n ing~  

where the body is numbed and smoothed like a turnbled Stone, as preferable to the "instant 

vioIence of trains" (100). As a nsult of her engagement with this place, van Herk, as she does 

in Edberg and Calgary, begins to imagine EUesmere as a "home," and starts to "search out 

possible sites for ber] futurr grave" (140). 

EIIesrnere, however, even in death, offers an escape h m  the punitive measures found 

in noveIs and symmetricaIly divided chies. Death hem, as hmted elsewhere, is envisioned as a 

fom of rebirth into an ide* or identities that are constandy shiffing and rearranging like the 

arctic isIands themselves, of which EIIesrnere is but one piece of the jigsaw b a t  is 

"memerking, its sIow wash and float, its conundrum melting and reappearance" (88). Van 

Herk's identification with Anna is an identification with her-seK with a woman who reads too 

much and is "condemned)' for it for distractmg her h m  "domestic dutÏeS"., h m  making "her 
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courtship and wife-hood and motherhood and e t e d  domesticity. 
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between gUihood and 

Anna's desk to be her own 

te& emblematic of her desire for control. She will not be read except she be udread, and only 

love or the passionate reader can do that for her" (13 1). The love van Herk expeciences on 

Ellesmere is a Iove of place Uitemiingled with a Iove of her body, of her-selÇ the possibiiity of 

which she glimpses in places fv h m  Ellesmere but which uitirnately eiudes expression. It is 

the place itselfwhich frees her into this love, a love that is dso clearly expressed in a passion 

for writing and reading, and a desire to imagine powemil emotions În a mapping that does not 

capture hem, but opens hem to a multitude of readings in the book called "Ellesmere": 

Free here of the graspings of most of [Iman's impositions. his history or fiction 
or implacable des/scriiment, [wolmen either nal or invented. You can wak, 
sleep, read, within this pristine novel, waitulg to be cead, pleasure yomelf in 
its open spine. This geografictione, this Ellesmere. You have read farther than 
the= are pages, traveiled farther than there are fictions- You are seduced, a 
Iost woman, reading h m  withm the fiction of ail lost/damned/condemnedlnree 
women. Knowing that this story, d l  that is wriüen, can be un/read, 
uninscribed The word are stirred, rnked, Iike pieces of a jigsaw, broken up 
into their separate shapes and the whole picture Iost, Iefi to be recooseucted by 
another, a different hand. (1 13) 

Ellesmere is a place which offers the vace for these kinds of readings; as van Herk suggests, 

"reading is a new act here, not introverted and possessive but exploratory, the text a new body 

of seIf, the seIf a new reading of place" (1 1 3). "Ellesmere," as Îmaginary place, as an isiand 

for desertmg women, is mistant to the gaze which names and shadows women into a forma1 

destlliy, iike Vronsky's gaze which signais Anna's discovery in Tolstoy's novel(95). Yet 

Vroasky ais0 signais Am's awakening s e d t y  md desire, for he "embodies textuai 

oppoltunity for Anna Merging her üfé with his, she reab more and more. She laiows that her 
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Mie as fiction will end, but her readhg is constant, she is source, text and the reading act itself" 

(136). Anna ultimately defies Tolstoy in van Herk's dreading, for h a ' s  reading is a "nont 

for the Anna writing her own passionate involvemeut with her own story" (137). "When 

Tolstoy is not looking," van Herk suggests, "Anna is writing herseif" (137). ültimately, van 

Herk &es Anna h m  her status as an object ofdesire who is read by others, to one who reads 

and d e s  her-seif into being, just as van Herk write her own self into being in Places For 

From Ellesmere. 

Van Herk's work highlights the solitary experience of reading and the isolation of the 

writer, particularly that of the wornan writer, perhaps, who is faced with a literary tradition that 

has been Iargely dominated by the male wt3er and the rnaldlineated perspective. Her reading 

of Anna Kmenin on Ellesmere is so physically and mentally engaging to her that her travelling 

cornpanion, Bob, becomes largeLy invisible, existhg on the periphery of her vision and 

expiences (although, just as Anna 'teads more and more" because of Vronsky, Bob seems to 

unselfishly %ee" van Herk to read). I t  is Anna and Princess Myagky with whom van Herk 

primarily relates, who appear as part of the landscape of Ellesmere with which van Herk also 

feels a strong celationship. in so doing, she both displaces the male tradition of exploration and 

explorer narratives by siniating herseif as an "explorer" in her book, while aiso situating herseif 

in the tradition of her forernothers, those Canadiau women who wrote j o d s  and 

autobiographicai accounfs of their engagement with the unfamiliar Iandxape ofCanada As 

discussed in chapter one, HeIen B u s  suggests that, through wnting, such women develop a 

sense of self-identity that is inhately Intertwined with theù engagement with the land and 

their relationships with "sipnincant others" (l3uss 126). ih van Herk's case, these "signincant 
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others" include the women in the novel with whom she identifies, rather than her husband; 

thus, she resists defining herseif through her relationship with a man ui keeping with her 

stmtegy of dinuptuig the "male/lineated" definitions of landscape and of Woman, as 

represented, especiaily, by the femaie characters of male-authored novels. This is a strategy 

that is also evident in Marlatt's Ana HWtoric, as especially evidenced by Annie's writing of 

Ana's self-development in Canada through her engagement with the land and with the women 

of the sealement, although what Anme actually lems of Ana through the "official" facts of the 

archives is that she was manïed to Ben Spcinger. Iust as Marlatt problematizes the notion of 

history as a Iinear record of significant events, which, in a woman's Iife, amounts to rnarriage, 

motherhood, and death, so, too, does van Herk resist poctraying her-self through a record of 

events. In the Edmonton section, she records the significant "tacts" of her life in a bcief 

paragraph, writing: «Six years engaged in long division, and without havhg ever put down 

your book, you are degreed, marrie& authored, even public and published, and out of there" 

(53). Interesàngly, van Herk resists de£îning herseff in either "male" or "fernale" historical 

tems, for in the writing of her self that emerges in the "explorations of site" in her book, she 

does not elaborate on either the uprivate" details of her courtship and subsequent mmiage or 

on ber public" accomplishments. As such, the writing of self Ui P&aces Fm From Ellesmere 

emerges nom an "in-between" place that disnrpts gendered expectations of the "subjects" of 

history and literature and in the process, contests the boundaries of genres and 'hiale" and 

"femden styIes and subjects of writmg. 

Places Fm From Ellesmere is a pmvocatively writtea book that defies traditional 

d e M o n s  ofthe novel and the map, and chaüenges how we tradin'onai1y thnik of place and 
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identity- In particular, van Herk is concerned with uncove~g,  through archaeological 

'Wreadùlgs,'' the underlying o r d e ~ g  principles that have constructed these definitions and, in 

the process, expose them as fictions. "Fiction" is not divorced h m  fact, however, for van 

Herk demonstrates that aii cepresentations emerge fiom the place of the imagination which 

transforms the territory into a map that, for aii its daims to objectivity, can only be a 

"subjective" account, or a "lie" of the land. in her 4cgeografï~tione," however, she displaces 

both subject and object, poctraying place as an engagement with self, and seifas an 

engagement with place so that the two have meanhg oniy in relation to each other. Both 

Ellesmere Island and Anna occupy this ever-shüting site of diaerence, which van Herk 

significantiy imagines as a place where desire may be k e d  and h e l y  expresseci, giving her- 

self, especidly, corporeality thmugh an identification and engagement with the Iandscape. Van 

Herk utilizes the woman-nature comection affumatively, but in the process disrupts the 

culhire/nature dichotomy by interminglhg nanire with culturai acts of Ianguage in such a way 

that the distinction between them becomes meaningiess. That is, she exposes "nature" itself as 

a IinguisticaIly constnicted concept and consequently, pnsents a concept of seIf that is 

ultimately unmappable Ui its ever-shifting identities. In so d o h g  she draws on the subversive 

potentiai of the in-between place that lnganty calls the "intuval of desire;" bringing this "site" 

mto existence asan Unaginary "elsewhere" that arises h m  her reacüng process while camping 

on Ellesmere Island. This place does not represent a dRam ofutopia, however, for, as ShirIey 

Neuman suggests: "No feminst utopia for a11 its hvocation of Ellesmere as tabufa rasa, the 

'site' in which the 'explorations' ofthis autobiographid narrative take place is, as one of the 

directive epigraphs announces, the Foucaddiaa discursive 'space of multiple dissensions; a set 

ofckftèrent oppositioas whose IeveIs and mIes must be desc~'bed' That is, the 'disf<nsive sne' 
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of Places Farfiom Ellesmere is, above ail else, contestatory" (230). Neuman points to 

contradictions in this book that can be 5 Ï l y  disturbing, but which must be catefirlIy 

comdered in light ofvan Herk's often subtie deconstnictive "double movementd7 At times 

she seems to unproblematicaify invoke traditionai representational strategies and generic 

conventions, such as the north as tabufa rasa, and a utopian, romantic bCescapey7 to pristine 

nature; yet, by contesting the very nature of representation itself, she implicitly disrupts these 

strategies. Like Marlatt, van Herk invokes problematic metaphon in order to deconstmct them 

in a way that leaves al1 readiigs (including her own) open to fuither deconstniction. Like the 

stones of Calgary that wiIL cise to the surface no matîer how often they are burieci, van Herk 

suggests that the construction of walls, fences and railway nricks as a means of imposing order 

and keeping the 'Wd" things out can oniy fiül, for the stories of dis-placed pesons wiII 

inevitably find their way through the cracks in the p d s ,  d a c i n g  like dandelions or arctic 

poppies h m  the earth beneath the imn. 



Chapter Three 

Bridging Dinerence: Heahg the Spüt Self in Lee Maracle's hvensong 

Story is meant to be spoken-that has not changed. The written becornes the 
spoken whether by han& or  mouth, the spoken enters the hem the hart tums 
over, Earth is renewed, (Beth Brant, T o  Be or Not to Be Has Never Been the 
Question,'' 82) 

Weath is transfomative," Raven said to earth fiom the depths of the ocean. 
The sound rolled out, ampIifying slowly. Earth heard Raven speak. She paid 
no attention to the words; she let the compelling power of them play with her 
sensud self. Her insides nimeci, a hot burning sensation flitted about the stone 
of her. Earth nirned, folded in on herself, a shock of heat shot through her. It 
changed her surface, the very atmosphere surrounding her changed The air 
was electric. (Lee Maracle, Ravomong, 885) 

Lee Marade's novel, Ravemong is a meIody of interwoven voices revealing complex and 

diverse attitudes about nature, culture, gender, and the power of Ianguage. It is a novel that 

illuminates storyteiling (and thus narrative) as a potentially transfomative and heding force for 

the individual, for the commwiity, for Canadian society as a whole, and, especidy, for women. 

Maracle's exploration ofthe disjunction bctwcen a Native perspective on the relationship of 

people with the land and the perspective of white Canadians is deeply insightful and often 

distwbing. In her critique of the white society in the novel, ManrcIe draws compehg  

connections between the attitude towards the land and towards peopIe, and the subsequent 

treatment of both. As such, she exposes the dynamîc of the Iogic of domination as Ï t  

ceverberates through people's Iives at the persona1 level ami, most trapicdly, m the lives of 

women. As noted in the introduction, the logic of domination creates a world-view that forms 

the basis not ody for the dommation of nature, but for sexism and racism as weU, and 

Manicle's novel provides an essenM perspective on the complex Ïntersection of sex and race 

as it fimcti*om for the basis of discrimination and oppression. It is primarüy through Stacey that 
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this perspective is explored, a complex character who straddles the two cultures featured in 

Ravensong, and who draws comparisons, often Wlfairly, bebetween her people and those of 

"white town." AcademicdIy educated with and by white people, boni and raised in a Native 

village, Stacey, on the t b h o l d  of leaving home to attend university, is faced with the 

challenge of reconciling the ambivalence she feels towards both cultures. She is a "sptit self," 

who views the white people from the "Indian" perspective (%dian" is the term which 

Stacey's people identiQ in the novel), while trying to view her own people h m  the white 

perspective. in so doing, she ultimately defies the sense of bbonenessy' that she hows  is vital to 

heaiing the split within herselfand, by extension, between these two cultures. "Oneness" is a 

terni Stacey uses often to indicate a harmony with othea that stems h m  a sense of harmony 

within oneself. It does not erase difference, but acknowledges and respects both the 

comrnonalities and differences between people. She often fin& herseif on the bridge (Iiterally 

and metaphorically as a place where she seems to corne closest to this kind of oneness); yet, 

she is somehow unable to M y  recognize that she herseIf is a bridge not only between these 

ONO cultures, but between the generations of her own peopk, llliking a traditionai past with an 

uncertain fiiture while straddling the swift c m n t  of a changing present. Ravemng, 

however, is not just Stacey's story; it is a story of a people sûugglhg to corne to terms with a 

new grief in a long Iine of griefs. Stacey's challenge, and thereby the challenge of both 

societies, is not, after ail, to achieve a reconciliation between the two peopIes, which implies 

that dBerence(s) must be somehow overcome, but a recognition ofthe potentiai of the bridge 

itself (the "arc," Stacey notes, is %e strongest shape in nature" (40)). With this concept of a 

bridge, Manicle points to the possibüÏty ui6mnt m the state of c'betweenness;" where 

difference is not eradicated or emed but recogniPd and respected. This bridge, she suggests, 

may spau the differences wt onIy between cdtures and races, but between the sexes as welI. 



h Womarr, Native, Other, Trïnh T. Minh-ha writes that "[tme understanding of 

difEerence is a shared responsibility, which requires a minimum of willingness to reach out to 

the unknown?' (85). This observation may be sa id  to form the c m  of Ravenrong as reveaied 

not only by the physical separation ofthe two peoples, but by the aninides towards the "other" 

expressed by the charactem. There is very Little willingness on either side of the bridge to 

"reach out to the unlaiown" and this is the source of multiple tensions of misunderstanding that 

0th lead to a paralyshg silence within Stacey's village: 

Everyone cudgelled themseives with the diIemma of gening the people out of 
the homes to h e r s e  themseives in the transformation of the worid of the 
others. For a huncired years now every attempt had met with liale success. 
The ban against their ways had been lifted for four yeam now, still the people 
behaved as though they would have no part of the others' world. Their silence 
was accompanied by a sûange paralysis. (44) 

It is Rave& the symbolic "tnckstef' figure in the novel, who gives a "bird's-eye v i e 9  of the 

larger situation; through "Raven's" vo ice, the noveITs storytellers succinctiy summacize both 

the causes and the dangers ofcontinued isolation for their people ': 

WhiIe acknowledging that Raven is a trickster figure in this novel, with a "plan" to 
%ick" her people to "corne out of their houses" (the plan king the 'flu epidemic), Maracle 
explains the spintuai complexity of this cultuta1 symbol Ui an interview with Jennüér Kelly. 
Maracle notes that "Raven" is, in her culture, "the transformer, or the harbinger of 
trans6ormation ....Our cdtm is a culture that look upon Iife as constant spintual growth and 
social transformation" (74). As the "harbinger of social Wonnation,* Marlatt explains, 
"Raven sings whai the world itseff Ls amiss" (85). "What Raven does when she h g s  is te11 
us that it's the, that the tune is coming and to Iisten to wfiat's gohg on in a whoIe bunch of 
different ways-listen to it spintually; Men to it emotionai~y: Iisten to it mteknialIy; listen ta it 
physically; iisten to what's gomg on-üsten to it socially, and personaIIy, and m famiIy ways" 
(86). Here Maracfe points to the inter-relationai dynamrCc ofstorytehg; that is, that the 
eansfonnative and h d i g  power of stoq fies not simpIy in the storyteiierfauthor, nor hi the 
narrative kif, but arises through aa active, engasd Listening (or teading). Much of the 
teIfSion Ïn Ravemong stems h m  the inabirity, particuiarly of Stacey, to fiau "Raven's sang? 



She knew they stayed conf&ed to their villages for fdse Rasons: segregation 
between the others and her own people had as much to do with how her own 
felt about the others, as it had to do with how the others felt about the viilagers. 
Raven saw the futrne threatened by the parochial r e h l  of her own people to 
shape the fuaire oftheir homeland. Somewhere in the fold between dark and 
Iight her peopie had given up, retreated to theu houses in theu raggedy villages 
and withdrawn hto  their imagined confinement. She had to drive them out, 
king them across the bridge. (43) 

Manicle expIores this separationist view extensively in the novel, primarily through the 

characters of Momma and Stacey. Momma, especiaily, seems to represent the villagers in this 

respect, giving voice to a hatred of the "others" which often contains chilling echoes of the 

attitudes of white people towards the "natives." They aren't human," is how Momma once 

describes them to Stacey, for instance (93). Stacey recognizes, however, that "[tlhe epidemic 

had made Momrna steely in her rmforgiveness of these people. They had watched a people 

die." (1 93). Stacey M e r  observes that 

[olne day they would al1 pay for watching a people die. Stacey knew it was 
unforgiveable ....ln a cnsis everyone [m the village] pitched in. Not so with 
these people. They moved about their [ives, mowed their lawns, weeded their 
gardens as though the fate of life outside theù matchbox homes had nothing to 
do with them. Still, Stacey thought Momma was awfblly hard on them. (193) 

Stacey, more fiuniliar widi ''their" ways, and having pppIed with many questions about their 

behaviour, has begun to understand that the apathy of the white people, which leads to this 

seemingly nihumane stance, is a factor of their culture which also has dire consequences for 

them themselves, as evidenced by the suicide of her classrnate, Polly. 

The question of suicide is a strong undercurrent in this novel, bemg the cataiyst for the 

story within the ïioveP Ravensong. WIiile the fact ofPoUy's death absorbs Stacey for much 

of the novel itself; it is ceveded m the epiiogue tbat it is the suicide ofstacey's nephew (Celia's 
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son Jimmy) that Ieads to the teiiiig of the story that becomes Ravemong, a story told in 

cesponse to Stacey's son Jacob's question about the death of his cousin. It is a death that defies 

understanding, just as Polly's death defies Stacey's understandhg twenty-five years earlier. 

Stacey's thoughts about Polly, and her stniggie to understand how anyone couId take her or his 

own Iife. spin a multi-hued timad in this story, one that weaves together many diverse and 

often paradoxical strands. Stacey's confimntation with this conundrum is made even more 

poignant by the devasiating 'flu epidemic, which contrasts the voluntary relhquishing of life 

with the stniggle for Iife in which the villagers engage. Explored at the IeveI of the local and 

personal, this con- nevertheless assumes a larger significance in symbolizirîg the disjunction 

between the world-views of the Native peoples and the white Canadians, for in her stniggie to 

understand the question of suicide, Stacey ultimately is faced with the question of how a people 

could watch others die. or. more painnrlly, allow them to die without intervening in some way. 

Maracle portrays Stacey apprehending and grapp1ing with the deaths of PolIy and of 

her villagers and, by extension, with the problern of the cuItural disparity between white and 

Indian, through her often intense and intimate awareness of and engagement with nature. In so 

do& Maracle links death-bcinging disease with the colonkation of "Canada" by European 

settiers, which tragically displaced Stacey's people 60th thmugh death and segregation. This 

"histoq" is poignmtiy portrayed in the novet through Celia's disturbing visions, which notably 

reved the role of women in the tragedy who are infected through sexuai contact with white 

men. The diseased erosion oftheir way of life is cefi ected in the erosion of the land and the 

sickening of the trees, which is itself iikened to a sickenhg ofthe spirit As Stacey observes, 

"[mlaybe the epidemics destmyed their ability to maintah the Ievels of effort it took to m i v e  

in the way they aiways had One Iess person memt that much less effort couid be spent 



tending trees who gave up sweetener ody with great effod There were no longer enough 

villagea who couid space the tirne to tend sickening trees. They wodd have to fïnd the money 

to purchase sugar h m  the store in towny' (141). Capitaiïsm, tao, is "poison" to her people's 

way of life, just as the refied sugar used by white people is considered poison by Momma, 

who makes Stacey, as a child, spit out a candy given to her by a kindly old white woman, 

saying, "'Crazy old woman feeding kids poison'" (48)'. Jeannette Armstrong likewise links 

the "disease of man" with the diseased earth, which, in tum, is experienced as a disease of the 

spirit, and provocatively suggests that 

The sickness of us as human beings has become evident in the destruction of 
the world, in the destruction of the atmosphere and other Iife focms, and our 
rivers, and our Iakes! And it's not a naniral occurrence, it's not a natural 
outgrowth. And what 1 se+ happening is the disease of man, not a disease of 
the Earth! It's a disease of our spirit, a disease that's kilIing us. (Lutz 3 1) 

Manicle, in the 1990 preface to her autobiography Bobbi Lee: Indian Rebel, 
expresses a profound concem with environmentai "disease" or exploitation cultivated by 
capitalist interests, which she perceives as a kind of economic colonkation. Interestingiy, she 
also associates the abuse of the Iand with that of Ianguage, pointing to the abuse of the power 
of language itselfas complicit in the vioIent reification of nature. She writes that "[Canada] is a 
battend country. The Iand is s c m d  with extraction in the interest of corporate imperialism. 
The language is battered: battexed in the interest of sanctionhg the scarring of the Iand in the 
interest of profit. S t r i p - d g ,  uranium production, gas and oil extraction, mega fiydro 
pmjects, cIearcuttllig, over-fis- chemicai disfiguruig of the mil, tarnperuig with foodstuffs 
are ail carried out in the interest of profit. Ai1 are referred to as pmgress and deveIopment. 
Potato chips and processed cheese, that is what advanced civilization amounts to. We know 
development means to nurture, to grow, and extraction for profit is not nurturllig and neither 
are potato chips and processed cheese." (7) For Maracle, the abuse of Ianguage is a violation of 
the "sacred" (suggesting that 60th lmguage and land are entwined with the human spirit): 'Tor 
us language is sacred. Words repcesent the accumdated knowledge, the progression of 
thought of any peopIe. To distort m d g ,  understanding, in the interest ofpacaying a whole 
popdation in the faee of messive rape and exploitation, is the worst kind of viofence" (7). 
Sugar, as embIematic of a processed food, kcomes a powerfbi malti-iayered signifier of 
disease in this context. 



ft is h m  this concept of the oneness of the human spint with the land that Stacey's 

explorations of the differences between Native and white perspectives on death are genenited, 

differences made most apparent to her by thek respective rdationship to "nature." Yet, as 

suggested by the symbolism of the bridge and its resernblance to the "arc" in naturet this place 

of the widest gulfand deepest chasm between Native peoples and whites ho[& perhaps, the 

most promise of a significant Link across the cbknonkn'' 

Stacey's ambivalence towards both her own people and the people of "white town" is 

often expressed through visual cornparisons beo~een the living conditions of the two, 

particularly as revealed in their physical surroundhgs. The 'hianicuredn lawns and weeded 

gardens of white town inspire an envy in Stacey, which announces itself in the form of 

resenmient towards her own stony, sandy yard that "consisted of the odd bit of comftey 

interspersed with dandelions and pigweed" (3 1). The only plant cultivated by her mother and 

many of the other women in the village is mht, which Stacey notes "Iooks like a weed. 

Cultivating it seemed so ridiculous" (3 1). The cultivation of rnint represents an interesthg 

dilemma, for although it can grow Iike a "weed" in ideal conditions, that is, in a moist, rich soil, 

the plants in the vil1agersr yards must be carefuliy tended and watend kquentiy in order to 

flourîsh because the eanh the= is not fertile enough to support its growth without intervention. 

Min& in this eontext, may be read as a symbol of the fight for Iife in a place where the plant's 

mots cannot obtain enough sustenance for sitnrival on its own, thus repcesenting the peopIe of 

the village and, more genedy, the traditions that keep hem "h their houses;" or voluntady 

segregated f h n  the others. The mint may &O be seen as a syrnbol for the "rootiessness" that 

Stacey eventdy determines Ieads to Polly's suicide, parti*cularLy as representative of the lack 

ofnurturing suppoa mat Polly meives h m  ber family and commtmity. It is, therefore, 
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significant (and kart-rending) that the mint dies shody &er the drought begins. Stacey's 

attitude towards the mint at this point is representative of her ambivalence about being 

"Indian," with ail the colonist baggage that term connotes, because she consistently (dis)places 

herseif outside of  her community by trying to "see" h m  within the "others'" perspective. 

Despite Stacey's attraction to the "exquisite floral gardens and Iawn pattern of white 

town," she cannot heip but notice that their order is obtained through diligent weeding, and 

these Weeds," the "comfkey root, dandelion, plantain and mulleCn that the white peopie throw 

out are, for her people, medicinal plants that will be vital in the battie with the 'flu epidemic, as 

wel1 as food for their tables. Once the epidemic has a strong hold on the village, Stacey wi11 

courageously ask for these 'keeds'' nom Mrs. Snowden's garden (and just as courageously 

choose silence in answer to Mn. S.'s questioning look) (72); however, at this time, just 

folIowing Polly's humiliation at school but pnceding her suicide, Stacey fin& her cornparison 

of her own people's yards with diose of white town Ieading to thoughts of Polly and the way 

that Polly is treated by her own community. M i n g  insight fiom the act of weedhg and the 

meam of disposai of those weeds, which are "tossed ofa  heap to disappear in a strong black 

garbage bag out of sight h m  the public" (3 1). Stacey condudes that Polly is hersera 

%eed," "a young seductive woman whom no one wanted to see anymoren (33). By linking 

PoUy with the easily disposabLe weeds, Stacey begins to grasp that În this "neat M e  throw- 

away world" (33) the attmde towards nature n e c e d y  extends to people, as weI1, an insight 

that is moted in the holistic world-view of her own peopk, in which human beings are not 

distinguished h m  non-human nature, It is the white peopie's perspective, compomded by a 

method of deaihg with "problem9 by smiply making hem in.'bIe, thst not ody  alIowed for 

the coIonÏsts to %den the Native peoples away iu ~eservations and, m the context of the novel, 
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aliows them to die by not offering medicd assistance, but aiso dIows them to dis-place their 

own. This is m e  especially of women, as will become clearer to Stacey in a burgemhg 

feminist awareness; that is, an awareness of the cross-culturai ciifferences between women's 

and men's positions in both societies, an awareness that d o w s  her to "seen white women 

differently h m  white men. This awareness is significantly fostered through contact with 

ludy, a white woman living in her village. Thus Maracle suggests that Polly's "disposability" 

is strongly linked to gender, pointing to an awareness of the wornan-nature problematic as it 

exists in "white" society. Yet even while Stacey is able to apprehend this h m  the holistic 

perspective of her people, she remains caught m a kind of eithedor way of thinking that marks 

the influence of her "white" education, for while it strikes her as "pathetically fiinny that these 

people should invest so much time in throwhg living creatures away when they were still 

perfectly good" (amusin& that is, until she makes the connection with Polly), "[slhe paid no 

attention to the paradox of emotions spawned inside her by her cesentment toward her mother 

for numving weeds and her recognition of the pathos of white folks discarcihg wild food 

growing" (32). This is a paradox which she resists explorhg mtil she is shamed by Rena, one 

ofthe village women, for her cornparison of white peopIe with the villagers. 

Stacey's b60bsession," as she puts if with the differences between white town and the 

village is disruptively challenged when Stacey shaces this compulsion with Rena. Rena's 

response, Why compare us  to thern?" (L 19, compels Stacey to try to untangie the paradoxes 

she bas avoided thcoughout the story. By Iimiting her vision to but one side, Stacey beIÏeves 

that she can find the answer to the diIemmas she is faced wah, but it is this kind of thinking 

which deafens her to "Raven's song," and, consequentiy, keeps her h m  apprehendmg that 

there is no one mnh, no simple aaswer, but many possibIe explanations The repercussions of 
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this tendency in Stacey are perhaps most poignantiy revealed in its effect on her relationship 

with her mother who, üke Rena, appeals to Stacey to not judge her accordhg to the "laws" of 

white people (102). Stacey's silent response to her mother's nvelation that Ned b Stacey's 

father (as well as the father of her siblings) is heartbreaking to Momma, who interpets it as a 

distance between them which she c a ~ o t  cornprehend how to bridge without "burden[ingJ her 

daughter with guilt on top of the tale of patemity that was no longer acceptable to anyone in the 

village" (103). Momma's story becomes trenchantiy linked in Stacey's mind with the shame 

that led Polly to suicide and the shame that Carol feels over her parents' divorce (in dation to 

her mother, in partîcular), creating a tension between Stacey's understanding of her people's 

"Law" and the morality of the people of white tom. Earlier in the narrative, Stacey considers 

that Polly was ultimately punished for an indiscretion that was somehow woae than 

commining a crime, for breakhg with a %oral code" that "no human could possibly follow," 

but which allowed for the establishment of a "judgement system based not on whether or not 

you actually Iived within the mord code, but whether or not you could deceive people into 

thinking you Iived by this code" (64). In contrast, Stacey recails the village Speaker Domhic's 

understanding of her people's laws, which "lived inside ...[a nd] were to be obeyed at d l  times 

regardess of the circumstances" (64). O beyance of these laws "kept [Dominicl on a trail of 

gentie social af3ectionY' (64). Stacey observes, themby grasping the signEcant social 

responsibility these Iaws entailed for her peopIe. 

Stacey vaciilates betwetn understanding her mother's position and questioning fier 

mother's 'knoralgty" when Stacey is caught m her own mdiscretioa, that is, of gomg into the 

hiIIs with Rena and Judjr H o u t  fiahg sought permission and -out the attendance ofa 

chapemne: "She wouid get herseif mto trouble one day with her disregard for proprÏety and 
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authonty-law, Momma had called h Her understanding ofthis law confiised her. What made 

it so important to be chaperoned as a M e ,  her momma couid spend time with her husband's 

brother and not cause a stir of conscience inside herseif? Where was the sense of morality?" 

(125) Stacey seems unaware when she slips into the "other's" mode ofthlliking, until she 

makes connections from her own perspective that give a sense of understanding, while 

highlighting the disparity between the two outlooks. Recognizing the similarity between her 

mother and PolIy aIlows her to corne to terms wth her dilemma surrounding both: "she figured 

out why she was so obsessed with Polly. Polly and Momma were the same wornan-good- 

hearted and passionate. In the white world her momma would have perished" (106). Carol 

aiso inadvertently helps bring Stacey to a self-awareness ofwhat judging her mother by the 

moral standards of the others tnily means; in this case, it is a morality moted in religion: 

It was a sin to Iust, a sin to divorce, a sin to want to be loved if you were a 
woman. Carot's mom had d m d  to want to be Ioved and Carol was ashamed 
on her behaif. 

This meant Stacey's mother had no virtue. She was sinful. (132) 

By associating her rnother with the displaced white women (who are displaced through death 

and divorce), Stacey arrives at the realization of how Momrna wouId be judged according to 

the others' Iaws. This shakes Stacey to fier roots, just as Rena's confiontationd question 

makes Stacey recognize "the humiiiation ofreaiizing she was bemg unfair to herseif and her 

family" (1 16) by drawing comparkons between hem and white people, cornparisons that could 

have no hope of behg just or justinable. Signincandy, Stacey can ody respoad to Rena 

thmugh siience, for she cm fhd in Ianguage, m the "samd words," no excuse or explmation 

for fier behaviorrr: "She had to say something, but words in bmken phrases whipped around so 

fast without stopping or f ' i g  mto order that she just sat there dumb. Her words made so 
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Little sense now" (1 16). Here, as in many other instances in this novel, silence becomes potent 

wÏth unspoken meaning, with meanhg that is, at the same the,  both uospeakable (with the 

sense of horror that term connotes) and impossibk to adequately put hto words. Jean-François 

Lyotard's concept of the differend (le di#lérenà) may be usefully empIoyed to give insight hto 

the complexity of îhis kind of silence, for it encapsulates both the sense of unspeakability and of 

meanings lefi unspoken. Additionally, Lytoard firames his discussion of the dWerend in terms 

ofjustice, which speaks to the complex tension between the villagen' "Law" and white 

people's sense of "morality" which Stacey grapples with in relation to Potly's suicide and, in 

particular, as it relates to women's sexuaiity. 

Lyotard's explmation ofthe dierend which is most significant to a discussion of 

Rmremng is as follows: 

The unstabIe state and instant of Ianguage wherein something which mua be 
able to be put into phrases cannot yet be. This state inchdes silence, which is a 
negative phrase' but it aiso calls upon p h e s  which arr in principle possibie. 
This state is signaied by what one ordinariiy cails a feeling: 'One cannot find 
the words,' etc. A Iot of searchimg must be done to find new d e s  for forming 
and Iinkiag phrases that are able to express the merend disciosed by the 
feeling, unies one wants this differend to be smothered cight away in a 
litigation and for the alam sounded by the feeIiig to have been useless. What 
is at stake in a iiterature, in a philosophy, in a politics perhaps, is to bear 
witness to differmds by fmd'ig idiorns for them. ("No. 22," 13) 

The difEerend repnseuts an in-between place in ianguage that, most significantiy, is suggestive 

of endlessly differed and defémd meanings (me Demda's dflérmce). The diBerend 

indicates a codict  between Îrreducible, hetemgeneous genres of discourses. and is expressed 

as a phrase, or nmerous phrases, which t0rm a Imk between other phrases (Iike a bridge). It 

is, neveaheless, a phnise that does aot come into behg, but is representative ofpossibility, of 



the le&-overs or remainden of the phrase that is chosen as a l i i  (which helps explain how 

"silence" can be considered a phrase in itself). Dawne McCanee explah this by suggesting 

that "le différend suggests the excess or remainder of signification'' (154). whiie Bill Readings 

M e r  eIaborates that "several linkages are possible, but ody one cm happen at a tirne. A 

multiplicity of genres [that is, heterogenous discourses] offer a multiplicity of linkages, and to 

choose one is to suppress d others" (1 17). It is the "suppressed others" or excess links that 

exist  solely as potential that conditute the d i i n d .  Lyotard also points to a difference 

between a "litigation" and a "dierend," signalhg an ethical contua that is important for the 

context of the novel, as well as for understanding what Lyotard means by "bear~igl witness to 

the differend." Readings explains that a 

litigation is a dispute that takes place according to a single and deteminant mle 
of judgment. A dBerend...is a dispute between at least two radically 
heterogenous or incommensurable Ianguage games where no one rule can be 
invoked in terms of which to p a s  judgment, since that nile necessarily belongs 
to one Ianguage or the other. In a Iitigation, the accuser and the accused speak 
the 'same language' as it were, recognize the same law. in a differend, they 
speak two radicaUy different idiolects. (1 18) 

Problems &se, however, when one tries to judge the other m ternis ofone's own rules or laws 

without recognizing the disparity between them, that is, as ifit were a Iitigation wfiere both 

understand and comply with one set of laws. Such judgement enforces one law at the expense 

of another, rende- UivisibIe the other's situation and point of view. As Lyotard explains, 

[ab disthguished h m  a Iitigation, a diftecend ...w ould be a case ofconflict, 
between (at least) two parties, that cannot be equitably resolved for Iack ofa 
d e  ofjudgment appücabIe to both arguments. One side's lepitimacy does not 
impiy the other's Iack of IegitUnacy- However, applying a single d e  of 
judgment to both in order to setîie theu dinerend as though it were merely a 
lltigaîion wodd m n g  (at Ieast) one of them (and both of them Ïfneither side 
admadmits thÛ de). Damages cesuit h m  an mjury which is mrzicted upon the 
d e s  of a genre of discoutse but which is ceparable accordmg to those des.  A 



wrong r ~ d t s  h m  the nia that the d e s  of the genre of discoune by which 
one judges are not those of the judged genre or genres of discourse. (xi 

By r e n d e ~ g  the other "invisible" in this way, the other's means of testifying to the wrong done 

is significantiy removed, creating a paradox wherein ifthe other can speak and prove the 

"damage" done, then it does not constitute a Ywrong"; thus, judgement can oniy attend to the 

darnage and the other is stiil wconged: "A wrong is a damage accompanied by the loss of the 

means to prove the damage. This is the case if the victim is deprived of life, or of al1 his or her 

liberties, or of the fkedom to make his or ber ideas or opinions public, or simply of the right to 

test@ to the darnage, or even more simply if the testifying phrase is itseif deprived of 

authority" (Lyotard 5). in iùzvensong, the dBerend most often represents the disparity 

between the Native peoples and the white Canadians, who ultimately do not speak the same 

*languageW; given that most of the villagers do speak Engiish, however, it is not a question of a 

difference between a Native language and Engiïsh, but of their respective expenences and 

world-views. Lyotard's theory of the kfferend, then, seems to suggest a means of accounting 

for the abiîity of "white tomn to ironically '%vatch" (ironic, because in fact it enables them to 

simpIy not "see") the Native villagen die without feeling compelled to assume some sort of 

responsibility (or response-abiIity* perhaps) for those deaths. in their segregation h m  each 

other on opposite ends of the bridge, the two cultures in this novel are at a Ioss to successfülly 

communkate with each other, and d e r  poignant Iosses as a result 

The reciprocai dence between Stacey and Mis. S. in nsponse to Stacey's nquest for 

the weeds is an exampIe of a "difierend" where each stands M y  on fier respective side of the 

bridge, unabIe to form a significant Iink that wodd span thek different positions in tenns of the 

'fl u epidemic. Mrs. S.'S silence bpi ies a fear of king the "unknown of that which is 
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rendered invisible to her on the other side of the bridge, whiie Stacey r e c o g i s  there are no 

words to fully express the tragedy rniderlyhg her request for the plants, given that she, herself. 

has not been "madced" by that tragedy. She is not ili herse& for instance, and she c a m t  speak 

the wmngs of the dead: "Mn. S.'s face got a M e  strained at Stacey's insisteme on the weeds, 

but she was rnildly apprehensive about the answer she might get ifshe queried Stacey again 

about what she needed them for, so she kept quiet. Stacey read the look on Mrs. S.'s face, 

accurately guessing what was going on in her mind. She decided to leave evecything waid" 

(73). Here their difference is symbolized in the "Ianguage"ofplants, thereby creating 

heterogenous discourses that give rise to the differend. This is a dxerence that allows one 

cuiture to "reacl" them as weeds, whiIe another regards hem as vital food and medicine, 

pointing towards attitudes which are poignantiy expressed in the value each culture places on 

human life. Stacey's nsponse to Rena's question is indicative also ofa dinerend between 

them; although ofthe same culture, Stacey's insistence on viewing the village h m  an outside 

perspective, or as an "other," displaces her into another realm of discourse that is Uicongnious 

with Rena's. Yet Stacey's response of shame, and the depth of gratitude she consequently 

feels towards Rena, is indicative of the positive potentiai of the "negative phrase" of siIence, of 

resisting the impulse to try to defend oneseff in the same ternis that occasioned the offense in 

the frst place and redirecting one to consider the injustice ofthat stance. in this case, Stacey 

forms a Iink or bridge to understanding through a recognition and respect of merence that 

Ieads her to fee1 a seme of nsponsibility for fier own actions, 

Shame is a recurrent theme in Rmensong, repmentmg a cornplex emotiond mponse 

that is impücated in the cuItural &de between the Native peoples and the white Canadians in 

&e story. Ultiniateiy, there are two kinds of shame depicted in this wvel: one ofthe kuid tfiat 
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Rem eiicits in Stacey, which is a shame that leads to a sense of nsponsibüity for one's own 

thoughts and behaviours; and a second kind that gets hmied back on the shamer, transforming 

it into guilt, which effectively defIects responsibility firom the one who is shamed (such as the 

kind of guilt Momma d s t s  inadvertentiy imposing on her daughter). Stacey notes this 

difference in a cornparison of Steve, the white boy h m  school who tries to befiiend her, and 

the "old d e "  who is a repellent wife-beater and is ostracized h m  the village for sutually 

abusing his young daughter. Maracle's presentation of this issue is, as with others, relentlessly 

cornplex, and Steve, a seemingly decent young man, somehow looks worse to Stacey than the 

"old maken It is strongiy suggested earlier in the telling of this story, however, that the 

"snake'sn time spent in white society helped shape him into the reprehensible man he becomes, 

so the cornparison of Steve and the "maken becornes a multi-iayered analogy for the mind-set 

of white society as a whole. Stacey bluntiy asks Steve how it felt to watch the villagers die, a 

question which she icnows Steve cannot easily answer. She observes, "Don't know what to 

Say, Steve?'" and t e k  him that "You are now feeling sharnen (1 86). "Steve was 

uncornfortable with his shame," Stacey notes, 

unlike the old snake. ..At the an: of the bridge he had tumed to wave, no one 
waved back. Even this iack of response had not bent his shouiders the way 
Steve's now cwed. Stacey knew the old snake felt deep sharne. Shame so 
deep he had not defended bhseff. Shame so deep he Ieft quietiy as soon as he 
was abIe to waik. His assumption ofdignity was to assure the peopIe he had 
no quaml with thek decisioa He had not wished to add the coercive force of 
guiIt on top of his aime against womanhood oato the shotiiders of the 
commlmity. (186) 

In contrast, Stacey feels a " twinge of guilt" at the sÎght ofSteveYs curved shouiders an& as a 

cesuIt, the C(guIfbetween them widened It grew umil it became an ugIy maw. A maw m e d  

with a powerfiil ragùig wind that w M e d  everythmg hto its centre. Stacey hung fàst to the 
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fragile thread of herseK This maw codd swallow her, given the opportunity" (187). Nobody 

wins in the "victim game," Maracle suggests, gesnrriag towards self-accountability as a fim 

step in bridging cliffierence, of k a c h h g  across into the unknown" temtory of the other. 

Nevertheless, the sight ofsteve's "lonely defeated back" does eiicit pity h m  Stacey, who 

'Teel[# sorry for the whole of white t o m  for the first time. White town had no other story but 

its own. No Raven, just ratty tatty old crows .... Crows whose Iack of dignity çtood in the way of 

even the most modest transformation" (187). When Stacey is h d l y  able to break fke fiom 

her compulsion to view her world in the binary terms of white culture, she has her own 

people's set of beliefs and stories to fall back on. Steve, she reaiizes, and Polly and Carol, have 

nothing but a " d l  town...an ache and a deep ernptiness" (1 87). This awareness suggests that 

Stacey has corne to comprehend and respect the merend between the two cultures, even as it 

evokes a pathos that can al1 too easiIy slip hto apathy (Iike the apathy she cecognizes in white 

society) if she and her people isolate themselves in their diEerence and refuse to even anempt 

to create a bridge between them. As Tri& T. Minh-ha points out, "[ilt is..much easier to 

dismiss or eliminate on the pretext of d i i n c e  (destroy the other in our rninds, in our world) 

than to live fearlessly with and within difference(s)" (84). indeed, in order to live 'Yeariessly" 

one must first face one's feaxs in order to determine their origins, a process that cm be quite 

MacacIe's &@y intncate revelations on culturd differences and prejudices point to an 

aoxiety of infiuence wherein it is not easiiy determined where the Uiterweaving of 'V' and 

"themm begins, nor the intenueaving ofwhat might be cded "traditional" and "coIonizedn L i  

This is p h p s  put best by Grampa Thomas in the novel who teUs the story of The: the 

wacrior womrm of Iegend: "Not maay ofthe village= ùought the story. It wasn't natrual, many 
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said, to which Grampa Thomas retorted, 'We don? üve ui natural times so we have no way of 

knowing what is na- and what is not" (97). With this story, Maracle links the anxiety about 

cultural merences with the anxiety about women's d e s  in the vilIage, drawing attention to 

the concept of "trad'tion" as paradoxicd in itself. The story of "Shen is interestingiy 

interwoven with the story of Nora (whose fimerai beguis the novel), a woman who was not 

chosen as Speaker for the commMity because Whey had never before chosen a woman as 

speaker" (99). Gnunpa Thomas goes so fat as to suggest that Nom (and her daughter Rena, a 

lesbian who dso defies cbaditionai" concepts of woman) is descended from this mythical 

woman: 

He told them a story and Momma had repeated it to Stacey. It was a story of a 
w d r  woman of Iong ago, Iong kfore the cornplex clan system even. 
Grampa cdled her 'She,' the nameIess woman. Nameless not out of disrespect 
but for want of definition. To children she was mother and to the world she 
was warrior. Her dudity inspired fear and reverence in her feiIow villagers. 
Grampa Thomas began to sing. Momma knew he was searchhg for memory; 
singing helped him unleasfi the memory of his ancestors. At the end of the 
Song, Grampa Thomas decided that Nom and Rena were descended nom îhis 
nameless woman w9th two spirits. (97) 

The term '%O spirits" is suggestive of a queer se>arality in Maracle's culture. in an interview 

with Janice Williamson, Maracle States that 

1 think of homosexuaki as people with a dualism, two-spint people. It makes 
them good fieaiers because they understand both male and femde sexuafity. 
We dont have a hdshe m our language, so we don? have the homo-, hetero-, 
and ail that other kmd ofsexuaiity; it's just human sexuaiity. And choiceJ'he 
whole question ofyour se>niality is very very personal and private and 
deterniined by the spint hide  you. Ifyou have two spirits, you're considered 
more powerf(rl, kcaw you have twice as much as everybody efse (174). 

Sexuaiity, as tinked to the human spi& is thus necessady Iinked to the [and and humans' 

reIatiomhip to and with it The Earth, themfore, referred tu in the féminine in this nove1, is a 
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"She," embodying the spirits of both female and male, and consequently representing a concept 

which compellhgly disrupts the Western metaphysicai culturelnature, mdalfernale 

dichotomies. "She," in the story dayed by Grarnpa Thomas, is aarneless because indefinable, 

identified as a woman, despite the suggested masculinity of the terni "warrior," yet clearly 

deQing any easy compartmentalization of identity into gende~d idea(1)s of feminine and 

masculine d e s  and behaviouts. 

"She" is in itself a fiiscinating story, one which seems a wondefil Iiterary example of 

Trinh T. Minh-ha's concept of gender. As with her ideas of difference, she emphasises the 

potentially subversive power of "gender" if it is considered not as a fixed or determined state 

reliant on biological sex, but as something that is constituted perfomatively. This concept of 

gender does not deny the infiuence of sexuai difference, she suggests, but it does de@ 

definitions based on sex done. As Elizabeth Grosz compellingly posits, separating sex fimm 

gender creates a dichotomy that wodd merdy replicate an opposition of the kind mdered in 

that between nannelcu1ture and mindmody ("Ontology and Equivocationn IO 1). Like Irigaray, 

Trinh T. Minh-ha is concerned with ernphasizhg an ethks of dBerence based on sexuality and 

gender, wntùig that "[an today's context, to defend a gendered way of 1Mng is to 6ght for 

difierence, a ciiffierence that postpones to ginnity and subverts the trend toward unisex 

behaviod patterns" (1 16). Most signincantly, this concept of gender does not degrade 

"traditionai" women's roIes, paaicdariy those of "Iniud World W~rnen,~  to use Trinh's words, 

such as that of mother, heder, and storyte1Ier. by projecting an (Western) ideai of Wobroman or of 

a &ersabhg equality which, she argues, merely emes drfference (105). She d e s ,  

[Qn its id perspective, the g e n k  dMde Ïs ai- crystal cl=, even though 
thk CI* does not remit h m  an. consistent d e  that scientfie ceasonhg may 



invent to salvage it and is better conveyed through myths, norÏes or sayings 
than through analyses whose necessity for order c d s  forth the parade of poIice 
rationahies. (I 06) 

So while Maracle's story of "She" highiïghts a problematic sense of6%radition" as it relates to 

conceptions of women' d e s ,  as well as an anxiety of cdtural influence, it also serves to weave 

together significant threads that relate to women as a source of wisdom and heding in the 

community, prirnarily through the fùnction of storyteiiing, withouî denying or denigrating male 

participation and importance in these rotes as well. Notably, it is a man who s h a ~ s  the nory of 

"She" while defending Nora's cight to ufathei' her chiIdren and choose to live independentfy of 

a man. Grampa Thomas Unplkates the coming of the Eurupeans (specificaily the 

"biackro bes," or Catholic priests), with the shift to a split gendered consciousness that retlects 

the binary oppositions of Western metaphysics, for he suggests that "'We used to have people 

iike ["She"] before the blackrobes came" (97). Additionaily, while the villagers corne to 

believe that ody a man c m  and should be Speaker, it is interestmg that Dorninic is descnbed 

by Stacey as possessing "ferninine" physicat characteristics: "the graceful rnovements of 

Speaker's body [were] alrnost womady, so delicate were his gestures" (19). The figure of 

"Speaker" in Maracie's novet thus seems to embody the perfonnativity of gender that Trinh 

outhes, whiIe "She" repcesents the potmtid for women, especiafIy, to deS. containment in 

sex-defmed gender roks. "She's" duaiity qresents nota dichotomy or bbary opposition, but 

a oneaess that nevertheIess does not enise s e x d  difference, nor, pediaps, cultural dlfferences 

between women, wfiether between white and Native, or between the many diverse First 

Nations' peoples themselves. The defiant potentid of"SheY' is krally "performedn in the 

noveI by the characfers ofNoni and Madeliae, women who preocctpy Stacey's thoughts and 

mate &ety over theu muitipfe diffecences. Through these womea, Stacey codbnts fhrs 
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and conhion over sexudity and the potentid for "oneness," not oniy with the women of her 

vülage, but with white women as well. 

Nom is portrayed as a "mascuLuuzed" woman because of her assurnption of "male" 

d e s  upon the death of her husband. There is considerable anxiety about diis for, even though 

the women of the village "hero[Ue] Nora's courage ... .For a wornan to take up the rote of father 

in these times seerned threatening. It was her choice, was what Grampa ended up with. They 

ail worried about the girls not being mothered white their mother was busy fathering themm 

(97). At the sarne time, Nom is 'Yeminizedn in appearance, although even in this she appears a 

blend of ferninine and mascutine traits, not so that she appears androgynous, but in a way that 

the "parts" form a "beautiful" and "gracefui" whole: 

[Stacey] looked again at Nora's hands, large and strong, and at her body, lean 
and vigorous. She sat in the chair much the same way Stacey's father did, legs 
slightiy apart, with her chest Ieaning into the conversation. M e n  she was on a 
roll with some story or other she stood up and assumed the beauty and cadence 
of Speaker. Her eyes were large and shaped like Raven's, mappy and black, 
her skin dark but her hair auburn, ahost  red. She kept it sIeek and tied back 
away nom her handsome face. She was beauticfiil when she spoke. Her 
gestures were expressive, perfectiy t h e d  and graceful. (98) 

Noni is "She" personified, yet that she is not chosen as Speaker despite her obvious gift points 

to the double-edge of tradition. On the one hand, as suggested by the story of "She," 

'?radhion," as represented in a story ofthe past, is potentially überating for women, offering a 

vision ofpossibility beyond denoition, beyond the conception of what is "naturai. Yet this 

"tradition" is rejected became it is not %aturain in light of present experience, Failme to 

choose Nora as Speaker represents how difficdt it can be to disentangle cornpIex societd 

influences that contribute to the constnictïon of a concept of C'traditi~d'' gender d e s  and the 
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role of tradition *thEn a community. The notion of W i t i o ~ "  Maracle suggests, must be 

flexible and fIuid, subject to the &onnative potentid of '%aven's song" itseff. Notably, it is 

Nora who teus Stacey in a dream, '"Don't worry chilci, woman's day is coming" (99). In order 

to untangie the knotted thceads of tradition, Maracle proposes a means of leaming through 

story, and of seizing the possibility opened up in Iight of the current context 

Mi le  Nom possesses the talent of a Speaker and takes on the role of "father" in order 

to feed her children, Madeline seems to exemple the "warrior" aspect of "She" when she 

takes up a gun to shoot her hus band, punishing him for his unspeakable sexud violation of their 

young daughter. Madeluie, until this poins is Iargely invisibIe to the villagers and in the novel, 

refemd to only occasionalIy as ' s e  make's woman"; she is someone who is unlaiown and 

"othef' to them because, while she is Indian, she comes fiom another Nation. The villagen' 

distance h m  her seems influenced by this diffecence, as weil as by theu dislüce of the 8'makey' 

himself, who retumed fkom the white world altered by its attitudes and with this unknown wife 

towards whom he behaves, Stacey believes, like a white man (149). Madeline's status in the 

village is interestingîy summed up by Stacey, who wonders "where she was hm, this 

nameless woman wîthout family, without begùuiing or end. Who would they contact if the 

snake died?" (1 57). To Stacey, Madehe is mitially ïuuneIess,'' like "SheY* who defies 

dennition. In addition, like Nora, Madeüne takes on ïnaie" duties when the fmily goes 

fishing, incorporating these jobs with the usuaE "fernale" roies, seeming to assume the mles of 

both mother and father to fier cbildren. 

Madelùie poses a dilemma for Stacey, who h d s  herseif both amacted to and fearfiti of 

fier. On the siirnice, Stacey's antagonism towards Madehe seems to be inspired by 



Madelme's difEerenc+ particu[arIy in the reah of language. Stacey is fhtrated by her 

inability to follow Madeiine's rapid, French-accented speech, and £in& that Madeline's use of 

images that refl ect her Lie on the prairies ("she used animais h m  a scattered and flat prairie to 

describe her every thought" 1 72) are unrelatable to anythuig in Stacey's own experience. in 

addition, Madelme is very forthright and physical in her expressiveness, something Zhat was 

hard for Stacey to take" (173). It is ultimately Madeline's exubemt physicality, her sensuality 

that is both earthy and ethereal, that troubles Stacey, for it awakens an 'ûnnameable desire 

insidey' her that causes Stacey to contrast herseifwith Madeline in metaphoric terms that 

notably corne h m  nature: 

When Madeüne was around she doubted the austerity she had been immersed 
in al1 her IKe. A sweet prairie dust-storm flitiing about the hills did not seem 
sensible. The staidness of the rnountains of Stacey's home, the powemil green, 
the giant cedars d l  called for a rigomus inner power, a discipline that she had 
accepted as the best possible form of human expression. Madeline was 
sensuous, she cdled up joyful memones ofsun kissing skin, a light bneze 
cooling the hot kiss. She inspired the body to move gracefülly, w i i  full- 
blossomed passionate movement, greeting the world ûee of inhibition. It was 
annoying to have your whoIe self chalIenged so ÏnnocentIy . (1 73) 

MadeIine, in addition to the duality of "She," seems to embody the syrnbolic spirit of "Raven," 

which represents wuid-swept chaos and the fiuidity of change in contrast to the steadfast 

rootedness of "Cedar,= with whom Stacey identifîes (aIthough Momma ofken tells her that she 

has "too much Etaven'?. in her interview with Jennifer Kelly, MaracIe explains that %cd&' 

represents the body as a house for the spirit, noting that "[qt's stable and conservative and 

d l y  reactionary, if you think about it, and our spint wants to fly everywhere and do 

everyt6ing-so that Cedar becomes the house in our culture- Cedar represents our sacred 

house. Cedar represents al1 that is conservathe and traditionai, I guess. And Raven Epresents 

the spint thatjust wants everything to move and shÏft and change and loves chaos" (87). It is 
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Cedar, for kstance, who seeks to protect CeIia h m  the disturbing visions Raven bcings her, 

and who chides Raven for her plan to bring sickness to the dagers. Cedar twice urges Raven 

to be patient, to wbich Raven responds "There isn't much tEne....These people are heading for 

the kùid of catastrophe we may not survive. Yo y cedar, should think before you speak. You 

will be the fkst to perish'" (14'44). Raven's words point to the oneness of the human spint 

with the land, suggesting that the cbcatastrophe'' to which she refea will be an ecoIogical one; 

that is, it wiII encompass a destnictiveness that extends to both the land and humans. As 

discussed, Manicle points to the inseparability of treatment of the earth with treatment of 

human beings. so b'ecologicai" in this context necessarily includes both, and this is conIimed 

by her expianation that "Ceda? syrnbolizes the body. Mile Raven's "chaos" is linked with 

death in the novel and her voice portrayed as a haunting ephemerd song, the spint of Raven as 

exhibited thmugh Madeline assumes an erotic, joyful quality that fin& expression in the 

physicality of the body which is able to interact with the land and with ooter human beings. 

While initially resistant to this spirit, Stacey inevitably concedes that Madeline fias a 

profoundly cornforthg effect on her famiIy, inspiring a physical closeness and intimacy which 

bey had never befon expenenced (and which notably inspires Ned and Momma to 

consummate theu relationship and thus cut Momma's traditionai period of moumhg short): 

After three weeks with Madeline, the girls and the books, change came to the 
fmily. Madeline was so eaisive. it was contagious. She Iaughed hard and 
Long. genedy slapping whoever was near, mt hard, but in a gentie familia 
kind of way. She hugged her gkis a lot. By the end of thm weeks, Momma 
and Madeline took hinis reading with one ofthe three @ris on their faps or 
leaning up aipiuist the two women. Stacey Iiked this easy physicai familarity 
that Madehe was cultivating in her fdIy.  So did Ne& He had aIways ken 
khd of pbys i4  himself, For hmi it was a happy transformation MadeIine was 
bringing to the famiy. He sat with his arm about Young lim, hLs hand rrsting 



on Momma's Ieg, Iistening to the uightiy reading. peace and contentment 
written on Es face. (179) 

As a combination of "She" and "Etaven," Madelie represents a quality of spint that is 

evocative of Audre Lorde's concept of the erotic, which, as  noted in chapter one, represents a 

"sharing ofjoy, whether physical, emotional, psychic or intellectuai," and which significantly 

Toms a bridge between the sharers which cm be the basis for understanding much of what is 

not shared between them" (56). Madeline influences not onIy a closer intimacy arnong 

Stacey's fmily members, but manages to fom a bridge with Stacey that overcomes Stacey's 

fear of oneness with anfother different from herself. Stacey's complex nsponse to Madeline 

suggests that it is the prospect of change, of the stirrings of the "spirit," which causes her 

anxiety and keeps her h m  truly connecting with Caro1 and Steve. This anxi-ety also keeps her 

fiom allowing herseif to feel sexuai d e s k  For although she feels stirrings at the sight of the 

village men at Nora's fimeral ("For Stacey the silent ritual of male physicality was captivating. 

She could not dniw her eyes h m  the bodies of the men. Some midl ray oflight flicke~d in 

the pit of her stomachn I3), she consistently represses any feeihgs of sexuality in herseIf, 

rationaiizing her abstinence as a practicai protection against pregnancy Ui order to keep her d e  

to pursue her dream of university. At the fimeral, for instance, Stacey's attention is drawn 

away k m  the men by the sight ofher ?ery pcegnanf' cousin Stella. She fears a relationship 

with a white man, given the example of her cousin Shelley, who was abandoned and now lives 

in destitution on the streets of Vancouver, whiie at the same tmie she fears the C'traditionai" iife 

ofstayïng in the viIIage and füIing the coles of wife and mother. It is telling, however, that her 

f m  of sexuality are intimatdy associated with de* as evidenced by ber saimngs at Nora's 

finierai, and the problematic of PoIiy's suicide. which Stacey Lmks with the expression of 

sextdityxualisr Stacey's ciream, however, is essentidy one ofchange, ofbeiog able to r e m  with a 
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knowledge that she believes can help her teach the children of her village so they no longer 

have to cross the bridge to white tom. Like Momma, Stacey represents a paradoxical desire 

for both isolation and movement Madelime, however, shows Stacey the positive potential of 

physicai change and transformation, one that is linked with an exubenuice of life rather than the 

tragedy of death, and it is meanin@ that the bridge they constnict between them is founded 

on the sharing of story. 

Stacey's teaching of Momma and Madeline to read points to the transfomative and 

healing power of story, whether it is in oral or written form. It is primariiy in the women's 

active engagement with language that Stacey's farniiy is brought closer together, and which 

enables Stacey to overcome her distance from Madeline and her distrust of Madeline's 

physicality. Just as irnportantiy, if not more so (although inseparable fiom Madeline's 

influence), is that the act of ceading helps Stacey and Momma bridge their own generational 

differences, bringing them closer to an understanding of each other. It dso signifies a shift on 

Momma's part towards an awakening fiom her isolation tiom the rest of the world. The more 

Momma leanis of Stacey's experiences in the white world, and anticipates Stacey's Ûnpending 

departwe for university where she wiI1 spend four years away h m  the village, the more 

Momma wishes to understand that world and the effect it could have on her daughter. While 

her motivation for understanding is perhaps a negative one based on fear, that she does seek to 

understand, and seeks out their -ries to understand, impües a positive movement beyond 

tolerance. She tells Stacey that "'1 always wanted to know some oftheir stories. C don't 

understand them people at dl-how they üve, what they do. 'ïheir stories mur* tell you 

sornething about them, eh?'" (147). At the same the* Momma's desire to leam how to Rad is 

a persod one, somethmg h t  she beIieves wül k a si@cant accompIishrnent that wiiï make 
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her fmi iy  proud of her (147). Both Madeiine and Momma learn to read very quickiy, and 

their joy in the reading ofstories nom and about a world neither has seen is remarkably 

empowering to them, for they bring to theu reading the erotic quaiity that ailows for a bridging 

of difference. It is through readiig, as weii, that Momma discovers the differend between her 

people and whites, when she observes that for white people "'[tlhe 'flu means iIhess..Sor us it 

means terrof' (178). Yet, while the reading takes Momma a step closer to the othea, it is the 

step closer to Stacey it brings that is moa meaningful to her. It is, significantly, on the arc of 

the bridge where mother and daughter finaily connect, in a poignant scene of fawell. 

It is on the bridge wbere Stacey has found her only moments of serenity amidst the 

turmoil of the spring and summer, where she is most at peace within herself because of her 

openness to the world around her. Here mother and daughter both weep, their tears blending 

with the renewing raindrops, and hug for the fim time in many years. Additionaily, Momma 

shares with Stacey that "Mornrna" is her real name, explainhg that it was the fm EngIish 

word that her own mother learned and thought was a name. This revelation tums their tears to 

laughter, signalling the intcrtwhing of the emotions of gnef and joy that rnakes any change 

somehow bearable in its painfifness, while also symboiizing the htricate tensions between 

tradition (home), and change (the unknown) that are woven throughout this novel. Momma, in 

her own way, is a "She," who, dthough strongiy identifie4 and who strongiy identifies with, 

traditionai ways that are potentidly stiflhg, nevertheIess represents a h o p  for the fbture of the 

vilIage. Momma, Stacey ceahes, is like "Swimmer,n the femde saimon who swïms up-river 

to spawn. Stacey recak t h  story in one ofher meditatioas on the bridge whiIe watching the 

dwindllng water of the mer  strem beneath het. Swimmer is a syrnbd ofpmcreation and the 

detennination of a species to SULVEVe ag& alI odds, as we11 as a symbol of Ion, patience and 
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loyaity to one's mate (60). Stacey recaUs her father's words to her brother after watching 

Swimmer's mate help her up the fdls and then spend two long hours of violent stmggie to get 

over the falls himself, while Swimmer swam patiently in the pool above waiting for him: "'And 

that's how our men feel about Creation'" (60). Stacey further observes that "[Noth fish knew 

they would die. The end of the h?iil for them began with the need to procreatt. Their courage 

was augmented by the brutal nvth that there was nothing in it for them but death" (6 i); yet it Ïs 

a cornmitment to life and not a death instinct that drives the sahon to spawn at any cost. 

Stacey recognizes this cornmitment ta life in her mother, and it enables her to finalIy free 

herself of the tmubling attitudes that have kept her distanced h m  her as well as the ren of her 

family. Swimmer's story, and her mother's courage, also point Stacey towards recognizing the 

importance of roots, of family, and the devastating consequences of rootlessness and isolation 

which separates one h m  the spirit of Creation: "Maybe that was 1 Maybe some white people 

had no roots in the creative pmcess, so could not imagine being that devoted to staying alive. If 

you have only yourseif as a start and end point, life becomes a pretence at continuum. White 

f o h ,  even her fnend Carol, al1 seerned to be so nidderless ... Maybe no mots was the problem" 

(6 1). 

The theme of wornen in the novel is no less cornplex than the theme of cultural 

differences, and these are themes which necessariiy overlap and intertwine with Maracle's 

critique of the 1ogÎc of domination (as do al1 die "themes" in Ravensong, Ieading me to consider 

that %emeYs is a woefiIIy hadequate descriptive tem m this instance). SignificantI~~ in 

relation to the tremendously important nile ofstorytellhg in this noveI as tramfionnative and 

heding, and its conneaion with women and with nature, it is thmugh Stacey's recognkion of 

the place of women m both her own society as weII as those of others, kt the nrst step upon 
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the bridge of difference seems to be taken. As discussed, PoIlyys suicide triggers the many 

questions ( o h  seerningiy unrelated on the d a c e )  that Stacey grapples with, questions which 

lead to revelations, if not quite umkrstandings, of the various foms oppression May take both 

within her own community and in the white world. One of the sipniIicant paths upon which 

this questionhg takes her is to "Gemian ludy," a white woman who lives in the viIIage with 

her lover, Rem. It is through ludy that Stacey begins to grasp the underlying reasons for 

PolIy's suicide, even as the concept of suicide continues to elude her. This tentative grasp is 

inbately bound up with cultura1 and gender differences when Stacey observes that 

[tlhere were no suppoa systems for white women, not arnong their relatives or 
in their community or in law. No wonder PolIy killed herseK. Until now 
Stacey had bagged white men and women in the same sack White women 
started to look different Stacey felt a Iittle uneasy about this. (8 1) 

This observation underscores Stacey's sense of difference h m  white society, but at the same 

time, by cecognizing that white women "looked different" h m  white men, Stacey fhds henelf 

in that in-between place where reaching out c m  occm. in a conversation with Steve, Stacey 

further recognizes the potentiai of the bridge which spans the gulf between her society and his. 

She comments, in response to the fact that PoIIy's suicide was k e & y  precipitated by her 

abusive father, that "'Maybe she had no family, no one to stand by her" (184). Steve replies 

that maybe she had "'no place in society'" (184). Stacey m e r  considea that "[she] was not 

f d i a r  with his standard radicd sociologicai language, but she didn't seem to have trouble 

graspmg the trouble of 'no place.' What he didn't ceaiize was that for Stacey no famiiy and no 

place were synonymous" (1 84). Stacey's *al perception, for instance, of MadeIine's rack of 

famüy mip1Ïes a "rootiessneSSn which makes Maddine sinulm ta Poffy (and d y ,  Stacey 

leanis that Polly's father beatP both PoIIy and her mother, 80 and 184) and Carol. As such, 
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Madehe embodies not oniy "She," but aU dis-placed women who are betrayed within the vecy 

wa1Is of the home which is supposed to give them a sense of belonghg and safety, but which is 

revealed to be like a ce11 which keeps them contained in a loveless vacuum. "Shey7 is, indeed, 

emblematic of displaced women, given that her own story is ironically dis-placed by a sense of 

This image ofUhome" contrasts sharply with Stacey's sense of the belonging and 

security that represents her own home. It is Madeline's husbmd, the "old make," who 

represents an incursion of "white-town" into the village, yet Stacey "couldn't know then that 

some of the families werr already changed. She couldn't know that her own clan was the Iast 

of the families to cling to thek ancient sense of family and that this was going to break down 

steadily as white town invaded their village" (1 50). tt is this ovetlapping of gender and cultural 

diEerences which contributes to the complexity of Stacey's nvelations and to the story of 

Ravemong itseif as an kightfil weaving of intricate and multi-coloured threads of life's 

seemingly ineconcilable dichotomies. 

"'Death is transfomative,' Raven said to earth h m  the depths of the ocean" (85). The 

deaths of Polly and Nora, and the grief they inspire, are central to the unravelling of the tightly 

wound baii of threads which foms the heart of Rmemong. IR the Epilogue, we Iearn that the 

"novely' is in itseff a story that bas been woven by not only Stacey, but by CeIia, Momma and 

Rena-a story that "took all winter" to te11 (197), a story whose telling is prompted by yet 

another death which, Iike Polly's suicide. defies understanding. This the, it is poignantiy one 

oftheir own who takes his me; thus suicide becornes yet another symbol of the disese of the 

spirit that threatens the Native people's [ives. The story mevitably circles back to Raven, who 

began the soii& but who left in despair as her h o p  for her people shnvelled (54). Raven's 

haunting melody is echoed in the women's voices who jom h moUrnmg Song, as welf as 
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entwining in the sharing of story that encapsulates both grief and joy as inextricable movements 

of emotion. Raven, the eickster storyteller and harbinger ofsocid transfomation, is a symbol 

in this novel a cultural figure who represents the double-edge of transformation that is 

necessary for the continuance of life, but which often involves the pain of disease and death. It 

is "Raven" who instigates the 'flu epidemic as a lesson for her people, but her voice is never 

quite heard except by Celia who was then too young to deai with the knowledge Raven gives 

her. Raven sets the story in motion and may be seen in light of Trinh's concept of the 

storyteller as the "Great Mother" figure who is both healer and "bringer of diseases" (1 27). It 

is by assurning the voice of Raven that the storytellers in the novel, and Maracie, convey the 

knowledge that death has transfomative power, that endings inherentiy possess beginnings and 

potentialities. Aithough Raven Ieaves, figuratively signalling that this transformation has not 

yet been successfulty put into motion, "hep story does not go unfrnished (if such a story can 

ever be said to be "nished"), but is picked up by the women and continued and, in the pmcess 

of that continuation, is furthered as a vehicle of healing, for "Raven's song" is the story of 

Stacey's people and their stmggies to survive. As Trinh suggests, "[a] story is not just a story. 

Once the forces have been arowd and set into motion, they can't simply be stopped at 

someone's request. Once told, the story is botmd to circuk; humanized, it may have a 

temporary end, but its effects linger on and its ead is never truty an end" (133). The sharing of 

story in Ravemng exemplies Trinh's concept of storytelling as a heaiing process and the 

importance of heaüng as a commrmai pmcess, a form of 'kconci1iationn which necessitates the 

involvement of famiiy and community and which is a c'socio-cdbwl act, a coiiecthe, motherIy 

undertaking" (140). AU of the women who participate in the story are mothers, but, as Trhh 

sugge-9 
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[tlhe storyteller, besides behg a geat mother. a teacher, a poetess, a wador, a 
musician, a histocïau, a fiiiry, and a witch, is a heaier and a pmtectress. Her 
chanthg or tellhg of stories..has the power ofbringing us together, especially 
when there is sickness, fear, and grief. (140) 

This concept of the storyteller is aiso evocative of Maracle's "She," an indominitable spirit who 

represents a radical empowering potential for not only the women in this novel, but for ail 

peoples. hportantly, "She" resists dennition, and is, therefore, a powerful emblem ofthe 

capacity for narrative to de@ extemal repcesentatioas of the self. for Ravemong, itself. is a 

narrative which challenges such represeatations of Fust Nations' peoples, and especially, First 

Nations' women. 

Perhaps the most evocative and compelling symbol of connection and transformation in 

Ruvensong is the bridge, a symbol that can have a profound meanhg nom the perspectives of 

both Native and white societies. As Maracle suggests, the bridge, the co~ecti*on between the 

two aiready exists, and "[fit's a human connection. We have the connection of a society nm 

amuck [sic]. So the connections are aii there. What I think is misshg is the fimdamentai 

starhg point of examining how we view the world and with what sorts of eyes we'ce looking 

at if' (74). Ruvensong represents an unfiinching accounting and understanding of the disparate 

views of these two societies, and the places in which these perspectives (their "differends'') 

clash. The understandhg of cufturai di&rences is Unertwmed with sexuai diKerence as welf, 

suggesting that a gender bridge is aiso nquired that does not erase diierence and ultunately 

render women invisible and disposable. Whether conceived in tenns of Lyotard's "phrase" or 

Lorde's "erotic," the spirit of sh&& of ''reachllig hto the unknown,'' is uItimateIy what the 

bridge stands for, with fsotings m both cuItures and an an: that sweeps over the uncertain 

waters of the chasm that separates them. It is a symbol that embodies, in Maracle's terms, the 
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spirits of both Cedar and Raven, in Cedar's sturdy support and Raven's auid transformations. 

Stacey herseifis a character withùi whom the spirit of the bridge is strong, and it is through 

her, primarily, that the potentiai of this co~ect ion is explorrd Stacey's movement h m  a 

"split self' towards wholeness or "oneness," as she puts it, is a painfui and perplexing one, and 

the path is not "straight and narrow," but curvilinear and even cyclicai. As Stacey's example 

shows, seEexamination and -exploration are painfui but necessary steps towards buiIding a 

bridge that can withstand the UKvitabIe assaults on its foundatioas. Through Stacey, Maracle 

also suggests that the healing of the spirit is necessatiIy conjoined with a healing of the land, 

and that it is important to "know" inthately, through experience and an openhg to ernotion, 

w h e ~  one's own mots lie; Ïndeed, it is important to recognize that one's mots do lie Ïn the 

earth, no matter how much concrete may cover it. Ultimately, Maracle suggests, we must read 

and Iisten to each othefs stories in order to facilitate the kind of understanding that can Iead to 

bridge-making. Her critique, in this novel, of the Western metaphysicai tradition of 

dichotomized thlliking points to the often violent rupture between male and femaie, culture and 

nature, mind and body, and selfand other. The sharllig of story, however, has empowerhg 

potential, Maracle counsels, but it requins an active engagement that can lead each listener to 

respond to the questions posed h m  her or his own uniqueIy situated perspective. In the novel, 

Momma and Madehe are exemplary examples of this kind of active engagement with story, 

given their wiiiingness to apprehend others through theü own stories. We may I e m  h m  them 

whiIe we each mate our own rimes ofc'seIf" that not onty envision new possibilities of 

qinted living, but envision Merently so mat we may bear witness to the differend. 



when you set the Iand naked, look again 
(bum your rnaps, that is not what I mean) 
1 mean the moment when it seems most plain 
is the moment when you must begin again. 
(Gwendolyn MacEwen, 'The Discovery") 

in an essay entitled 'The Land and Language of Desire: Where Deep Ecology and Post- 

Structuralism Meet," SueEIIen CampbeI1 writes of a tension between her academic specislty in 

contemporary criticai theory and her academic and personai interest in ecology. She speaks of 

the seeming incommeosurability of these two viewpoints, cithg especidly the post-stntcturalist 

emphasis on textuaIity versus ecology's emphasis on rnakriality. She writes that a "'misread' 

text and a depleted aquifer pmsent quite dEerent practicd problems and raise quite dinerent 

mord and ethical questions. But they both speak of our intimacy with what surrounds us" 

(13 1). There are many commonalities between the bwo, she ultimately suggests, such as the 

"questioning of authority" and a "shared critique of the idea of objectiviqi' (128-29): '"Ikeory 

and ecology a p e :  our perceptions are always subjective and we are always involvedm (129). 

Yet, if "we corne to occupy the landscape we create," as Evemden suggests, then there is an 

implied textuality in the Iand; it is something we %ad" into belli& and how we '?eadyT it 

reflects not oniy our attitudes towards ït, but our relationship with it and with other people. 

Most UitcrestÏng, however, is Campbell's emphasis on desire; she asks: "when theory and 

ecology speak of loss and desire? are they speakmg of the same thmg?" (t 35). Desire, she 

suggests, referencing psychoanaiytic theory, emerges fkom a sense of Ioss, h m  the sense of 

separation we fed when we first experience ourseIves as separate beings (separate h m  the 

m o t i ,  in particuiar). "At the core ofour seme of seE then" she WfifeS, "is our M m g  of Ioss 
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and the desire for unity that is boni of loss. Loss makes us what we are, and desire is an empty 

force (not dependant on any object we might want at any given the)  which dways dnves us  

but can never be satisfïed .... Our desire marks what we have lost and what we stiI1 hope to 

regain. Desire, for ecology, goes beyond the human" (134-35). Desire, l o s  and grief stand 

out as motifs that are common to al1 of the texts t have looked at in this shidy; they are motifs 

that intertwine in diverse and complex ways, and are intimately bomd up in a relational sense 

of selfthat is notably shaped by its experiences with both human and non-human nature. 

What is moa striking in these texts, however, is not the overwhelming centraiity of 

grief, perhaps, but the emphasis on grief as a pmcess that is both heding and trandormative. 

There is a clearly fek desire in al1 of these works to (re)present the movement of emotion 

without loshg the sensation of duidity and catharsis. For grief in these te- is cathartic, 

pointing to a Iived sense that women, especially, have been hctured somehow, and that, by 

wntùig their selves, or of the self cornhg hto king, the writmg is itself a healing and 

&ormative pmcess. The emphasis is always on movement and a pmcess that can Iead to 

news ways of envisioning the world, rather than a sense of hopelesmess or nostaigia over the 

irrevocable loss of something that can never be regamed, such as a pristine wildemess or a 

"traditionel" way of life that ignores the complex socio-culturai influences that neceswiIy 

W o r m  even a sense of what is, in fack 'traditional.'' The tramfiormative process of 

narrative is evident m ManicIe's emphasis on the power of story ta weave together disparate 

b d s  that can bring a commimity together, and fom a bridge a m s s  the distance of 

difference. Given the emphasis on ptocess and movement, however, th- is an evideat 

cesistance to cIosure in these texts, to denning the self as something finite and endosed As 
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such, the authors challenge the concept of a mifieci, universai subject that transcends space md 

tirne, presenting instead a "subject-ui-process" which is discuniveIy formed, but rem* fluid 

and open to endless (re)definition. Theu narratives, consequently, disnipt the ahistorÏc idea(1) 

of Wornan as well as common stereotypes based on gender, race and efhnicity. 

By focusing on the novels in this study uidividually, 1 have sought to honour the 

diveaiîy of each woman's position and the complexity ofher respective rmtive stnitegies in 

addressing what I have designated as a unifying focus on explorations of identity and nature in 

their writing. In particular, 1 have been concemed w*th the ways in which these writers address 

the association of woman and nature that has posed a dilemma for feminists as outiined in the 

introduction. As I have suggested, the woman-nature association, as expressed through the 

culturelnature dichotomy, is dynarnicaily inter-related with the prob[ematic of subjectivity. 

This has led many feminists to follow Shone de Beauvou in rejecting the stanis of "Other" in 

favour of the seemingly empowered position of the active "male" subject as a means of 

negatïng woman's association with nature in order to rectifL her exclusion fiom the world of 

"culture." Yet, as feminists such as Susan Hekman have pointed out, the embrachg of 'baie 

subjectivity" merely reinforces the inferiority of that which is identfied with the "fiemale," so 

that "equdity" can ody be achieved through a seifîame identification with the (white) male. 

This H e ~ ' t  of woman is a key point of contention for feminists such as Irigaray, Ckous, 

ComeU and Kristeva, among others, who argue that the npresentation of woman as "Iaclr" is 

aiways alrrady apparent in the Ianguage; thus, in order to become "visible," women must wnte 

their "selves" without effacing their sexuai ditlierence. In addin'oq some ecoferninists have 

compehgfy poinad out, dong with the ~ s t - s t n i c W * d '  f d i s t ,  that it is a duaIistic styk 
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of thulking which teads to the creation of6'value hienuchies" and "value dualisms" that 

reinforce the "Iogic of domination" by which it is ~asoned  that "man" is rnorally justified in 

subordinating and oppressing that which is "other" to h i i l f .  mcluding women, racial and 

ethnic "others," end non-human nature. It is this intersection of subjectivity and the 

culture/nature dichotomy that bas underhed my readimgs of each of the texts in this study? and 

1 conclude that each of these women disrupts the dichotomies of selflother and culture/nature 

without ernbracing (white) aiale" subjectivity, or continuing a devduation of non-human 

"nature." Their tem, in fact, offer a wide cange of mtegies for dimpting binary oppositions, 

and, as a result, they recuperate and afEm those tenns that have been traditiondly associated 

with "Womm," while, at the same the ,  destabilizing the fixed categories of "Woman" and 

bhhlre.'7 

While commonalities are apparent in comparÎson, most poignantIy, as  1 have noted, in 

the shared identification with grief, these women's perspectives on the culture/nature dilemma 

are complexly varie4 which has led me to cornpiement my nadings with a variety of 

theoretical perspectives. What emerges quite strongiy is that each writer in some way 

apprehends the radicaI subversive potentiai of the 'place between," which 1 have variously 

explored through the idea of the "blank page," Irigaray's concept of the "interval of desire," 

KristevaTs notion of the "abject," Lorde's "erotic" and Lyotard's "diffemd? This 

demonstrates that there is a muitiplicity of ways of experiencmg and conceiving of this 

subversive space as evidenced by the diversity of appnuiches that these women take towards 

radicaiiy chaIIenging the traditionai nomis and values of Westem society. These women 

chdlenge UlUVersaIity by expIochg seKidentity at the personai and toc& level, at what is often 
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referred to as 'bvriting h m  the marpUiSarpuis'' Yet aii thRe shift the ternis ofthe "map," as it were, 

for in their challenges to dichotomies, they necessarily disnipt the perceiveci opposition 

between centre and rnargin. 

O f  the many seeming contradictions and paradoxes that emerge in theu work, perhaps 

most eviden~ in Iight of the focus ofthis thesis, is a seeming contradiction between the 

emphasis on the corporeai materiality of experience and the notion that the "subject" is a 

nanatively constituted phenomenon. This contradiction lies in the nature of representation 

itself, however, for in their challenges to the supposed objectivity and authority of 

8"representationT" there is a seIf-reff exive awareness in these texts, particularly in those by 

Marlatt and van Herk, of the act of Ming as a representationai act which runs the risk of 

replicating the authorid gestm. This idea of representation is, however, complicated by the 

fact that how we conceive of bkature'7 is h d y  prefigured by Iinguistic concepts, for 'kattue" 

is, itself, a constmct. Thus, there is a gap even baween our lived experîence of the land and 

the "identity" of the Iand itself. As SueElIen Campbell points out, borrowing a phrase from 

Barry Lopez, "'[tlhe Iand retains an identity of its own'" (130). The land however, cannot 

write itseif into king in order to challenge nductive representations; therefore, the challenge is 

to be aware of the p p  and honour this "differend" in our apresentations of that which cannot 

speak for itseff- Thete are numemus moments in the texts, for mstsnce, where thc gap between 

lived experience and the description ofthat experience is highiighted. MarIaR's Amie and 

Manicle's Stacey, for instance, often stnrggie with the abiüty to express thek expiences and 

ernotions in words, particularIy when their self-awareness stems h m  an intimate engagement 

with the non-human world Much ofthis tension anks h m  what van Herk cdis the ïem'bIe 
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implacabilities ofresernblance and the imagination" (The Map's Temptation" 129)- thus 

pointing to rhe irreconcilable nature of experience and narrative representation. The writerly 

desire is to repticate experience as faithfiilly as possible and, as especially evidenced in 

Mariatt's novel, to uiscnie women's experience into the pages of history and litemture- Yet, 

as Annie's anxiety over the wrïtïng of Ana's üfe suggests, the concumnt feat is that, in so 

doing, the writer may inadvectentiy (re)inscribe a static image of Woman that is taken to be 

universal and essentiaiizing- This fear is heightened by the fact that these wornen explore a 

sense of identity that is intimately related to a corporeal connection with the physical world of 

%aturen Yet, as becomes quite clear, this engagement with the land and with place is 

reveaied as a necessacy component for the concept of a relational self that emerges h m  the 

disjunction between subject and object. Most importantiy? it is the emphasis on the 

corpoceaiity of this experience which is key; that is, in order to have a sense of place in the 

world, one must feel that one is at "homen in one's own body. This is -1, these authors 

suggest, m order to disrupt the concept of Woman as "Iack.," as we11 as the erasun of racial and 

ethnic differences that serve to make the "othel" invisible. 

As suggested in the introduction, these authors seek to &te the selfand the world in 

ways that are rdective of process, while also self-reflexively acknowledging that narrative is 

inevitably complicit in the (re)creation of new foms ofrepresentation. Van Herk and Marlatt, 

especiaiiy, seek to disrupt the 'hap's" daim to autbority and singular truth through their own 

disctmhe engagement with the traditions of history and cartography. Van Herk, for instance, 

deconstnicts the map form itseff and nconfigures it as a textua[, movmg palunpsest that may 

"capture" the rnulti-ciTinensionai djmamïcs ofpIace, and that necessady includes the ceiational, 
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place. Her "geo~c t ione"  seeks to convey this interactive dynamic by contrasting the readmg 

of a novel with "readings" of the landscape, thereby suggesting that both book and Iandscape 

possess a multiplicity of "meaningsn This concept of the Iandscape as '?ext" is echoed by 

Barry L o p e  who writes that the 

physical landscape is batning in its ability to transcend whatever we would 
make of i t  It is as subtle in its expression as tums of the minci, and Iarger than 
our grasp; and yet it is still knowable. The mind, fidl of cwiosity and analysis, 
disassembles a Iandscape and then ceassembles the pieces-the nod of a flower, 
the color of the night sky, the murmur of an animal-trying to fathom its 
geography. At the same time the mind is trying to find its place within the 
land, to discover a way to dispel its own sense of estrangement. (xxiii) 

Yet, as van Herk suggests, it is not possible to "know" the "landscape" through our minds 

atone, or nom the Iimited and distanced perspective of vision. This kind of perspective not 

only perpetuates out sense of "estrangement?' fkom non-human nature, it foms the basis for 

acts of possession and colonization that, because of this distance, dIow for the objectificaton 

and reifcation of the land, as well as the peoples who inhabit it. The erasure of peoples 

through mapping practîces is highlighted in her text by the troubling replication of their 

"invisibility" on her own ïnap" of Ellesmere. Their presence is, nevertheless, felt by van 

Herk, who does evoke echoes of their own history in her unlnadïngs of the paiimpsests of 

place. Van He* however, refuses to M e r  the colonization process by teiiing theit storÏesl; 

In her essay entitled 'Tri Visible Ink) van Herk wntes about an additional trip to 
Ellesmere Island where she travels outside ofthe Lake Hazm Nationai Park and is Ied by an 
huit guide. Hem she uidicates more explicitiy her warhess of appropriathg the rightfbi stocïes 
ofothers as they are expressed through theu Iaaguage and in their engagement with place. 
Although she Ieams Iauktitut words for "signs" ofthe Imdscape, she r e h  to replicate them, 
wntuig that "[tney are Pijarnini's words, not mine, and if1 was able to hear them and to mimic 
them, it was ody through his agency" (IO). 
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instead, she points to the f i t  that these stories do exist, if one but fias the eyes to "see" and the 

ears tu Iisten. The effect of colonization is LiceWise exploreci by Marlatt, who draws m n g  

co~ections between the exploitation of 'haturai resources" and the objectification and 

subsequent subjugation of women. 

The "logic of domination" reveded by colonization and resourcism is also poigndy 

exposed and sharply critiqued by Maracle in her novel, who importantly highlights the compiex 

intersection of gender and race as bases for dismissal and oppression within the anthropocentnc 

and androcentric world-view (what feminists often refer as "the patriarchy"). While she does 

not explicitly target the problematic of representation Iïke Marlatt and, especially, van Herk do, 

there is, nevertheless, an implicit subversion of cultural stereotypes in het novel, especially 

those of Vative" women. She aiso deverly exposes the troublesorne nature of stereotyping a 

peopIe and culture through her depictions of the attitudes of the Native villages in her novel 

towards white people as a whole and, by explorhg the differences betwan these two cuitures, 

she reveals the cornplex layerihg of the history and conditions that have fostered nich hatred of 

the "other." As in Mariatt's and van Herk's worics, "history" in Ravenrong is revealed to be a 

paiimpsest, where the experiences and perspectives of those on the ''rnarghs" have been 

erased and overwcitten. This erasure, Maracle suggests, serves to petpetuate apathy towards 

and misunderstanding of the "other? while priuEleging a perspective that is necesdiy skewed. 

MaracIe shifts the tems of centre and margin, however, just as the other two women do, and, 

in so domg, exposes the mter-dynamîc aspects ofthe "peMlegedY' and the ïnarpinai'' 

viewpomts. Oved i ,  MhcIe's novel compeIhgiy chdenges the oppressive conceptuai 

b e w o r k  that operates ui Caiiadian sccïety by revethg the trapic consequences of this 
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world-view as it reverberates through the lives of d l  peoples who live withui the political 

borders of Canada. 

Maracle simiMy troubles ngid oppositions between genders and gender d e s  as 

symbolized by her compelling story of "She," especially, and, like Marlatt and van Herk, she 

presents a concept of gender that is fluid and perfomative, and open to endless 

(re)configurations, while also acknowledging and respecthg sexud difference. In contesting 

the idea of "tniditional" gender roles, Maracle, van Herk and Marlatt d l  highlight the 

troublesome concept of "home" as it has served as a pnson for women and as it "matriculates" 

with theu multiple and profound griefs. In Ruvensong, Stacey's concept of home as a place 

that embodies a network of family relations and mots is poignantly coneasted with the 

"rootiessness" of white society in its concept of home and farnily. This is especially interesting 

in compan*son with van Herk's interrogation of "home" and the restIessness and motlessness 

that pervades her engagements with place, and the seemingly paradoxicd sense of death that 

i n t e d e s  with her idea of "home." It is striking how many ernotional undercumnts and 

themes converge m a cornparison of the texts of these women, especially considering their very 

different styles and approaches to the topics with which they am concerned. 

in closing, it is not the commonaIitits between these authors' works that I wish to 

emphasize, however, but the diversity of the authors' voices. There is a ternptation when 

expioring a common %eme" in women's mCting to dllninish difference in favour of simiianty 

in order to estabiish an overd sense of "soIiMW as women; yet, to do so wouid be to 

dtimately dimhkh the very stratepies of defjhg U I Y V a g  representations that these 
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writers empIoy in their works. In an essay entitied "Difference (ern)bracing," Daphne Mariatt, 

in discussing the impact of reading women's writing and the inherent ernpowerment in a 

diversity of voices, writes: "1 am not myself, or we are not myseü, or each of us is our selves în 

the plural, struggling to speak the dinerences we sense through rigid assumptions of sameness 

and identity in the Ianguage we have UiherÏted" (192). Here Madatt points to the underlying 

tension I have discussed in dation to these texts, which is that of wisbing to present an "P' 

which is, nevertheless, irreducible to a singular identity, while using a Ianguage deeply 

ingrained with the dichotomized style o f  thinking that pervades tbe Western conceptual 

framework. To nad women7s writiag is to become aware of a dialogue, as  Marlatt puts it, a 

conversation with many voices and perspectives. She writes: bbBecoming aware of this 

dialogue on the (many) fringes, Iistening to other women's words/realities, is to engage in a 

delicate balance between recognition of dEerence and recopition of shmd ground. The 

balance between i and we, neither capitalized nor capitalking on the other" ("Difference 

(em)bracing" 192). In this study 1 have attempted to engage these wnters in a conversation 

that reflects a shmd interest in exposing the "~eif4iestnictiveness of male-dorninated society," 

in Adrieme Rich's words, a destnictiveness that is pahfùlIy refiected in the status of women, 

First Nations' peoples, and the land m this country. This pain is echoed in a11 of the texts [ 

have looked at, suggesting that a hdamentai re-visioning of Western attitudes is required in 

order to achieve both a healùig and transformation that entails a nevermding process of self- 

evaluation and -exploration. As Lee Maracle compelhgly suggests, and as is evidenced in al1 

of the texts examined hem, it is through storyteiihg and narrative that we may be@ to 

envision differentiy. 
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